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PREFACE

It would be impossible here to acknowledge individually 
all those who have helped me in my research. I trust that 
the others will forgive me if I single out just a few : Mr. 
Vitty and Mr.Gracey of the Linenhall Library ; Mr.McMenamin 
and Mr.Trainor of the Public Record Office ; Mr.Thompson and 
Mr.Brown of the Ordnance Survey ; Mr.McCormick and Mr.Rea of 
the Valuation Office ; Mr.iYesbitt of the Ulster Museum ;
Mr.George, formerly of the Ulster Museum ; finally, my 
academic advisers, Professor Evans, Professor Jones and 
Professor Jope, whose teaching and writings are further ack
nowledged below, and who collectively inspired and encouraged 
the writing of this thesis.



Chapter I : Introduction

"It was every man for himself; and the Devil, if he did 
not take the hindmost, at least reserved for himself the 
privilege of building the cities."

lewis Humford.
It should become abundantly clear in the following pages 

that the Devil was not allowed a completely free hand in 
South Belfast, being subject to many controlling influences, 
both topographic and social; nevertheless, there is little 
doubt that some of the enormities for which he was here 
responsible are at least comparable with his worst excesses 
elsewhere.

The writer1s interest in his subject first found written 
expression in an Honours dissertation entitled "neighbourhoods 
in South Belfast." 1 This undergraduate research was 
generously acknowledged by the author of "A social geography 
of Belfasty whose teaching had largely inspired it. An 
equally important influence, which in the end proved to be 
the stronger of the two, had been Professor Evans'view of 
landscape as a palimpsest in which it is possible to discern 
the past in the present. Thus, the present work explores in 
far greater detail the historical aspect of the original 
dissertation.

South Belfast was already taking shape just before the 
little Georgian town was "overwhelmed by a rush of prosperity,' 
so that the transition from Georgian to Victorian domestic 
architecture can be clearly seen and is referred t® in the 
following pages. The subject awaits the attention of a
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specialist, however, and it is for this reason that the dating 
given in the Appendices is more precise than would otherwise 
have been necessary.

The annotated bibliography is also designed to assist others 
who may pursue similar lines of research in other sectors of 
Belfast. The urgent need for such parallel studies is self- 
evident in these days of rapid redevelopment.

The writer has, like Professor Darby, shrugged off the 
M burden of sin " which he shouldered in his undergraduate 
days, and is no longer concerned with the question : "Am I a 
geographer?" No apology, therefore, is offered for the 
faintly antiquarian nature of some of the early pages, dealing 
with aspects of local history which in many cases have not 
hitherto been satisfactorily explained.

In order to lighten the burden of footnotes, which are 
postponed until the end of each chapter, authors* names are 
followed generally only by page references. The full titles 
of their works are given in the list of sources at the end.

I. Ciueen,s University Geography Department-1953
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Chapter 2 : Physical betting

South Belfast1 consists essentially of the Malone Ridge- 
fine sands and gravels banded with clay, laid down in an 
ice-dammed "Lake BelfastJ with underlying boulder clay 
exposed on its lower slopes and nsleech" or slobland lapping 
at its margins. The post-glacial shoreline is marked by a 
clearly-defined break of slope at about 20 feet above sea 
level- notably at Stranmillis, where it forms cliffs in the 
Botanic Park.

Ihe orientation of the ridge is ncrth-scuth, its crest 
narrow and undulating, and it reaches 80-100 feet above sea 
level, with a moderate, even slope to the west and falling much 
more steeply to the east, where stream erosion has complicated 
the relief.

This sector of Belfast is singularly well-defined, being 
relatively isolated physically on three sides. To the east 
lies the Lagan, crossed in this area by only two bridges, 
one of them relatively modern. To the west are the Bog 
Meadows, beneath which the pre-glacial course of the Lagan 
lies buried; occupied today by the small Blackstaff or Owen 
Varra- tributary to the Lagan- and by the embankment carrying 
the new motorway to Lisburn, this is still a very marshy 
and largely undeveloped area, crossed only at its northern 
and southern extremities, by two ancient tracks- the Blackstaff 
Loning, now Lonegall Road, and Stockman’s Lane- leading to 
the Palls. ( See Map E } The separation of South Belfast 
from West Belfast is further emphasised by the presence of 
the Great Northern Railway, which skirts the eastern edge 
of the Bog Meadows and was bridged only relatively recently 
at Tate’s Avenue. Southwards the area is limited by extensive 
open spaces- notably the Malone Demesne, now Barnett Park,
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and the Balmoral Golf Course- isolating it from the outlying 
suburb of Finaghy. To the north lies the central portion of 
the city, located entirely on the slobland.

The physical advantages of the well-drained sandy ridge2have made South Belfast a predominantly residential area, 
with such industry as there is entirely peripheral- associated 
with the slobland, the river and the railway.

1, This chapter should be read with reference to Map E,
Map II & Fig,i ; See also Lamplugh p.63 ; Evans p.7 ;
Jones p,5-7,
2, But see Jones Ch.16 for a discussion of the relationship 
between physical and social environment.
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Chapter 3 : ft'ebulous Beginnings
The earliest Aecumented site in what is now South Belfast 

was Friar's Bush (A24), but its origin and early history are 
clouded in ambiguity. It is almost certainly synonymous with 
Freerstone (Friarstown) on an Elizabethan map of Belfast 
Lough and its hinterland, datable to about 1570. The reader 
can judge for himself whether Benn is not guilty of reading 
more into the map than is actually shown, when he comments:
".... and the religious houses once standing in that neigh
bourhood are drawn with sufficient minuteness." O'Layerty 
less ambitiously states that the map represents " three one
storied houses." Freerstone (Freeston) also appears onpMercator's map of Ulster, 1594, and in Speed's map of Antrim 
and Down, 1610.^ Benn in his earlier work of 1823 had 
interpreted this last as hoses Hill's Plantation castle at 
Malone, but this conclusion was refuted by a correspondent 
to the Ulster Journal of Archaeology^ who drew his attention 
to the Elizabethan map mentioned abore, thus leading to Benn's 
later rerised opinion. Friarstown appears also in gaelic 
form as one of the small townlands constituting the district 
of Malone in the Crown grant to Chichester, 1603 : Ballwall- 
ynymrahare, town of the friars' pass, or Ballinebraher, 
friarstown.^

Further ambiguity exists concerning the relationship 
between Friar's Bush and the Chapel of Kilpatrick, first

nmentioned in ecclesiastical records in 1605, then in a 
terrier of 1613 : " Capella de Kilpatrick, abore Moses Hill's 
house, at Stronmillus" - one of six chapels belonging to the 
parish church, " Ecclesia de St.Patricii de vado albo " or 
St.Patrick's of the white ford, on the site of St.George's
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in High Street, itself originally a chapel of ease,® then 
successor to the old parish church of Shankhill. O'layerty^ 
states categorically that Kilpatrick was " without doubt, 
Friars Bush," and he is probably right. There is some 
doubt, howeyer, for Reeyes,10 who refers to Kilpatrick 
without attempting to locate it and does not mention Friar's 
Bush, goes on to add: " Besides this chapel, it is stated 
that another stood in Upper Malone, about a quarter of a 
mile south-east of the present church," meaning the original 
church of St.John, Malone, now McCracken Memorial church hall. 
On the other hand, this may be related to the tradition that 
Cranmore House was built from the stones of an old monastery 
in Elizabethan times.11

If its origin and original function remain in doubt, it is 
certain that by the late eighteenth century Friar's Bush was 
what it is now- a Roman Catholic burial ground where, in 
Penal times- before 1783 - open-air masses were said, no 
"Popish mass-house" being then permitted in the town.1 2 3 4 5^ The 
extent of the original graveyard is shown on the Donegall 
Estate map of 1770 (A24), and the 1832 Ordnance Survey (B72) 
incorporates also the extension, with new entrance gate and 
gatehouse, of 1829.^ Richard Hayward points out that it
projects noticeably into the roadway to include the plague 
grave just within the gates.14

1. Benn p.274 with facsimile p.272 ; O'Laverty p.406.
2. Facsimiles in Owen p.3 and R.M.Ioung p.43.
3. Facsimile in U.J.A. I/I/I20.
4. U.J.A. I/4/I00.
5. Benn p.746 & p.748.
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6. 0*Iaverty p.406-407.
7. Rey.Charles Scott in U.J.A. 2/I/II.
8. laxation of Pope Kicholas, 1306, quoted by O'Laverty.
9. O'Laverty p.406.
10. Reeves p.I85.
II.Isaac Ward in Belfast Evening Telegraph of 20/9/I9I0.
12. F.J.Bigger in U.J.A. 2/13/47.
13. Belfast Newsletter of II/8/I829 and O'Laverty p.407.
14. Hayward p.55-58.



Chapter 4 : The Plantation.
HaYing played a not inconsiderable part in subduing the 

then far from loyal province of Ulster, bir Arthur Chichester 
received from his grateful sovereign a grant of lands which 
took in all the territory on the Antrim side of the Lagan 
from Carrickfergus to Dunmurry, including the site of the 
future city of Belfast and, more particularly, the townlands 
of Upper and Lower Malone over which South Belfast was later 
to spread.1 2

Chichester proceeded almost at once to plant his lands 
with English tenants. Large estates in Upper Malone and
Stranmillis were leased in 1606 for 61 years to a certain

2Moses Hill, who thereupon built the plantation castles 
which were the first predecessors of Malone House and 
Stranmillis respectively.

1. Benn p.746: copy in translation of Crown Patent dated 
1603 ; original in fc.I.P.R.O. - D.O.D. 509/2.
2. Benn p.85.
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Chapter 5 : Upper Malone
*....we came by a stronge forte buylte upon a passadge 

on the playnes of Koylon with a strong palisade and a draw
bridge called Hilsborowe...." The Hill family later moved 
to new estates at Hillsborough, Co.Down. "....Within it is
a fayre tymber house walled with bricks, and a towre slated. 
Some other houses are buylte without it, wherein are some 
families of English and Irish settled. This forte was buylte 
by Moyses Hill, who hath a lease of 61 years......."I

This first castle commanded the Lagan crossing, probably 
then a ford, whose earlier importance is suggested by the 
situation of two raths overlooking it on either side, and 
which has since been spanned by successive Shaw's BriogeslAI?).

Among the Legg jjocuments is a plan of the Malone estate 
in 1781 showing the site of the old castle- described as a 
"moat". Measurement shows it to have been precisely on the 
site of the present Malone House, and this is confirmed by 
another plan, from among the same documents, dated 1825, 
showing the outline of the present house superimposed upon 
that of the fort, which was about forty feet square and 
surrounded by a moat.

The castle seems to have been destroyed in the 1641 Rising. 
"In the absence of the army there were six score musketeers 
left to garrison at Malone, which was set upon by the Irish, 
and the most of it burnt.It was probably not rebuilt, 
since stones from it are traditionally held to have been used 
in the construction of Shaw's Bridge.*

The exact date of the first Shaw's Bridge is uncertain; 
it is shown and named on Petty's map of the Barony of Belfast, 
about 1657.^ Hanna suggests "about 1650" and, although he 
quotes no authority, is probably right, in the light of the



6circumstantial evidence presented above.^ The date given
7by Owen, characteristically without documentation, is 1699, 

and this error, which it presumably must be, has been perpet
uated by more recent writers. According to local tradition, 
the original bridge was swept away by flood in 1709, and 
the present one built presumably in the same year or soon 
after. Rebuilding is implied by Harris, writing in 1744, 
for he says that the bridge had been smaller, but then con
sisted of six arches.^ The only other known Lagan crossing 
in the vicinity in the seventeenth century, apart from the 
famous Ford at the Sandbank, which gave Belfast its name, 
and its successor, the Long Bridge(1682-1686), was a ford at 
Stranmillis, referred to below.

(10)

1. Report of the Plantation Commissioners, about I6II, quoted 
by Benn p.85-86.
2. P.R.O./D9I5/H3.
3. Proceedings of the Scottish and English forces in the Worth 
of Ireland, A.D.1642: a letter from one Roger Pike to Mr. 
Tobias Siedgewick, London, in U.J.A. 1/8/87.
4. J.H.Smith p.62 and U.J.A. I/I/I35.
5. Facsimile in Benn p.289.
6. Hanna: caption to Plate 30.
7. Owen p.4I4.
8. Smith p.62
9. Quoted by Smith p.62.



Chapter 6 : The Leggs of Malone House
(II)

While a Tudor origin has been claimed for the Legg 
settlement in kalone,1 the earliest documentary evidence, 
which seems to hare been unknown to Benn, is the Hearth 
Money Roll of 1669, which records Alexander Legg in Upper 
Malone, The name does not, however, appear among the 
"tituladoes of Mylone,Dunmurry and the Fall" in Petty’s 
Census of Ireland, 1659. The predecessor of the present 
Malone House, shown on the Donegall Estate map of 1770 (AI6) 
and sited precisely where the old stables now are, may 
therefore be datable to the Restoration period, but this is 
by no means certain, and the Leggs might just as likely have 
been among the first undertenants on the Hill estates at the 
original Plantation.

However obscure the origin of their tenure, the Leggs 
continued to occupy lands in Upper Malone from the late 
seventeenth century until the late nineteenth. The fairly 
abundant documentation preserved in the Public Record Office 
consists mainly of wills and leases, but includes an interesting 
record for 1710 of rent paid for salmon fishing in the Lagan.2 
The plan of the Legg estates in 1781, referred to above, 
shows that at that time they totalled in Malone at least 
180 statute acres. By 1810 they had increased to over 600 
acres, and it is probable that the fine Regency house which 
now graces Barnett Park (Plates II & III) was built on the 
security of a long lease- for 61 years- granted in that year.^ 
The virtual freehold implicit in a lease for lives renewable 
lor ever was not acquired until 1829,* but the house visited 
by Atkinson in 1817, described by him as " an edifice of most 
respectable aspect” and ”a feature of distinguished beauty;
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was almost certainly the present Malone House and not its
5predecessor, Dubourdieu in 1812 merely refers to the 

” highly cultivated and well locked-after demesne of Mr. 
Legg.nfc) in any case, it is the old house that is shown on 
the Plan of the Lagan BTavigation, 1813. However, the plan 
of 1825 referred to above (p.9) is ambiguous, so it is poss
ible to say with certainty only that the house was built 
between 1813 and 1832, with strong probability for a dating 
of I8I3-I8I7.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Discussed by Benn p.266 ; also vol.2 p.I98.
2. Lonegall Estate Accounts in P.R.O./T455.
3. Recited in later lease : P.R.O./D.O.D.509/2463.
4. P.R.0./D.0.D./509/2463.
5. Atkinson vol.II p.34-37.
6. Dubourdieu p.27I.
7. P.R.0./D.0.D./427/5.
8. Cassidy's gratuitous and undocumented references to the 
Malone estate (p.12) are largely inaccurate, although it is 
only fair to say that this is probably another case of error 
perpetuated. Mr.B.M,waterman considers the style of the 
present house to be quite consistent with a dating in the 
second decade of the nineteenth century.
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Chapter 7 : Stranmillis
The second Plantation castle built by Moses Hill is, 

like the first, described in the Report of the Plantation 
Commissioners, about I6II : " Within a myle of Hilsborowe 
by the River of lagan where the sea ebbes and flowes in a 
place called Strandmellis we found the said Moyses Hill in 
hand with buyldinge of a stronge house of stone 56 foot 
longe, and entendes to make it two stories and a halfe 
high, it being alreadie aboute the height of one storie, 
and to buylde a good bawne of lyme and stone aboute it 
which lands are held by like lease as Hilsborowe abovesaid

A further reference to the estate in 1635 is made inpHrereton‘s Journal: "Near hereunto Mr.Arthur Hill, son
and heir to Sir Moses Hill, hath a brave plantation which 
he holds by lease, which still is for thirty years to come; 
the land is my lord Chichester's, and the lease was made for 
sixty years (sic) to Sir Moyses Hill, by the old Lord 
Chichester. This plantation, it is said, doth yield him a 
£1000 per annum. Many Lancashire and Cheshire men are here 
planted; with some of them I conversed. They sit upon a 
rack rent, and pay 5s. or 6s. an acre for good ploughing 
land, which is now clothed with excellent corn."

Petty's Downe Survey Map of Belfast Barony, drawn about 
1657, shows "Strand-meli House’,* with the comment: "Thus far 
the river ebbs and flows"^ but it is not accurate enough 
to allow precise location of the site on a modern map.

It is possible that this second castle was sited, like 
the first, to command a Lagan crossing - the ford shown on 
the Donegall Estate map of 1770 (A22), and referred to in a 
contemporary account of 1649.* Benn mentions its use as

• a



lately as 1779, when it was described as a "Car Roadway",
for drawing lime across the river at low water from kilns
established on the Antrim side.

Since the ford was just below the tidal limit, it seems
appropriate at this point to quote Doyle's happily-phrased
description: "When the tide is in, the Lagan presents all
the appearance of a noble river, being very broad at this
place, but at low water large and unsightly slobs, and a
disagreeable effluvia from the sedimentary deposits, more
than counterbalance the advantage."^ (See Map D)

The Hills seem to have moved on before the expiry of the
lease, since their name does not appear among the "tituladoes"
of Petty's Census,1659 ; they acquired their Co.Down estates 7in 1656 and were certainly established at Hillsborough in 
1665.8

The property passed again into the possession of the 
Donegall family, and became the Countess of Donegall's 
deerpark. Hence Dobbs' description of 1685: "Prom Lambegg 
the way leads direct to Belfast, which is all along for the 
most part furnished with houses, little orchards, and gardens; 
and on the right hand the Countess of Donegall hath a very 
fine Park well stored with Venison, and in it a Horse CourseQof Two miles, and may be called an English Road."

The deerpark is more precisely defined in a Donegall
document of i.692:'1'^ ".... iQOacres were then enclosed in a
Deer Park, and called Stranmellis Park....." It seems 
probable that this demesne comprised the whole area now 
enclosed by the Malone and Stranmillis Roads, and that the 
horse course followed its perimeter, possibly the roads them 
selves; on the Donegall Estate map of 1770, the area is 
oesignated "The Course Lands"(A26), measuring almost exactly
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one hundred acres Plantation measure and circumscribed by 
about two miles of road.

From 1770, most of the property was divided into small 
parcels of a few acres (Map A), and leased to farmers for 
the exceptionally short term of 21 years, compared with the 
41 years that were usual elsewhere in halone.^It is possible 
that the size and shape of these farms were related to the 
hilly topography of the area, while the short leases suggest 
a desire on the part of the Donegs.ll family to reinstate 
these lends into their demesne within a relatively short 
time.

About the same time a prominent Belfast mercantile family
- the Blacks - took up a lease of about 40 statute acres in

12the southern portion of the old deerpark. The modest 
summer residence that they kept there IA20) is illustrated 
in an article by Isaac ward^ and, albeit a mere cottage, 
is described by Taylor and Skinner in 1777 as a "gentleman's 
seat". It is not, however, shown on Lendrick's map of Antrim 
I78u. The lease was renewed in i794^ and Isaac ward1 2"5 
dates the predecessor of the present Stranmillis House to 
1801, though without quoting his authority (B77). A further
lease of land in I8II increased the property to over SOacres,

15and in 1823 a lease for lives renewable for ever established 
the Blacks firmly on their demesne. They ultimately acquired
the freehold, and in 1857 sold the property to the Batt

16 17family, who within a year rebuilt Stranmillis House in
a style thrown up by the Gothic Revival (C65).

I• Quoted by Benn p.86.
2. Quoted by Benn p.93.



3. Facsimile in Senn p.289,
4. Quoted by Benn p.287.
5. Benn p.753.
6. Doyle p.IGI.
7. Benn p.679.
8. Subsidy Roll for Co.Down, 1663,
9. Quoted by Benn p.290.

10. Quoted by Benn p.29I.
11. P.R.0./D.0.D.509.
12. Donegall Estate Rental,1775 : D835/3/I.
13. In U.J.A. 2/8/187.
14. Donegall Rent .Ledger : D835/2/2.
15. P.R.O./D.O.D.509.
16. Copy conYeyance Black to Batt in P.R.O./T956/I52.
17. The present house is shown on the O.S. Six-inch Revision 
of 1858: Sheet 65 (Antrim}.



Chapter 8 : Cranmore
ihe known antiquity of the Malone and atraraaillis estates 

is shared by those of Cranmore and Newforge, for which also 
there is seventeenth century documentation,

Cranmore (Al4;Plate 1), now roofless and long unoccupied, 
while possibly not Elizabethan, as it is traditionally held 
to be,* is certainly the oldest house in south Belfast,
King william*s brief sojourn under its roof in 1690 is well 
authenticated, notwithstanding the subsequent regrettable
loss by storm of the tree to which he tied his horse, and2for long after the house was known as Orange Grove, The 
king's host was John Eccles, the first known tenant of the 
estate, mentioned in the Hearth Money Roll of 1669 for Lower 
Malone, As mentioned above, this document seems to have 
escaped the scrutiny of Benn, whose account of the Eccles 
family, like that of the Leggs, is therefore incomplete,"^

The small portion of the estate which now survives, in 
a neglected but happily undeveloped condition, includes the 
fine collection of exotic trees planted by the celebrated 
naturalist, John Templeton, during the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century, Dubouidieu in 1612 refers to the 
chestnuts at Orange Grove - two or three Spanish chestnuts 
of enormous girth survive today —. and to the larches planted 
there in I796.4

It is almost certain that the surviving house is substant
ially the original seventeenth-century building with only 
minor alterations. The ground plan of 1770 is that of the 
present house, and Mr,Harold Meek & Mr.D,M.Waterman have 
identified Tudor brick on a rubble masonry base forming a 
gable wall, the only part not concealed by later plastering.
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1. Article by Isaac Ward in Belfast Evening Telegraph 
of 20/9/1910.
2. Article in U.J.A. I/X/I34 containing excellent engraving.
3. Benn p.268.
4. Dubourdieu p.287 & p.292.



Chapter 9 : ^ewforge
As the name implies, jSewforge (AI8-I9) was the site of 

Belfast’s first ironworks. Benn quotes from a recital of 
leases date* 1692 : "Also all the Dock of Strandmellis then 
or lately in the possession of Sir George Rawdon Bart., 
who established the first iron works at fiewforge on the 
Lagan."* It was probably started in the sixteen-thirties, 
and certainly before 1641, for it is referred to by Capt.
Lawson in his account of the events in which he was caught 
up in that year. A lease of the property to John Johnston 
in 1696 mentions former tenants: "...and also one other
parcel of land called Hilsborough and the Aew Forge......
formerly in the possession of Robert Barr and Capt.George 
Hart, and late in the possession of Thomas Walcot.1'^ Cassidy 
states, without documentation, that the Stevenson family- 
later connected with the bleachworks- settled in the vicinity 
of Newforge in 1633, and mentions that Robert Barr had the 
ironworks at this time.4 Thomas Walcct is one of only four 
"tituladoes" named in Petty’s Census of Ireland, 1659, for 
the large district of Mylone, Dunmurry and the Fall. In the 
Hearth fconey Roll of 1669 he is credited with six hearths, 
so the first Hewforge House must have been fairly substantial.

Newforge subsequently became the site of a bleachworks (AI8). 
A lease of about 113 statute acres to Hugh Allen in 1770- 
but reciting a previous lease of 1755- included a bleach 
green.^ a smaller parcel of land, on a separate lease, 
brought the property up to nearly I60acres.

The building of the first Newforge House, shown on the 
Donegall Estate map of 1770 (AI9), cannot be dated precisely, 
but it seems reasonable tnat it was contemporary with the 
ironworks. That it was substantial is further suggested 
by the fact that Lendrick in 1780 shows it as a "Gentleman's 
beat."

(19)
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Its successor, a graceful Georgian building IPlate IV), 
recently demolished, can be dated fairly accurately, for a 
lease to John Russell, for 61 years, in 1796, contains a 
building covenant; a house and offices to the value of 400 
pounds were to be erected within ten years.^ This also 
suggests that the existing house needed replacing and was 
therefore very old.

Although the house is gone, a view of it is included in 
Proctor's collection, and the long industrial tradition nas 
been inherited by a food-processing company whose landscape 
gardening is reminiscent of the "improvements" of another 
age.

1. Benn p.335.
2. quoted by Benn p.98.
3. Quoted by Benn p.29I.
4. Cassidy p.I3.
5. P.R.O./D.O.D.509/432.
6. P.R.O./D.O.D.509/948.



Chapter 10 : Crpaac Woods
i'he Donegall document ©f 1692, quoted aboye, refers to 

wthe demesnes of btrandmellis,Cromock and Friar*s Bush,
containing by estimation 300 acres..... whereof 100 acres
were then enclosed in a Deer Park, and called Strandmellis
Park....... and the remainder enclosed and to be empaled,
and called Cromock Park,"'1 The latter must hare extended 
from the tidal Blackstaff to Stranmillis, comprising all 
the land lying to the east of the Malone - now University - 
and Stranmillis Roads, for the area thus defined, measured 
on the Donegall Estate map of 1770, contains almost exactly 
200 acres Plantation measure, and is designated Town Parks, 
(Map A)

Whether or not the whole area was wooded in the seventeenth 
century is difficult to determine, but it seems likely, on 
the slender evidence of the Elizabethan map of 1570,2 that 
the woodland thinned out or was absent on the sands of the 
Malone Ridge.

ihe surviving woodland in the late eighteenth century can 
be seen on the 1770 map, which also shows the wide avenues 
through the woods, known as Passes, which, radiating from 
a central point, survive today in Donegall Pass, Coyle's 
Place and Ormeau Road (a25), They are attributed to un
employment relief works initiated by the third Earl of 
Donegall between 1693 and 1700.^ During this period also 
the straight cut was made which diverted the lower Black- 
staff and created Cromac Dock, which today continues to 
receive the coal barges supplying the Gas iivorks (A27).

Short term leases of these demesne lands - for 21 or 31 
years - from 1770 encouraged only modest development, 
represented by Cromac Cottage(B25) and Cromac Lodge(B24);
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the much more substantial Cromac Park(B35) and Cromac House 
(B38) are attributable to the general lengthening of terms 
- to 61 years - after 1798; perpetuities from 1823 onwards 
allowed the building of the Gas Works(B36), and the first 
urban terraces on the Passes- notably Ormeau Place(B3I-34) 
and Ingram Place(B27) - foreshadowed the ribbon growth that 
was to follow; but the full flood of urban development was 
delayed until after I860, when Cromac wood was covered with 
streets, many of them bearing the names of the trees that 
once grew there (See below Chapter 18 and Map D).

The first Ormeau Bridge, according to Owenf was built 
in 1809; it is shown as a "new bridge" on Williamson's map 
of 1808 and is referred to in a paper of 1809 quoted by5Benn, who states that it was badly built and soon gave 
way. This catastrophe can hardly have been immediate, 
however, for a bridge is shown on the Plan of the Lagan
navigation,I8IJ, and rebuilding can be dated to 1814^or

7 81815 . The present bridge was built in 1863.

1. Benn p.29I.
2. Facsimile in Benn p.272.
3. Benn p.552.
4. Owen p.4I8 undocumented.
5. Benn vol.2 p.7I.
6. Thomas kcTear in U.J.A. 2/^/m.

7. Brett p.27 and implied by Benn(1823) : "....not been 
standing more than eight years." It seems strange,however, 
that no mention is made in these last three references to 
the original fallen bridge,
8. Owen p.42I.
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Chapter II : Lower Malone
The Malone Ridge falls away to the Bog Meadows in 

moderately steep, fairly uniform slopes (Big.I & Map II).
It seems likely that the long, narrow, parallel strip-farms, 
averaging 30-70 acres, which are such a striking feature of 
the 1770 map (Map A), were at least partly determined by 
environmental considerations, possessing as they do, like 
Downland parishes, a diversity of soils and drainage cond
itions.

While the seventeenth century origin of these properties 
is scarcely in doubt, there seems to be no documentary evid
ence relating them to the original Plantation, but the 
Hearth Money Roll of 1669 for Lower Malone contains over 
sixty names, some of which can be linked with the earliest 
known tenancies. The case of Cranmore has already been 
discussed; in addition, mid-eighteenth century leases - 
the oldest extant - contain recitals going back in some 
cases to the sixteen-nineties.^ The available evidence 
suggests that a sixty-one year term was normal in the seven
teenth century.

If it is reasonable to suppose that the early lease
holders were almost exclusively farmers living on their 
land, there is abundant evidence that by the mid-eighteenth 
century many of the leases were being taken up by prosperous 
Belfast merchants, though the land continued to be farmed 
by their undertenants, for suburban residence was then 
exceptionalBy this time the usual term had shortened to 
forty-one years, though freouent renewals were made on 
payment of moderate fines. For example, many leases for 
41 years from 1755 were renewed in 1770 and again about 1795.
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Such security was, however, inadequate to encourage 
substantial improvements, either by tenants or undertenants, 
especially to dwelling-houses, and the first Griffith Valuation 
of 1835-37 shows that most surviving eighteenth century farm 
houses were modestly proportioned in relation to the extent 
of their lands, many of them being one storey, thatched and 
mudwalled. Dubourdieu^ mentions the scarcity of stone in 
kalone, saying : "...very comfortable houses have been built 
of clay", but he goes on to state that the practice was by 
I8l2 almost discontinued, brick being used in stead. Rose 
lodge in Balmoral Avenue (B60) was originally a mudwalled 
farmhouse which was later raised a storey and slated. Even 
the exceptions - "gentlemen's places" like Cranmore(B57), 
Maryville(B58) and Vermont(B48) - were small when considered 
against the ostentation that was to invest the area in 
Victorian times,

Maryville(Plate V), now derelict, is probably the only 
surviving eighteenth century house, apart from Cranmore, 
in South Belfast, Built by Eleanor Stewart^ on a lease of 
1777 , it is not shown on Lendrick's map of 1780, but its 
existence is explicit in a document of 1801 which also implies 
that it was there in 1796^ Alec Wilson, without documentation, 
suggests "about 1785" which is probably not far wrong, 
although Professor Jope is suspicious of such an early dating 
for the distinctive roof ; if the house was rebuilt, which 
seems by no means probable after so short a time, it would 
doubtless have been after a long lease of I8II or a lease 
for lives in perpetuity of 1825 ; a view by Proctor of 1832

nshows the house in its present form.

I. P.R.O./D.O.D.509.



2. P.R.O./D.O.D. 509/89,90,127,482,673,710.
3. Dubourdieu p.I46.
4. Benn vol.II p. 165.
5. P.R.O./D.O.D. 509/580.
6. Deeds held by the Bursar of R.B.A.I.
7. In Ulster Museum. It could further be argued that the

1836 valuer's quality rating(A) implies tebuilding or 
substantial improvement not long before the valuation 
was taken.

(25)
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Chapter 12 : Water Supply
Fountainville Cottage(A2/B39), recently demolished, was 

built before 1770- possibly as early as 1737.1 Its name 
survives in Fountainville Avenue, commemorating the 
celebrated springs in its vicinity which contributed largely 
to Eelfast's water supply during the eighteenth century.^

In the early nineteenth century, sources at Bladen and 
btranmillis became the main contributors to the town water. 
The former were impounded in lyster,s Dam, today a weedy 
pond just below Bladon Drive, the latter in what is now an 
ornamental lake in the vice-chancellor's garden at Lennoxvale, 
out which was originally the upper mill-dam of a bleachworks 
at Stranmillis(A2I/B75).

Ihe Stranmillis dam was much affected by seepage into 
tne porous subsoil of sand and gravel,"^ and by contamination 
due to decaying weed, so that ultimately the water-course 
from tyster's Dam was redirected round it, thus intercepting 
the springs which fed it.* An interesting attempt to check 
seepage was made later, when clay was thrown in to make a 
waterproof lining.5

^he water-course, which is such a striking feature of the 
first Ordnance Survey map (Map B), was completed to connect 
with the Fountainville supply by 1809,6 but the Blackstaff 
River, at that time over forty feet wide, prevented a direct 
connection with the town centre until 1814, when the conduit 
was taken in a culvert underneath it.^ Another element in 
the scheme was the storage reservoir which is commemorated 
in the ria,lie of Bankmore Street. The water course followed 
the post-glacial shoreline, near the base of the break of 
slope, and its effect upon later urban development is
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referred to below (Chapter 18)»
The foregoing is little more than a very abbreviated 

summary of Dr.Strain's excellent account, to which the 
reader is referred.^

1. lease recited in P.R.O./D.O.D.509/477.
2. Strain p.I83 and Fig.35.
3. Strain p.207.
4. Strain p.206.
5. Strain p.210.
6. Strain p.I98.
7. Strain p.200-201.
8. Chapters XI to XIII; especially p.I83-24I.
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Chapter 13 : The Old Roads
To their nedem residents, linked though they may be in 

a superficially classless, flag-waving kind of political 
bonhomie, yet for all that poles apart socially, it must 
seem strange indeed that Sandy Row(EI4) and the Malone Road 
(EI8) were once one - Sandy Row and Malone Road Lower were 
used synonymously in directories until well into the nine
teenth century - constituting the main highway leading out 
of Belfast to the south, having Dublin as its ultimate 
destination.(Map A)

Leaving the town deviously by way of Castle Street(EIG), 
Divis Street(EII), Barrack Street(EI2), and Durham Street 
(EI3) in order to avoid the tidal estuary of the Blackstaff, 
it crossed the river by the Saltwater Bridge(A28), known in 
the seventeenth century as the Great Bridge of Belfast.1 
The present Boyne Bridge, which incorporates its predecessorpwithin its structure, belongs to an era in which political 
rather than topographical considerations seem to be paramount 
in the naming of bridges.

The break of slope at the post-glacial shoreline is 
encountered just below Fountainville. Thereafter, the road 
follows fairly closely, for most of its length, the crest of 
the Malone Ridge. Its prehistoric origin is argued by 
Professor Evans in his classic essay on the site of Belfast."^

Two other ancient tracks shown on the 1770 map may share 
its antiquity : the one(E2I-22j comprising Stockman's Lane, 
Balmoral Avenue and Kewforge Lane, skirting the inner edge of 
the Bog Meadows and leading to the Lagan crossing in the 
vicinity of Shaw's Bridge*; the other known as the Blackstaff 
Loning(E20) and recognizable today in the line of Malone 
Place and Donegall Road, crossing the Blackstaff valley
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where it narrows between the main slobland and the Bog Mead
ows, and just above the confluence with the Forth River.

A notable feature of the 1770 map which survived well into 
the nineteenth century is Malone village, its sixty-odd 
mudwalled, thatched cottages strung out along the road above 
Cranmore(AI4).^ Indeed, the map amply supports Dubourdieu's
description of 1812 : " Nearly the whole of the Malone Road 
from Belfast to Lisburn is a village, the houses, except 
where a gentleman’s place intervenes, being within call of 
each other.

1. Benn p.279-280.
2. J.Shannon Millin : Additional sidelights on Belfast History, 
in which the work of Mr.A.H.George is acknowledged.
3. Evans p.8.
4. Evans p.I3.
5. Alec Wilson p.89.
6. Dubourdieu p.484.
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Chapter 14 : The New Roads
Early in the nineteenth century - I8I7-I8I9 - the Old 

Dublin Road was joined by the Jiew,1 and, if the residents of 
Malone have tended to consider themselves to be a cut above 
the inhabitants of the Lisburn Road, at least the latter had 
the advantage of gentler gradients(Fig,I), skirting the foot 
of the ridge while avoiding the Bog Meadows, holding to the 
boulder clay between the sands and the sleech (EI9 & Map II)*

About the same time there were opened up two new direct 
routes into the town centre - the Dublin Road (El5) about 
1810 and Great Victoria btreet (EI6) just after 1820. The 
former first appears on Williamson's revision of Lendrick's 
map, 1808, although a roughly similar route had been sketched 
out on a map of some ten years earlier* it was probably not 
built upon before 1812, Great Victoria otreet is first 
shown in outline on the map in Bradshaw's Directory for 1819 
and again on the map dated 1822 in Benn's earlier History, 
but in each case is shown passing through an existing building, 
so it cannot presumably have been constructed until about 1823 
or a little later; its first houses - Victoria Place (B7) - 
appear on Kirkwood's map of 1830, but this is an inaccurate 
map, and it is probable that Belvidere Place (B9) also already 
existed then, on the strength of a perpetuity lease of 1823*

Thus were laid down the main guiding lines for South 
Belfast's nineteenth century growth, and in particular there 
was created the remarkable road-aster at Shaftesbury Square 
(EI7), one of five such nodal points in Belfast where roads 
converge at the edge of the slobland.^

I. Green p.4I 2, Benn p.56l 3. Evans p.II & p*I8
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Chapter 15 : The Turn of the Century
The year 1799 is important for two reasons : the access- 

i»n to the Donegall title of the spendthrift second Marquis1 
and, coincidentally, the extending of more generous terms to 
the Donegall tenants in Malone, sixty-one year leases becoming 
unirersal in that year. Both events had an important influence 
upon the development of South Belfast,

Greater security of tenure provided incentive to "improveJ 
and there was much building and rebuilding in the early years 
of the nineteenth century. Reference has already been made to 
the reconstruction of Kewforge, Stranmillis and Malone House, 
Other new houses datable to this period include Cromac Park 
(B35), Cromac House(B38), Eglantine Hill(B50}, Sandymount(B76) 
and possibly Brooklands(B86) - modest country lodges for 
successful townsfolk - modest, that is, by Victorian standards, 
but shown by the 1837 Valuation to be more substantial than 
most of the eighteenth century houses, with ratable values 
averaging 30-40 rather than 10-20 pounds.

The improved condition of Malone at this time draws comment2from contemporary travellers, Dubourdieu describes the
If"whole extent from Lisburn to Garrick enriched with plantations, 

Atkinson^ refers to "the superior civilization of this district" 
and, echoing the words of Dobbs in the seventeenth century, 
attributes to it "more the aspect of an English than an Irish
colony.... Praise indeed ! and he continues happily in
a manner likely to delight the modern ear : "The traveller 
will not see...pigs traversing the roads here,,. Many inhabit
ants of the other provinces,,.cannot protect their lands from 
being shamefully mangled and defaced by the swine of their 
poorer neighbours..."

I. Benn vol.II p.I40-I42. 2, Dubourdieu p.296. 3. Atkinson p.34
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Chapter 16 : Urban spread
The point of origin for the growth of Belfast southwards 

was Castle Place(E2), linked in 1785 with the newly-built 
White Linen Hall"1 by a fine new residential thoroughfare, 
then called Linenhall Street, now Donegall Place(E5), Thence, 
planned extensions taking in Donegall Square(E4), Chichester 
Street(E5), Wellington Place(E6), May Street(E7), Howard 
Street(E8) and College Square(E9), were endowed in the first 
three decades of the nineteenth century with gracefull 
Georgian terraces.'5 This area is the subject of unpublished
research by Mr.C.E.B.Brett, an almost contemporary account
v, - 4 5by Pilson and very good summaries by Professor Evans and
Bmrys Jones^

Further expansion southwards was inhibited by the inundation, 
pollution and even pestilence associated with the lower Black- 
staff. Last winter’s flooding on the Grosvenor Road, when 
excessive run-off was ponded back by a high tide, reminded 
Belfast people of the river’s normally unobtrusive presence.

The character of Sandy Row made it an unlikely resort for 
the migrating merchants. A traveller entering the town in 
1780 describes it as "a long string of falling cabins and 
tattered houses all tumbling down with a horrid aspect."^
-n the 1857 Valuation over 70$ of its 155 dwellings were 
exempt from rating, many.of them one-storey thatched cottages;^ 
there were only thirteen houses valued at five pounds or more, 
and the only house valued at over ten pounds(C5) is later 
described in the I860 Valuation as "a large house - too large 
for the locality;'ro in addition, of 124 houses situated in 
lanes or entries off Sandy Row, 120 were exempt in 1857.
This was a weaving district, and in the eighteen twenties, 
according to Thomas Gaffikin,11 "the sound of the shuttle
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was heard in almost every house."
Between the Blackstaff Nuisance and the loyal weavers of

12Sandy Row the urban rich, pushed out by commerce or washed 
out by flooding1"^, were fleeing the town centre along the two 
new roads towards the rural parkland of Malone which they 
were to make their own exclusive residential suburb.

If the link was tenuous, writes Emrys Jones, its character 
was unmistakable. Prom 1823 onwards, with the granting of 
perpetuity leases,14 distinctive late Georgian terraces were 
appearing on the Dublin Road and Great Victoria Street : 
Pakenham Place(B6)(Plate X), Victoria Place(B7)(Plateix), 
Belvidere Place(B9)(Plate VIII) - houses valued at 15-30 
pounds in 1837 - and by the eighteen thirties the migrating 
urban middle class had reached, in Albion Place, the foot of 
the ridge (BI4,C4).

On closer examination, an interesting difference between 
these two link roads becomes apparent. The earlier origin 
of the Dublin Road - before perpetuities had made the building 
of large terraces a worthwhile proposition - meant that its 
oldest houses, built between 1810 and 1820 just beyond the 
Dublin Bridge on the Blackstaff River, were small, mostly 
two-storey and with an average valuation in 1837 of under 
five pounds(BI-B4). Plate VI shows the only survivors, 
significantly the largest, being of three storeys.

Furthermore, when building was resumed in the eighteen 
forties, the new houses in Harmony Place and for some distance 
beyond were still relatively small, mostly two-storeyed, and 
valued in I860 at only I0-i5 pounds(CI). The larger terraces 
are all at the southern end, possibly for both physical and 
social reasons; on the other hand, opposite Harmony Place 
was Bankmore(B5), the earliest datable house - about 1812 -
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and, paradoxically enough, a substantial "gentleman's place" 
standing in its own grounds and valued in 1837 at 40 pounds. 
This seems to have set the pattern for the east side of the 
road, where only terraces of high valuation were subsequently 
built(Cl)(Plates XV & XLIII). Great Victoria Street was 
similarly exclusive(C2)(Plate XIV).

1. Benn p.348.
2. Benn p.550.
3. Building leases in P.R.O./D.O.D.509.
4. Pilson p.24-25.
5. Evans p.22.
b. Jones p.36-37.
7. Jones p.233-234 ; see also the paper by Malcolm (1852).
6. Quoted by Benn p.555.
9. Val IB/79 : valuer's field book, in P.R.O.

10. Valuer's field book, in Valuation Office.
11. Gaffikin p.4l.
12. Pilson p.25.
13. Jones p.230.
14. P.R.O./TI64I : Donegall Rental for 1850, giving dates of 

leases in this area.
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Chapter 17 : The Very Late Georgians
Well-proportioned houses in brick and stucco with restrained 

classical detail were still being built during the forties and 
fifties, and I860 is probably a better date than 1837 to divide 
Georgian from Victorian Belfast.

Further terrace-building along Dublin Road and Great Victoria 
btreet consolidated the ribbon development begun in the twenties. 
Especially notable are the two enormous houses which now constit
ute the U.T.A. office block at the corner of Glengall Street(C2) 
(Plate XII). Valued in 1837, the year of their construction, 
at fifty-four and sixty pounds respectively, they must have been 
adversely affected, in terms of site-value, by the opening of 
the Ulster Railway only two years later; this is suggested, at 
least, by the relatively small differential between their 1837 
and I860 valuations. The Ulster Railway project could hardly 
have been unknown to the builder, for there exists a plan of 
the terminus dated I8371; could it be that railways were so 
new-fangled that their nuisance-value was not realized? Similar 
speculation is invited by the close proximity of Ormeau Place 
to the Gas Works. The building of three hotels during this 
period almost directly opposite the railway is less likely to 
cause surprise, but it is interesting to note that they all 
continue to fulfil the same or similar functions today under 
different names(02)(Plate XVI).

By I860 the north side of Donegall Pass was largely built 
up(Cl6-I7). Worthy of note are the five smallish houses known 
as Aughton Terrace, completed in 1837 and quaintly combining 
Gothic with Classical detail(Plate XIII). The original 
Magdalene Episcopal Chapel was associated with "an asylum for 
the reception of erring and repentant females", and is the 
subject of an excellent and well-illustrated history by w.S. 
Leathern.
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Apart from Ormeau Terrace(CI8) and the distinctive Glenfield 
Place(020)(Plate XXI), there was little further building on 
the Ormeau Road at this period. Brett suggests that the 
Donegall family were anxious to maintain its character as a 
semi-private avenue leading to their mansion at Ormeau, and
quotes a lease of 1827 which required special consent to build2on the road itself or on the Lagan side of it.

The Lisburn Road was also relatively undeveloped - a country 
road trespassing through the lower meadows of the Malone farms. 
Malone Presbyterian Church(I835)(050), significantly placed at 
the intersection with Stockman*s Lane, drew its rural congreg
ation from the farms of Lower and Upper Malone and the neigh
bouring tcwnlands of Ballyfinaghy and the Jails.

A few terraces near the town - Royal Terrace(054)(PlateXX), 
wilmont Terrace(0 56) (Plate XXX) and Vi/indsor Terrace(C63) further 
out ; occasional "gentlemen's places" like Erooklands(B86),
Mount Prospect(B87-C59) and Ulsterville(B88-C58) ; and two 
Gothic institutions - the Deaf & Dumb(C57) and the workhouse(055) 
(Plate XVIT) - were exceptional. The unique "hamlet" of small 
houses at Scotchmount(C6l), the opening up of Tates Avenue(C62) 
and the early cluster of villas at Mount Prospect(059) were 
related to the suburban development at Wellington Park(C38) 
and are discussed below.

-Smrys Jones' dictum - "It's who your neighbours are that 
counts" - is recalled by developments during this period at 
the upper end of Sandy Row - on the threshold of the Malone 
Ridge, while most of the houses built here were small - valued 
in I860 at from two to three pounds up to seven or eight pounds, 
and therefore appropriate to the district as described above, 
at the same time a number of slightly larger and more ornate 
houses appeared, valued at 10-15 pounds, as if to recall that.
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after all, this was the Malone Road, Lower. The I860 valuer's 
reaction to one of these is quoted above, and he comments in 
similar vein on Bedford Terrace - ornate stucco finish with 
frieze and pilasters : "Too good for the locality." (C5)(Plate 
XXIX). Other examples occur in nearby Wesley Place - now lower 
Donegall Road - (CII)(Plate XI) and Malone Place (C6)(PlateXXIV).

By contrast, the narrow cul-de-sac entries off Wesley Place - 
Wesley Court, Bradbury Court and McFarland's Court - represent 
the poorest type of urban environment created at this time(CII) 
(Plate LIX). Dr.MalcoIm^ mentions the exceptionally high 
incidence of cholera in these entries in 1849. The last-named 
still exists, and at the time of writing two of its six houses 
are still occupied - an astonishing comment upon our affluent 
society.

It was on the lower slopes of the Malone Ridge that the Late 
Georgians made their most distinctive contribution to the land
scape of South Belfast, by creating the University neighbourhood, 
notable not only for its graceful terraces, but also for the 
last serious attempt to plan a whole district before Victorian 
free enterprise ran riot.

First came Fountainville Terrace(C23), beside the old farm
house and directly above the break of slope that marks the post
glacial shoreline, its elevation above the present roadway 
showing how much steeper the slope originally was. Isaac ward 
recalls how manure carts had to lighten their load before 
negotiating the hill.* This cumbersome procedure, involving 
a double journey and what would nowadays constitute a public 
nuisance, can hardly have been congenial either to the farmers 
or to the occupants of the new terraces.

Above the old turnpike cottages(B40) were Prospect Terrace 
(C24)(Plate XXVIII), Botanic View(C25)(Plate XXII), College
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View(C25)(Plate XIX), Queen's Elms(C26)(Plate XXXI) ant Univ
ersity Terrace(C28), while Claremont(C24), Camden and Fitz- 
william Terraces(C25) determined the line of future streets. 
Royal Terrace(C54)(Plate XX) was part of the same development, 
built on the site of Cinnamond's Brewery(B79), which had been 
attracted to the area by the Fountainville spring water supply. 
The five modest but interesting houses originally known as 
Cinnamond's Buildings, and which look rather incongruous among 
the later terraces, are presumably contemporary with the brew
ery (B4I) (Plate VII).

To the east of University Road the grand intentions of the 
Crescent plan were never fully realized, for the graceful curve 
of the original Upper Crescent(C5I)(PlateXXIIl) is not matched 
in the slightly later Lower Crescent(C30), which is straight. 
The three detached houses in Mount Charles are generally held 
to be perfect of their kind(C32)(Plate XVIII), and University 
Square(C33)(Plates XXVI & XXVII) must have been very handsome 
before the Victorians destroyed its symmetry with bay windows 
whose random spacing, diversity of style and discordant ugli
ness are eloquent of an era far removed in spirit from the one 
to which University Square properly belongs.

Between the terraces of Mount Charles and william's Place 
(C32) were the beginnings of University Street(C32), opening 
up a way towards the broad,gentle slopes of The Plains, but 
building was so far confined to the top of the ridge, which 
is wide and level in this area.

Of the four institutions, three are in styles resurrected 
by the Gothic Revival, and the siting of two of them - the 
Deaf & Dumb{C57) and the classical Assembly's College(C35) - 
illustrates the concern of Georgian planners with the "closing 
of the vista", in this case of Elmwood Avenue, still private
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at the time, and. University Square, Elmwood Church(C27), 
from the beginning and for long after the "University Church", 
is probably more representative, like the slightly later 
University Road Methodist, of Victorian eclecticism than of 
anything Georgian(Plates LXVI & LXVII).

The two institutions of higher education were later to be
5joined by the Methodist College(DI), Victoria College,

Princess Gardens School^and, in the Botanic Gardens, Belfast
7Museum - now the Ulster Museum - and Art Gallery , all of them 

almost literally within a stone*s throw of one another, so 
that the University neighbourhood acquired more and more the 
atmosphere of a campus, accentuated in recent years by the 
rapid expansion of the University itself.

The Botanic Gardens(B7I)(Plate XL) really represent the 
earliest institutional land use in the neighbourhood. Theyg
were created in 1829 on about fourteen acres of land - theQsite of an old nursery, according to Owen - leased for 999 
years by the Marquis of Donegall to the Belfast Botanical & 
Horticultural Society^ The Society had two years earlier 
established a small experimental garden "close to Malone 
Turmpike"^ The prefix "Royal" was doubtless acquired 
after Queen Victoria’s visit in 1849,12 and the gardens 
became the property of Belfast Corporation in 1895,

The University neighbourhood was suburban in the sense 
that it was situated on the outskirts of the town, but it 
was essentially urban in character, being composed almost 
exclusively of terrace housing. The first true suburbs in 
the modern sense - residential parks or avenues with rows 
of detached or semi-detached villas - came into existence 
on the higher parts of the Malone Ridge in the eighteen- 
fifties.
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Reference has already been made to the increase in number 
and size of "lodges" or "gentlemen’s places" following the 
introduction of 6l-year leases at the turn of the century 
and perpetuities from 1823. The Donegall Estate Acts of 1845 
and 1846 authorized actual sales of land ; thereafter, Fee 
Farm Ccnyersion Grants became common, and in the Encumbered 
Estates Court between 1850 and 1853 large portions of the

TTestate were sold. The importance of these measures is 
perhaps debatable, since tenancies were already virtually 
secure since 1823, at fixed, moderate rents and with nominal 
renewal fines, but outright possession doubtless eliminated 
the possibility of chicanery as well as the tiresome formality 
of renewal.

Whatever may have been the relative importance of the 
various factors - the selling out of the estate, accelerating 
population growth, the newly-amassed industrial fortunes, 
imitation of the old rich by the new - it is probably a com
bination of all these which explains the appearance in Malone 
in the eighteen fifties of many new "lodges", several of them 
on a scale previously equalled only by Malone House, having 
valuations in I860 of over one hundred pounds. The most 
notable were Drumglass(C42), Thornhill(C4I), Ceara(C39)(Plate 
XXXIV), Bertha(C39), Derryvolgie(C40)(Plate XXXVI) and Avon- 
more (C 40) (plate XXXV), together with the rebuilt Elmwood(C29) 
(Plate XXXIII) and Stranmillis(C65) ; all of these were valued 
at over seventy-five pounds, and almost all occupied elevated 
sites on or near the top of the ridge and close to the Malone 
Road. Smaller examples - valued at 30-60 pounds - include 
Wellington T'arlc House(C3Y), enlarged shortly afterwards ; 
Vipont Villa^C46), which was also later added to under the 
name Cohiavin ; Montpelier(C48), whose name was later trans
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ferred to its large, ugly neighbour ; Hampton House, Derry
volgie (C40) ; Hampton nouse, Balmoral Avenue(049)(Plate AAX 
VIIi) ; Hummerhill at Mount Pleasant(064)(Plate XXXVIl) and 
Dunesk(C67), In addition, a number of older farmhouses had 
been enlarged or rebuilt and, in either case, upgraded into 
"lodges", during the thirties and forties ; such were Sans 
Souci(C45), Cherry Hill(C47), Ulsterville(058) and Mount 
Prospect(059)•

These lodges represent the first stage in devolution from 
the country seat to the suburban villa.1* They owed their 
upkeep to the sweat of a thousand brows in a city factory 
rather than the rent from a thousand acres of rural farmland. 
Their abbreviated demesnes sometimes scarcely justified the 
affectation of a gate-lodge, but their ornamental grounds 
have contributed much to the pleasant, wooded landscape of 
Malone.

Devolution was taken a stage further in Wellington Park 
(038) and Windsor Avenue(C39), along which the earliest villas 
were alligned. The confusion of Wellington Park well illust
rates the transition from a period when suburban residence 
was exceptional, for here villas alternated with terraces 
(Plate XXXII) and in one case three villas were built shoulder 
to shoulder so that they virtually formed a terrace. The 
Windsor houses were almost all built in pairs, so that the 
earliest villas in South Belfast were also the earliest semi
detached - a far cry, however, from their modern counterparts, 
for they were valued at 50-80 pounds(Plate XXXIX).

The two new residential thoroughfares ran down to the 
Lisburn Road, but building was at first confined to the upper 
part of the slope, and the houses built a little later at the 
lower end of Windsor Avenue were smaller, with much lower
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valuations, a trend which was to be repeated so often that 
valuation isopleths can be roughly correlated with contours 
(Maps II & 12).

Across the Lisburn Road, the Wellington Park property 
continued to the Blackstaff, and once more it was the upper 
slopes that were first developed. The cluster of smallish 
villas in the vicinity of Mount Prospect(C59-60) were sited 
upon an elevated spur-like extension of the ridge, like the 
larger houses of Ulsterville a decade or two later(DIO).

Like so many other thoroughfares in an expanding town, 
Tate*s Avenue(C62) began as a farm track, and is in some ways 
unique in South Belfast, for in spite of urbanization it has 
never become entirely divorced from rural pursuits. Por long 
- until nearly the end of the century - it led to a dairy 
farm just beyond the railway track : Railway Cottage ; 
another was built near its lower end just before I860, while 
throughout the nineteenth century, and to a lesser extent 
until quite recently, a surprising proportion of its resid
ents were dairymen, cattledealers, carters, carriers and the 
like. Associated with the small houses at the lower end are 
nearly a dozen carriage-doorways leading to extensive yards, 
and until the nineteen-thirties there were open fields behind 
as far as Ashley Avenue. The development of the eighteen- 
fifties was confined to the upper end - both terraces and 
villas, as in Wellington Park, but with much lower valuations.

The little cluster of nearly thirty small houses known as 
Scotchmount(C6I), at the intersection of Tate*s Avenue with 
the Lisburn Road, and including the beginnings of Cussick 
Street(C53), seems to have been a kind of service centre for 
both the users of the turnpike road and the villas of Well
ington Park. It was situated close to the highest point on
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the road,1 2 3 4'5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 at the end of a long, steep haul out of town 
for horse-drawn traffic, and its inhabitants included a 
publican, a blacksmith, gardeners, coachmen, servants and 
the like. The ultimate development of Cussick Street, a 
working-class "inlier" on the "wrong" side of the Lisburn 
Road, further illustrates the principle, already demonstrated 
on the Dublin Road^that the initial character of a district 
tends to determine its future development.

1. In the Ulster Museum.
2. Brett p.28.
3. Malcolm p.29.
4. Kewspaper article in J.J.Marshall's Cuttings Book too.2 in 

Linenhall Library - p.179-180.
5. University Road at Lower Crescent.
6. In University Street.
7. On Stranmillis Road.
8. Most published references give a date of 1820, thus perpet 

uating an early directory error.
9. Owen p.319-320 but undocumented.

10. Recital in lease held by Belfast Corporation.
11. Owen : ibidem.
12. Described in Illustrated London Jfiews of I8/8/I849.
13. Benn vol.II p.I40-I42 ; Owen p.284.
14. See 0.G.S.Crawford.
15. See Big.I.
16. And in Sandy Row.
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Chapter 18 : The High Victorians
"High Victorian is a loud style. Motifs are big and mould

ings thick, and motifs are crowded all over the surface of a
front..... Ostentatious ugliness for the sake of originality
or self-assertion..... No one could think in bigger terms
than those of individual houses or terraces..... Main thor
oughfares present a riot of disjointedly conceived buildings
..... Planned working-class housing a great rarity....badly
equipped back-to-back houses wherever there was space, streets 
and streets, miles of them......"

Nikolaus Pevsner's generalizations find ample support in 
South Belfast. The profound architectural gulf separating 
Wellington Park House(D2)(Plate XII) from the monstrous 
Banesfort(D8)(flate XLII) was spanned, incredibly enough, 
within a space of three years. Thus, the eighteen sixties 
saw not only the final flowering of Late Georgian proportion, 
symmetry and restraint(Plates XLIII & XLV), but also some of 
the grossest excesses of Victorian individualism(Plate XLVII). 
The seventies and eighties produced almost unrelieved ugliness, 
and the period as a whole is best described as one of complete 
architectural anarchy.

While the majority of the larger houses were still finished 
in stucco or brick with classical detail laid on thick(Plate 
XLVIII), there was introduced in I860 the fashion for poly
chrome brickwork - red with yellow, white or blue - often 
used in combination with stucco, and in some cases classical 
motifs were actually translated into the new medium, cr into 
redbrick (Plates XLIV, XLVI, XLIX, LI)( See also Pig.2).

South Belfast expanded very rapidly during this period, 
especially during the seventies (Fig.2). The most spectac
ular changes occurred in Cromac Woods, for long the inviolate
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hunting preserve of the Marquis of Donegall. By 1880, the 
area was almost entirely built over (Map D) with row upon 
row of small working class houses (Plate LXI), mostly in 
unrelieved redbrick and many without back access, an amenity 
which became compulsory only in 1878.^ This was true, however, 
mainly of the Ormeau Road end, for the streets near the newly- 
opened Botanic Avenue had better houses - larger, as shown 
by the valuation isopleths (Map 12), and also more ornate.

Many street names commemorated the trees that had gone, 
and of the old lodges, Cromac Cottage and Rose Lodge were 
demolished, but Cromac Lodge, though engulfed, was enabled 
to survive into the eighties by becoming a kind of tenement, 
subdivided into four flats similar in ratable value to thepsurrounding houses. The Belfast Central Railway cut an ugly 
scar across the area, whose southern limit was sharply defined 
by the post-glacial shoreline, which was also followed closely 
by the old water course. Separation from the larger houses 
of the neighbouring Plains was almost complete, and the only 
direct link is where the break of slope is negotiated by a 
stone stairway between McClure street and Cromwell Road.^
Dr.Strain explains how the continuity of McClure Street with 
Cameron Street was only established by the demolition of the 
water course, which formerly separated them. He also describes 
in detail how the line of the old conduit can still be recog
nized in property boundaries - the stone wall at the end of 
Essex Street and the boundary wall of a factory yard off Univ
ersity Street - and in street deformities - Cromwell Road, 
Posnett Street and Conduit street.*

The development of The Plains was very different and might 
be described, initially at any rate, as an extension of the 
University neighbourhood in High Victorian dress. However,
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the valuation isopleths show that this is true only of the 
higher parts, and more specifically of University Street, 
College Green, College Park, Rugby Road and the upper end of 
Botanic Avenue -the area directly in contact with the Univ
ersity district, thus perhaps once more illustrating the 
influence of social environment as well as physical (Kap 12).

North of University Street distinctly smaller houses were 
built, and this was to be true also of the area south of 
Fitzroy Avenue, whose development was blocked until the 
nineties by the last of the old lodges - Cromac Park. Nor 
was the wide new avenue giving alternative access to the 
Botanic Gardens by any means a replica of the university 
Road, particularly at its lower end where it adjoins Cromac 
woods, and the periphery of the Plains, near the Ormeau Road 
where the slobland laps the foot of the ridge, also shows 
lower valuations and the beginnings of commercial-industrial 
land use that was later to become a distinctive feature of 
this area (Map 13).

A number of old Belfast churches were now being rebuilt 
in the new residential areas to which their congregations 
had migrated. Fitzroy was the first of these, moving from 
Alfred street to that part of University Street originally 
named Pitzroy Avenue j it was later to be followed by Crescent

5- from Donegall Street to University Road ; All Souls' 
from Rosemary Street to Elmwood Avenue and Fisherwick

•7from Fisherwick Place to Malone Road ; similarly, All Saints'
in University street was originally an offshoot - a chapel

8of ease - from St.Mary Magdalene in Donegall Pass ; on the 
other hand, by a curious reversal of the general trend, the 
old rural church of St.John,Malone (C43) was to move townwards 
to meet the advancing suburbs.

Schools and other institutions also migrated : Victoria
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College to Lower Crescent from Wellington Place, by way of 
Howard Street and Dublin Road ; Princess Gardens School to 
University Street from College square ; Inst Preparatory 
School to Malone - Marlborough Park Aorth and then uranmore 
Park - whence the main school drew many of its pupils ; and 
the Belfast Museum from College Square fjorth to Stranmillis 
Road.

In Malone the bourgeoisie were continuing to appropriate 
farmland ; new lodges included Chlorine House, Danesfort(D8), 
Dunraven(DS), Beaumont(D9), Dunarnon -now Aquinas Hall,
Benvue -now Aquinas Hall, Tyrone House(D3), Mt.Randal -now 
Inchmarlo, Cherry Hill rebuilt- now Brackenber Bouse, Malone 
Park House and Old Forge ; villas multiplied as parks and 
avenues were opened up towards the Lisburn Road. The most 
elevated sites near the Malone Road continued to be reserved 
for the largest houses, and the tendency for villas to be 
smaller and closer together lower down can be clearly discern
ed on the maps, particularly in Windsor Avenue, Derryvolgie, 
Windsor Park and Marlborough Park. Nevertheless, very few 
even of the smaller villas have present-day valuations of 
under fifty pounds, and it is likely that many of the building 
leases laid down minimum sizes ; this was certainly true at 
first of Marlborough Park(D4), for the lease of the old Rich
mond Farm for building in. 1876 contained a covenant to erect 
at least five houses worth 10,000pounds within eight years.

Exceptional in this period were Osborne Park(DI4) and 
Malone Park(DI5), in that only the lower halves of these 
properties were leased for building, and they were therefore 
opened up from the Lisburn Road end. Together with the unique 
ribbon development of small villas on the west side of the 
Lisburn Road in this area, they may possibly be related to the
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proximity of the Balmoral Halt on the railway, though it is 
questionable if the latter was considered by the residents of 
Malone to be an acceptable means of transport.

The lower meadows of the Malone farms west of the Lisburn 
Road were still relatively untouched by the developers, but 
such building as there was shows unmistakably how the unity 
of the ancient holdings was being destroyed. Firstly, it was 
predominantly urban rather than suburban - terraces rather 
than villas. Secondly, houses were generally much smaller ; 
even those close to the road at the top of the slope, clearly 
intended for middle class occupation, were of distinctly lower 
valuation than those on the Malone side, while the working- 
class houses at the bottom of Tate's Avenue(DIl) and in Fern- 
dale Street foreshadow later events.

The only important exception was at Ulsterville(DIO), where 
the valuation isopleths concur remarkably with the contours, 
and an elevated outlier of sand carried an extension of 
"Malone" type housing (Maps II & 12). This was the old Vermont 
property, the rest of which was taken by the Methodist College 
(DI), opposite which one of Belfast*s future "Harley Streets"

Qtook shape.
The Elmwood demesne, too, was further diminished, but the 

house and its residual grounds were to survive intact until 
well into the present century, when they became an important 
addition to the university campus.

Building on the eastern slopes of the ridge was strictly 
limited, blocked by the Chlorine and Stranmillis properties, 
and hindered by deep stream-erosion due to the springs which 
had earlier contributed to Belfast's water supply. Thus, 
Lennoxvale(D5), Holyrood and dotting Hill(D7) are all steep 
cul-de-sacs (Map II & Fig.I), but the valuations show this
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to have been very much a Kalone Road type development, 
consisting mainly of very large villas.

The Stranmillis Road at this time was little more than a 
pleasant country lane. Leaving the Malone Road at the Botanic 
Gardens and climbing past Briar's Bush, levelling out between 
the old estates of Belleview and Sandymount, then descending 
steeply beyond the new terrace at faountpleasant to that place 
on the Lagan near its tidal limit where there had once been 
a ford, it climbed once more in a long, curving hill, marching 
with the Stranmillis estate and levelling out briefly a second 
time where Broomhill now is, before finally dropping down 
abruptly to rejoin the walone Road. The contours show clear
ly the extent to which its course was influenced by the relief 
(Map II & Big.l). The reasons for its late development are 
probably several ; it was a backwater, it was extremely hilly 
and it was bordered for two-thirds of its length by the otran- 
millis demesne, with steep slopes and low-lying meadows on the 
other side.

1. Jones p.52.
2. Map D : at the end of Ormeau Street.
3. Jones p.236 ; the writer was obtuse enough not to have 

noticed this until Dr.Jones pointed it out.
4. Strain p.239-241 & Figs.47-49.
5. See McConnell.
6. See S.S.Killin.
7. Fisherwick Messenger for 1923 ; see also McConnell.
8. See Leathern.



9# Table a below shows selectively the distribution ot the 
medical profession in Central & bouth Belfast during 
the period 1824-1959, Table B of the dental profession 
for the period 1868-1959 :
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xable a lea lea

High bt. 
iionegall ot.
itell.Blace
college bq.
Gt.Viet.at.
■cublin hd.

6
4

6
4
5

5
9
5

4
9
6
4

7 5
7 6 4
8 8 15 15 12 4

4 7 16 10 5
4 6 7 5

Univ^Road 10 14 11 16 15
Univ.Square i4 19 19 25 6
Coll.bdns. 15 16 22 11
Malone Rd. 7 9 15 21 19
Lisburn Rd. 8 10 7 10 i.4 15
well .park; 10 15
jjerryvolgie Ave.

Xable B

Arthur ot.
»ell..Flace
College pq.
Dublin nd. 
ot.Vict.^t.
bniVabouare

2 4 5 4
2 5 2 

2 5 5 2
4 4 4 7 8 5

5 4 7 9 8
5 5 2

Source: Classified sections of directories
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Chapter 19 : The late Victorians & their successors*
High Victorian styles may have been heavy, ornate and 

often inspired by megalomania, but their eclecticism saved 
them from monotony. The Late Victorians, on the other hand, 
were crashing bores. Building in the nineties - and in the 
next two decades as well - was in almost unrelieved redbrick, 
endlessly repeating, with few variations, a small number of 
totally uninteresting themes. Furthermore, its dull repet
itiveness was accentuated by the sheer volume of new housing, 
for this was the period of most rapid expansion in South Bel
fast (Fig.2) .

The best illustration is perhaps to be found in the passing 
of Eglantine Hill j one of the last to be engulfed by the 
flood tide of urbanism, the old demesne(DI2) was converted 
by the end of the century into seemingly endless terraces of 
almost identical houses (Plates LIU, LIV, LV) ; eglantine 
and Malone Avenues represent the southward limit of such 
housing in Malone, all beyond being villas. Below the Lisburn 
Road, on the south side of Tate‘s Avenue and in the three 
adjoining streets, were long rows of smaller redbrick houses 
whose valuations show that they were intended for a different 
social class(Map 12).

The lower slopes of the ridge, west of the Lisburn Road, 
hitherto relatively untouched, were now rapidly built over, 
almost exclusively with working-class houses - present day 
valuations 10—20 pounds, compared with an average of over 
fifty in Malone. Hence, Emrys Jones' description of the 
Lisburn Road as a "social precipice" shich, however, is less 
appropriate to the area north of Tate's Avenue than south of 
it, for reasons already explained.
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Distinctly superior to the earlier working-class houses 
of Cromac WoodsfPlate LXI), these generally ha* bay windows 
an* diminutive front gardens, thus affording their inhabitants 
more light and greater privacy (Plate LXIII)» A further 
stage in this process of upgrading can be seen after 1920 in 
Ulsterville, Lower Windsor, Stranmillis and elsewhere - 
terraces of houses with small gardens both front and rear 
which are virtually smaller versions of contemporary semi
detached villas, except that they happen to be joined together 
(Plate LXV).

Parlour shops are perhaps less prominent in these newer 
working-class districts than in Cromac Woods, for the Lisburn 
Road itself was becoming increasingly commercialized, provid
ing retail shopping facilities at frequent intervals, although 
not unexpectedly, only on its west side, the Malone side being 
much less commercialized even today(Map 13). Street-corner 
public houses are also noticeably less numerous than in the 
older district, possibly owing to the increasing strength of 
the temperance movement in Late Victorian times.

By the turn of the century some of the old terraces on the 
Dublin Road and Great Victoria Street were also being convert
ed into shops, and these once wealthy residential thorough
fares are now almost entirely commercial, abandoned even by 
the medical orofession, who for a time occupied their largerO *terraces. Trade was eventually to gain a foothold on the 
ridge - with a very limited range of shops on University Road 
but never, apart from vital necessities — two public houses 
and a filling station - in Malone (Map 13)•

In Stranmillis the old estates of Belleview and Sandymount 
finally capitulated to the developers, and the level portion
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by tall redbrick terraces. The streets laid out on either 
side closely resembled those west of the Lisburn Hoad - a 
predominantly artisan neighbourhood with larger houses at the 
top of the steep slope leading down to the old sea—cliff 
which abruptly separates the area from Botanic Park (kap II) •

At the ’’bottom" of the Stranmillis Road a small riverside 
industrial complex grew up (Map 13), close to the site cf the 
eighteenth century bleachgreen. Centred upon the Laganvale 
Brickworks, exploiting the lower boulder clay, it created a 
tightly-knit little working-class community, which today 
boasts an excellent silver band and is sharply divided, phys
ically and socially, from the expanding modem suburbs which 
have spread over the slopes above it (Maps II & 12).

The Cromac Park demesne became the Holy Land and the two 
long redbrick avenues south of Fitzroy. I’he former Gerries 
no special aura of sanctity - the street names merely commem
orating their builders’ recent pilgrimage - but is of partic
ular interest for two reasons : firstly, according to the late 
Thomas Camduff, it contains the first working-class houses in 
Belfast to incorporate bathrooms ; secondly, it is predominant
ly polychrome rather than redbrick, as are certain streets of 
this period in the Lisburn Road area and elsewhere (Plate LX1IJ. 
They illustrate the principle, suggested by Professor Jope in 
his inaugural public lecture, that fashions in domestic archi
tecture tend to be created by the wealthy classes and are 
later taken up by others, often long after they have been dis
carded by their creators. Thus, polychrome went out in Malone 
by about 1890, but enjoyed its greatest popularity in working- 
class districts during the following thirty years. Another
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illustration of the same principle is to be found in the early 
introduction of roughcast in the wealthier suburbs and its 
later application elsewhere (Fig*2),

In Malone, the last of the old strip-farms were now handed 
over to the builders - notably Adelaide, Cranmore, Maryville 
and Myrtlefield, although portions of the Cranmore and Mary
ville properties were preserved, including Templeton's famous 
collection of trees and the future Inst playing fields. One 
incongruous development at this time was Marlborough Gardens, 
a short cul-de-sac of working-class houses, reminiscent of 
Oussick street but less easily explicable, although a signif
icant proportion of its early residents were gardeners and 
coachmen.

East of the Malone Road, like Lennoxvale before them,
Sans Souci Park and Chlorine Gardens had to compromise with 
the relief, the latter also skirting the old sandpit in which 
the Ashby Institute now stands. Further out, some of tne 
wealthiest of the newcomers settled at Deramore, where wealth 
doubtless meant greater freedom of choice, for their nouses 
exhibit a diversity of styles rare for the period.

If the terraces were characterized by a monotonous sameness, 
the majority of the villas were only marginally less so. One 
stock pattern of the nineties can be seen at the lower end of 
Adelaide Park (Plate LII).and the south side of Malone lark , 
another - semi-detached and widely popular - at Cranmore (Plate 
LVII), Maryville Park and the top of Balmoral Avenue.

A feature of considerable interest to students of domestic 
architecture is the persistence of classical motifs well into 
the nineties and even after the turn of the century, examples 
may be seen at Deramore, Sans souci, Adelaide Park, Myrtle-
field and elsewhere.
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The iuxtaposition in Cranmore and Myrtlefield of villas 
built just before 1900 and during the next two decades enables 
us to distinguish a further stage in devolution. The later 
houses are smaller, more compact, usually set in smaller 
Parcels of ground and with less prominent returns - yet built 

the same social class. They no doubt reflect the social 
changes that were going on at this time, particularly the 
decline in the size of families and in domestic service (Plate 
LVIII).
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f• In parts of the ftorth of England the epithet "proper bay- 
windowed** is used to imply social superiority.
The table below shows the number of residential premises 
in Gt.Victoria St. and Dublin Road for selected years 
during the period 1880-1964 :

1880 1890 1901 1910 1919 1951 1939 1964
Gt.Viet.st. 67 60 51 46 36 34 25 9
£ublin_Rd. 50 43 38 34 29 21 21 5

Source: Directories.

See also Tables A & £ on page 50.
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Chapter 20 : Modern Times
The expansion of South Belfast in the twenties and thirties 

was almost as great as in the preceding period but, since for 
the first time it was predominantly suburban, the number of 
houses built was not as large.(?ig.2).

For the first time also to be semi-detached acquired social 
significance. Thus, the majority of the new villas in Malone 
Q-re detached, exclusively so in the wealthier areas - Broomhill, 
Cleaver Park, Myrtlefield and most of the Barberton estate 
south of Balmoral Avenue. At Stranmillis, on the other hand, 
aPd off the Lisburn Road at Mount Prospect, Ulsterville and 
Ashley Avenue, they are mainly semi-detached. The levelling 
processes at work in society during the inter-war years made 
these the first residential areas in which one*s neighbours 
ftight be drawn from profoundly different social backgrounds 
(Honours dissertation : Map 9)• The modern semi-villa is 
both the impoverished descendant of the country seat and the 
successful offspring of the enlightened working-class terraces 
of the nineties (See above p.52).

At the same time, however, on the least desirable sites, 
close to the railway, for example - at Great Northern Street, 
Northbrook Street and Fane Street - small terrace-houses were 
being built which were scarcely superior to those built by 
^he Late Victorians, and in some cases were distinctly retro
grade, having neither gardens nor bay-windows(Plate LXIV).

There were other signs of social acceptability in Malone, 
besides mere size and a suitable degree of detachment from 
one*s neighbours ; a roughcast finish was important, preferably 
gleaming white or cream, so that the new residential areas 
c<°ntrasted strongly with the sober redbrick of their predec- 
essors. Thus, roughcast was almost universal in the wealthier
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areas, while plain redbrick continued to predominate in the 
small urban terraces and the semi—villas, and brick was only 
admissible in Malone if it were rustic......(Fig.2).

Levertheless, if redbrick and semis were kept in their 
place, the inevitable consequences of contemporary social 
changes were beginning to be felt in Malone by the nineteen- 
thirties. Smaller families, fewer servants and higher wages 
meant that the big houses were becoming white elephants.
By 1939 Richmond Lodge, Drumglass, Ashleigh, Brackenber and 
Mount Randal(Inchmarlo) had become schools, Thornhill and 
Ceara flats and Stranmillis a training college. After the 
Second »vorld war further changes came with a rush, affecting 
mainly the older areas townwards from Adelaide Park, but also 
the biggest houses everywhere. Malone House itself became 
a civic restaurant and its demesne a public park ; flats, 
schools, hostels, university departments, hotels, offices and 
clubs proliferated, and the situation in 1963 is shown on 
Map 14.

Emrys Jones has pointed out that this kind of change does 
not necessarily greatly alter the social character of a 
neighbourhood , but, while this is probably true of Malone, 
it has at least meant that the parts little affected by it 
have become the most desirable residential areas - Broomhill, 
Deramore and Malone Park, for example - and thus represent 
the penultimate stage in the migration process which we have 
followed from eighteenth century Castle Place and which, if 
we were to follow it further, would take us beyond the confines 
of South Belfast into the rural commuter", belt beyond*

Perhaps the most important single factor responsible for 
post-war change has been the expansion of the university : 
firstly, students’ lodgings have multiplied, especially in



The Plains and in urban Malone - particularly Eglantine 
Avenue ; secondly, substantial amounts of property have been 
bought - both in the University neighbourhood and in Malone - 
and the houses used temporarily as overspill accommodation, 
but with demolition and rebuilding as the ultimate aim, in 
some cases at least ; thirdly, important demolitions have 
already occurred, arousing public controversy in the case of 
^UEi^s Elms and the Deaf & Dumb institution, while striking 
new multi-storey buildings have added a new element to the 
landscape of bouth Belfast.

epilogue
Mention of demolition underlines the timeliness of this 

research; very substantial losses have already occurred, some 
of them architecturally important, and it seems certain that 
the rate of redevelopment will quicken. Two things should 
therefore be treated as matters of urgency : first, similar 
detailed studies of the other sectors of Belfast, including 
a photographic record, not merely of outstanding ouildings - 
this is already being compiled by Dr.McCutcheon - but sufficient 
to provide source material for the study of Victorian domestic 
architecture ; secondly, determined action on the part of 
the Government and other responsible bodies to preserve what 
is worth preserving - the first three houses in Mount Charles, 
for example ; we in Ulster have an unenviable reputation for 
philistinism ; at a time when so many other provincial 
attitudes are struggling through to enlightenment, perhaps 
we may soon be able to show that our notoriety in this partic
ular sphere also is no longer deserved.
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Ordnance Survey office.
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sheets 56,43,44,48,49,50,53,54,57,58; incomplete 
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1860 etc Griffith*s Valuation maps : Sixty-inch lown Map
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valuation lists.

1861 etc Griffith's Valuation maps : six-inch O.S. revision
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Malone.

J863 frine-inch Map of Belfast by William Hastings,
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in O.S. office; complete set in Valuation Office 
and another in P.R.O./D.O.D. 662/18.

1871 etc Valuation maps with annual revisions ; in Valuation
Office.

1879 Another revision of Marcus Ward map ; useful, but 
less accurate than its predecessors, with import
ant omissions from the outer suburbs and several 
instances of anticipation where building had not, 
in fact, taken placej not known to Ewart ; in 
Linenhall Library, Central Reference Library and 
P.R.O./D.O.D. 662/33.

1883 Bird’s eye view of Belfast from the south-west, 
beautifully drawn by D.Hanna; in Harbour Office.

1884 Marcus Ward revision in 1884 Directory; listed by 
Ewart, but the writer has not been able to find 
a copy of the directory with map intact; there 
is, however, circumstantial evidence to suggest 
that this is, in fact, the 1879 map unrevised.

1683—84 Revision of sixty—inch Town Mapj incomplete set
in Ordnance Snrvey office; complete set in Valu
ation Office.

1883 etc Valuation maps with annual revisions ; in Valu
ation Office.

1888 The map of this date in Anderson’s History of the 
linenhall Library is, in fact, an unrevised 
reproduction of the 1879 Marcus Ward map.
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1890 Hannah birdfs eye view of 1883 revised; in
ioung*s Town Book of Belfast as frontispiece.

I89Ietc. Marcus Ward revisions in Belfast Almanacs; the 
writer has made little use of these and has not 
checked them for accuracy, but in view of what
has been said above about the later Marcus Ward
revisions they should be used with caution.

1894 Relevant sheets of first 25-inch Ordnance Survey;
not actually used in this research, but included 
in the list for the sake of completeness.

1894-95 supplement to 60-Inch Town Map to include areas
added by boundary extension : sheets 53,57,5fA, 
57B,58,64,65,66 ; complete sets in O.S.Office
and Valuation Office.

I894etc Valuation maps with annual revisions; in Valuat
ion Office.

1896 Map of Belfast to show extended boundary & wards; 
scale 4^ inches to the mile; not fully revised; 
in Linenhall Library & Central Reference Library.

1896 Marcus ward*s nine-inch map revised; in Linenhall 
Library; a fine map in the best Marcus ward
tradition which seems reasonably reliable,
although not fully checked for accuracy.

1897 Another Marcus ward revision similar to the above;
in Central Reference Library; not fully checked
for accuracy.

1901-02 Ordnance Survey six-inch revision; in O.S.Office.

I901etc Valuation maps based on six-inch sheets 64 & 65
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with annual revisions; for areas of Upper Malone 
outside new municipal boundary in R.D.Lisburn.

1917-20 Ordnance Survey six-inch map of Belfast, coloured
and folded; the first O.S. street map of the city 
on a single sheet; in Q.U.B.Library.

1920 Ordnance Survey 25-Inch and consequential 6-inch 
revision; incompletely preserved in O.S.Office,

1931 Ordnance survey 25-Inch and consequential 6-Inch 
revision; in O.S.Office.

1937-38 Ordnance Survey 25-Inch and consequential 6-Inch 
revision; in O.S.Office.

i937etc Revaluation maps based on 50-Inch enlargements 
of the above 25-Inch for the municipal area,
but 25-Inch for outer suburbs in R.D.Lisbum.

1938 Ordnance Survey 12-Inch hap of Belfast; sheets
III SE, III SW, III ITE ; portions of these
combined & redrawn to form base maps for haps
I-I5.

1904 Geological survey of Ireland; six-Inch field 
map of Belfast; in Geological survey Office.

frOTB
Although a few of the earlier maps and many of the 

later ones were either irrelevant or superfluous to this 
research, an attempt has been made to provide a complete 
list of Belfast maps for the guidance of others; the 
writer is aware of one or two omissions of no consequence, 
but would be glad to hear of any important oversight.
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nineteenth century maps shown to be of doubtful 
accuracy are indicated above; the work of the Ordnance 
survey is scarcely open to question, but the remaining 
maps also have not been found wanting in any important 
respect.

B Belfast Directories

1805

1806

1809

1824
1819
1819
1851
1855
1859
1840
1841
1842
1845
1845
1846 
1849
1852 
1852
1654
1856
1858

Holden's iriennial Directory for 1805-07; typed copy 
of section relating to Belfast in B.R.O.

Belfast Directory for 1806-08 by smyth & Lyons; in 
Linenhall Library.

Holden's Triennial Directory for 1809-11; typed copy 
of Belfast entry in P.R.O.

Pigot's Hibernian Provincial Directory for 1824; PRO. 
Bradshaw's Directory for 1819. 
smyth's Directory for 1820.
Donaldson's Directory for 1851-52.
Matter's Directory for 1855-56.
Martin's Directory for 1859.
""" »nnW n J840-41.

" " " "nn« n 1841-42.

if»i* it w ft- m it 1842—45.

Post-Office Directory for 1845-44.
Henderson's Directory for 1845-44.
nttntt ” " » ” " 1846-47.
ttttntt tttintt tt 1849-50.
nttttn ttitntt it 1852.

Belfast & Province of Ulster Directory(Kewsletter).
itttit it itnititit nitn itittin ttitititn .

it it it it ititititii nitn nnnn itttiiitit .

itttit it wttnittt itttit tt ti w tt ititttnit .
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Adair's Directory for 1860-61.
Belfast & Province of Ulster Directory for 1861-62.
nnitnnnnHnt... 1863-64.
nnn«»n»i»wnwnitnnwHM»i*« 1865-66.

Wynne’s Directory for 1865-66.
Belfast & Province of Ulster Directory for 1868. 
Belfast & Province of Ulster Post-Office Directory. 
Belfast & Province of Ulster Directory for 1877. 
Belfast Directory for 1878 by Brookes & Thompson. 
Belfast & Province of Ulster Directory for 1880. 
«w«it«»»nr.«n»tnn«f.«n«nn X884.
nnttnNftttitttitnnnwnnnttffnn J887.

" *»**"" itnnwnnitwn J890.
nnnn»nn«n.t«T»i*f»n»wttnHn 1892.
BftwiffiffnfiitifififititHftitwffiiii X894.

Prom then on the directory has been published annual 
ly in the Mew Year, so that it is based on data collected 
during the previous year. Prior to 1894 the dates of 
publication varied greatly.

A complete set of directories from I8i9 onwards is 
available in the Linenhall Library, with incomplete sets 
in the Central Reference Library, Ulster Museum & P.R.O.

Although they are most useful sources of information 
and although compilers are generally at great pains to 
assure the public that " no effort has been spared, etc." 
directories are nevertheless notoriously unreliable and 
should always be used with caution.

The writer would be glad to hear of any directory 
which, unknown to him, has been omitted from this list.

1860
1861
1865
1865
1865
1868
1870
1877
1878
1880
1884
1887
1890
1892
1894



C Documents in Public Record Office, northern Ireland.
Donegc11 Estate Documents : over three thousand leases,etc., 
of which about one hundred were relevant and useful, 
covering the period 1755-1844 ; D.0.D.509.

Donegall Estate Rentals : rent ledgers covering the period 
1775-1826 ; d835.

hearth Money Roll ; for the Liberties of Upper & Lower 
Malone, 1669,
Griffith Valuation of 1855-37 : VAL.IB.
Field Book for town of Belfast, 1837 ; 75A.
Fair C'ppy for Town of Belfast, 1838 ; 120k.
Field kook for Malone Lower,1837 ; 79.
Field Book for Malone Upper, 1835 and for Malone Lower 
Country Houses, 1836 together with fair copy for rest 
of Malone Lower; 128A.

Fair Copy for whole Parish of bhankhill, 1838 ; 128B.
xhe field books are invaluable sources, giving for 

every house its dimensions, quality rating and other 
details ; the Country Houses of Lower & Upper Malone 
are identified by numbers on accompanying valuation 
Maps, which are based on the six-inch Ordnance survey.

Miscellaneous leases, wills and other documents relating 
to the Legg, Eccles and other families in Malone; those 
which proved useful are acknowledged in footnotes or in 
the appendices.
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i> Valuation Office
Valuers’field books and valuation lists covering the 
period from, the I860 Griffith Valuation to the present 
day.

Union of Belfast : parts of Cromac Ward, St.George's 
ward and, later, Windsor Ward. 

union of Belfast : outside the municipal boundary, the 
xownland of j^alone Lower. 
union of Lisburn : the Townland of Malone Upper.
xhese indispensable sources have only become fully 
available for research within the last few years, 
when the earlier books were rescued from a state of 
neglect and delapidation.

Unfortunately, in the rebinding, many pages were mis
placed, so that the entries are no longer consecutive, 
and fair copies, for example, often precede the origin
al entry, iheir use is therefore considerably more 
complicated than might have been the case, and great 
care is needed to avoid mistakes. i\evertheless, 
together with the accompanying valuation maps listed 
above, both being revised annually, they make possible 
the accurate dating of almost all houses built after 
1860.

E Leases.
The writer is deeply indebted to a number of private 
individuals, officers of institutions, estate agents, 
bank managers and solicitors, for allowing him to consult 
the deeds of some thirty properties.
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Leases are not in themselves conclusive for dating pur
poses, unless they are building leases, for they relate 
essentially to land, ihey can, however, be a most useful 
guide when correlated with other evidence.

F newspaper Articles
hany articles on lacal history are preserved in cuttings 
books in the Linenhall Library, Central Reference Library 
and Ulster frmseum. Others continue to appear with moder
ate frequency in the Belfast telegraph A Belfast newslett
er. They seem to the writer to fall into four categories:
(1) Informative and accurate- clearly the result of seri

ous research.
(2) btraightforward plagiarism with introduced error.
li) Vague and Inaccurate- often based on the reminiscences 

of "old residenters", a notoriously unreliable kind 
of source.

(4) bo trivial - often a kind of retrospective Court and 
Personal- as to make considerations of accuracy 
entirely irrelevant.

Of those in the first category, acknowledgement is mainly 
due to Isaac ward, who wrote under the name of Belfast- 
iensis, and J.J.Marshall.

G Books and Articles
Allen,Rev,Robert: Presbyterian College,Belfast(1953). 
Atkinson,A: Ireland exhibited to England,Vol.II(I823).
Benn,George: The History of the town of Belfast(1823).
Benn,George: A History of the town of Belfast; in two 
volumes; 1877 & 1880.



Brett,C.H.: Notes on the topography of old Belfast; a 
lecture; manuscript in P.R.0./D.0.D.27I/I0(I870).

Camblin,Gilbert: The lown in UlsteriI95i).
Uarleton,B.T.: Neighbourhoods in south Belfast;unpublished 
Honours dissertation in Q.U.B.Geography Dept.(1953). 

Cassidy,rfilliam: History of Malone Presbyterian Church 
(1951).

Crawford,O.G.S.: Southampton; in Antiquity, March 1942. 
Dewar,J.{Ed.): History of Elmwood Presbyterian Church(I900) 
Doyle,J.B.: Tours in UlsteriI854).
Dubourdieu,J.: Statistical survey of the county of Antrim
(1812).

Evans,E.E.: Belfast-the site and the city; in U.J.A.Series 
3, Vol.7, pages5-29.
Ewart,Belfast Maps; in U.J.A., series 2, Vil.I, pages 
62-69 and 99-105.

jfisherwicfc Messenger: centenary numberiI923). 
Gaffikin,xhomas: Belfast fifty years ago; a lecture(18/5). 
Green,E.R.R.: The Lagan valley,1800-1850(1949).
Hanna,D.0'D.: The jrace of Ulster(I952).
Hayward,Richard: Belfast through the ages(I952).
Jones,Emrys: social Geography of Belfast^I96u). 
Lamplugh,G.W. & others: Geology of the country around 
Belfast(T904).

Leathern,w.S.: History of st.Mary Magdalene Parish(I959). 
Leet, : Directory to the market towns,villages,gentle
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APPENDIX A

South Belfast, 1770 : a key to hap A, giving significant 
documentation prior to this date that is not already quoted 
in the text, and indicating in brackets further reference to 
the same properties in Appendix B ; Map A is based on the 
Donegall Estates Maps of 1767-1770.

(1) Three houses on the site of Nos. 183-187 Sandy Row, later 
rebuilt (BI6).
(2) Pountainville Cottage : No. 13 University Road ; lease
of 1770 to John Holmes, merchant, then in occupation, recites 
earlier lease of 1737 to James Young, assigned to Holmes 
(PR0/D0D509/477) ; house later enlarged, but rear portion 
surviving at time of recent demolition may have been original 
(B39).
(3) House on site of jmos. 53-59 University Road (B42) .
(4) Three houses on site of Kos. 1-3 University Square (B45).
(5) House on Elmwood property : on site of Queen's Elms- Nos.
77-89 University Road, predecessor to first Elmwood House 
(B43). -
(6) Earlier house on Vermont property : on site of Methodist 
College ; lease of 1770 to William Harrison recited in renew
al of 1809 (PR0/D0D509/I7I2) ; a William Harrison is named in 
Hearth Money Roll for Lower Malone, 1669 ; (B48).
(7) Predecessor to Wellington Park House : later probably
incorporated into rear of latter, but recently demolished 
(B49).



(8) House on Eglantine property (B50).
(9) Lennoxvale or earlier house on same site (B65).

(TO) Predecessor to Hampton House- Ko.44 Derryvolgie Avenue ; 
possibly incorporated into the latter (B52).
(11) Predecessor to Adelaide Lodge (B54).
(12) Richmond Barm or earlier house on same site (B55)•
(13) toillowbank or its predecessor (B68).
(14) Cranmore : seventeenth century house whose roofless shell 
still stands ; see text p.I7 ; (B57),
(15) Barm on Stockmans Lane - now Balmoral Avenue (B6I).
(16) Predecessor to present Malone House : seventeenth or 
early eighteenth century house ; see text p.II ; (B63)•
(17) Shaves Bridge : probably mid-seventeenth century, but 
reputedly rebuilt in early eighteenth ; see text p.9-I0,
(18) Bewforge Bleachworks : successor to seventeenth century 
ironworks ; see text p.I9«
(19) Bewforge House : probably seventeenth century ; later 
rebuilt ; see text p.19-20 (B70).
(20) Possibly summer cottage of Black family at Stranmillis ; 
see text p.I5 ; (B77),
(21) Stranmillis Bleachworks : part of upper mill-dam later 
contributed to Belfast water supply ; now ornamental pond in 
Lennoxvale Gardens ; see text p.26 ; (B75)•
(22) Bord across the Lagan near tidal limit; see text p.I3.
(23-)- Lagan Cottage or earlier house on same site; where 
Botanic Park now is (B74).
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(24) yriarfs Bush Burial Ground : thought to have been site 
of chapel in Elizabethan times J see text p<>5-/ > graveyard 
later enlarged (B72)«,
(25) Cromac woods with Passes : see text Po2I0
(26) The Course : demesne lands enclosed by fcalone & btran- 
millis Roads ; see text p.I4-15*
(27) Tidal Blackstaff, with Joyrs paper mill and Cromac Eock; 
see text p«2la
(28) baitwater Bridge : formerly Great Bridge of Belfast, 
now Boyne Bridge ; see text p*28,
(29) Blackstaff Loaning : now recognizable in the line og 
fcalone Place and Donegall Road ; see text p*28—29.
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(30) Course of Blackstaff through Bog Meadows.



APPENDIX B

South Belfast. 1632 : a key to Map B, giving house valuations 
in 1835-37 and 1860-62, together with valuers' quality 
ratings for 1835-37, a useful indication of age ; dating is 
undocumented if it has already been discussed in the text or 
is clearly derived from maps or directories listed in the 
bibliography ; original names of houses, terraces, streets, 
etc. are included ; previous reference to a property in 
Appendix A or further reference in Appendix C are indicated 
in brackets. Map B is based on the first Ordnance survey of 

. 1832-33.

(1) oublin Road : houses on site of JJios. 1-5 ; location first
described as Dublin Bridge ; 1837 Val. exempt (B-) ;
i860 Val. 3-4 ; pre-1814.

(2) Dublin Hoad : site jnos. 7-15 ; Dublin Bridge, later
Harmony Place ; 1837 Val. 3-6 (B) ; i860 Val. 5-12 ;
I814-I8I9.

(3) Dublin Road : site ftos. 35-39 ; Dublin Bridge-Harmony
Place-Pountain Place-Botanic Terrace ; val. 3-5 (B) ;
val. 4-8 ; 1814-18X9.

(4) Dublin Road : Aos. 41-45 ; Dublin Bridge-iountain Place-
Botanic Terrace ; val.II (A) ; val.13-17 ; 1814-1819.

(5) Dublin Road : site nos. 14-28 ; Bankmore ; val^ 4o (A) ;
val* 60 ; pre-1814 ; lease I8i2.

(6) Dublin Road : jnos. 46-54 ; Pakenham Place ; val, 22-28 (A); 
val. 27-33 ; after 1822 ; lease 1829.
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(7) Gt .Victoria at. : JJios. 77-85 ; Victoria Place ; val.23-
24 (A) ; val.29 ; 1822-1830 ; lease 1829.

(8) Gt.Victoria St. : No.87 ; Wellwood House-Victoria Place;
val.24(A); val.32; after 1822; lease 1829.

(9) Gt .Victoria at. : lies.96-100; Belvidere Place; val.18(A);
val.22; 1822-1831; lease 1823.

(10) Shaftesbury Sq. : Nos.15-17; Botanic Road; val.19(A);
val.24; after 1822; lease 1829.

(11) Bradbury Place : Nos.25-31 and 37-39; survivors of six
teen small houses; val.4-6(Bf); val.5-Il; after 1819; 
lease 1826.

(12) Bradbury Place : No.51; Tollhouse at Lisburn Road Turn
pike; val.6(A-); val.8; about 1820; lately demolished; 
painting in McGowan Collection, Ulster Museum.

(13) Bradbury Placeb: site Nos.6-14; Malone Turnpike; val.3(B);
val.4-8; I8I4-I8I9.

(14) Bradbury Place : site Nos.48-58; three two-storey houses;
Albion Place; val.10(A); val.14.

(15) Albion lane : between Botanic Avenue & Bradbury Place;
no longer residential; McConnell^ Tea Gardens-house one 
storey; val.II( ); val.16.

(16) Sandy Row : site Nos.I83-I87; Renwick Place; val.exempt
(B); pre-I770(Al); rebuilt 1837-1860; val.5-7.

(17) Sandy Row : Nos.200-204; Renwick Place; val.4(A); val.
5-6; lease 1826.

(18) Malone Place : No.I ; Malone Cottage; Lisburn Road; val.
8(B+); one-storey; after 1791; long lease of tenement & 
garden in 1798; rebuilt 1837-186©; val.26; two-storey (,C6).



(19) Donegall Hoad : site Nos.22-32; four houses; Donegall
Pass-Wesley Place; ■val.StA-); val.6-10; lease 1826.

(20) Donegall Road : site in rear at Nos.20-22; four small
houses; Wesley Court; val.exempt; val.3; lease 1826.

(21) Donegall Pass : site Nos.12-13 Shaftesbury Square; public
house; val.IO(B-); val.15; also eight small houses; 
site across end of Botanic Avenue; val.exempt; (B-/C^»); 
val.3-4; I8I4-I8I9.

(22) Donegall Pass : site Chambers St. ; Rose Lodge; val.19(A),
val.53; clearly enlarged or rebuilt 1837-1860.

(23) Donegall Pass : Nos.49-53; Posnett*s Place; val.8(A);
val.10.

(24) Donegall Pass : site intersection Coyle's Place with
Ormeau St.; Cromac Lodge; val.I5(B+); val.If; I783-I79I; 
lease 1786 (PRO/DOD509/884 recital).

(25) Donegall Pass : site close to Cromac Lodge; Cromac Cottage;
one-storey; val.2l(B4); val.23; 1770-1783.

(26) Donegall Pass : site Nos.6-12; Gilmore's house; val.27(A);
val.46; after 1819; lease 1829.

(27) Donegall Pass : Nos.96-108; Ingram Place-Napoleon Terrace;
val.I6-20(A); val.18-21; lease 1823.

(28) Donegall Pass : Nos.IIO-116; val.13(A); val.13-18; lease
1823.

(29) Donegall Pass : site Nos.II8-l28; val.6(A); val.9; lease
1823.

(30) Donegall Pass : site Nos.14-4-150; Garden Cottage; Donegall
Tea Gardens; val.I7(B—); demolished I860; lease 1827.



(31) Ormeau Road : Eos.55-71; Ormeau Place; val.9-12(A);
val.13-17.

(32) Ormeau Road : Eos.73-81; Ormeau Place; val.14-24(A);
val.20-34; recently demolished,

(33) Ormeau Street : Nos.I & 6-8; Ormeau Place; val.7-8(A);
val.9-TI; Nos.6—8 recently demolished.

(34) Ormeau Road : Nos.II3-H9; val.19; (A); val.23-26; No.113
built 1828 (Valuer*s note).

(35) Ormeau Road : site Holy Land; Cromac Park; val.30(B+);
val.70; I79I-I8I3; long lease 1798 (PR0/D0D509/H60) .

(36) Ormeau Road : site Gas Works; Gasfield House; val.29(A-),
val.40; gasworks opened 1823.

(37) Ormeau Road : site gasworks later extension; Moreland’s
house; val.12(B); val.13; I79I-I8I4.

(38) Ormeau Road : site gasworks later extension; Cromac House;
val.34(B4); val.60; probably after long lease of 1818;
(PRO/D0D509/1979).

(39) University Road : No.13; Fountainville Cottage; val.l7(B+);
val.40; enlarged 1837-1860, but rear portion probably 
pre-1770 (A2); now demolished.

(40) University Road : site nos.2I-3I; Turnpike Row; site of
turnpike before opening of Lisburn Road; publiehouse val. 
7(B) and twelve cottages val.exempt(B-); in I860 sixteen 
cottages val.3-4; turnpike first established 1770-1777.

(41) University Road : Nos.43-51; Cinnamond's Buildings; val.
I2-I3(A); val.17-20; probably contemporary with Brewery 
(B79), about 1832.



(42) University Road : site Nos053-59; three two-storey
houses; house val.3(0+); Rose Cottage val.6(C+); Ann- 
ville val.8(B-); the evidence is confused, but at least 
one, possibly Rose Cottage, may be pre-1770(A3); all 
demolished about 1840(025).

(43) University Road : site on University property in Elmwood
Avenue; Elmwood-predecessor to recently-demolished Elm
wood House; val.I3(£); 1770-1791; lease I788(PR0/IX)D509/ 
745); (029).

(44) University Road : site on corner of University front
lawn; six two-storey houses; Claremont Cottage-val.21(A)- 
demolished 1843-1849; two houses val.6(A-), demolished 
before 1849; Belvidere Cottage, later Botanic Cottage, 
val.15(A); val.19; two houses val.10(A); val.14; all 
built after 1791, probably not long before i632.

(45) University Road : site Eos.1-3 university square; three
two-storey houses; val.4-6^A-); val.6; possibly pre-j.no 
VA4) but more likely rebuilt 17/0-1837.

(46) University Road : site about hount Charles; two-storey
house; val.i4(A).

(47) University Road : site at Crescent church; two-storey
house; val.20(B).

(48) Malone Road : site Methodist College; Vermont; val.27(B+);
val.40; pre-1770 house(AS) probably rebuilt after long 
lease of 1809 (PR0/D0D509/I7I2) and before 1819.

(49) Malone Road : site at rear of Eo.21 Wellington Park House
now Hotel; two-storey house val.5(B-); pre-1770(A/); 
probably incorporated into rear of present house but 
now demolished(C37).
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(50) Malone Road : site on Malone Avenue, the estate covering 
also Eglantine Avenue; Eglantine Hill; val.301 A-)*, val. 
38; 1770-1808; long lease I7991PRO/DOD509/1198J.

(5X) Malone Hoad : site at Windsor Avenue; two-storey house;
val.12(B—); probably late-eighteenth century but enlarg
ed or rebuilt 1836-1660; val.40.

(52) Malone Hoad : site f*o.44 Derryvolgie Avenue; two-storey
house; val.II(A-); house of pre-1770 probably rebuilt 
or improved before 1836, then incorporated into rebuild
ing of 1854 to become Hampton House; val.57; (AIO & C40).

(53) Malone Road : site at Windsor Park; Laurelbank; nursery;
one-storey thatched; val.9(B-f); val.16.

(54) Malone Road : site at Adelaide Park; Adelaide Lodge;
one-storey; val,10(B); enlarged or rebuilt 1836-1860; 
val.30; (All).

(55) Malone Road : Ho.85 Richmond Lodge; Richmond Farm; incor
porated into return of present house (valuer*s note); 
val.22(A-); val.38; pre-1770 house(A!2) probably reblt. 
or improved early nineteenth century; possibly ambiguous 
Maryview on 1808 map.

(56) Malone Road : site at No.II7 Thornhill; Print Field on
1832 map; two-storey house; val.22(B); after 1770; 
leases 1806 & 1823.

(57) Malone Road : Cranmore; Orange Grove; two-storey house;
val.II(C); val.25; seventeenth century; see text p.17; 
(AI4); now roofless.

(58) Malone Road : Maryville; val.29(A); val 46; I760-I80I
but possibly rebuilt early nineteenth century; see text 
p.24; now derelict.
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(59) Kalone Road : site at Myrtlefield Park; hyrtlefield;

two-storey house; val0I4(B4^; val.22; I780-I80I; the 
documentation is as for Maryville; see text p.24-25.

(60) Balmoral Avenue : originally continuation of Stockman’s
Lane; Bo.69; Rose Lodge; val.6(B); one-storey mudvalled; 
raised a storey 1835-1860; val.25; lease 1848.

(61) Balmoral Avenue : site below Rose Lodge; a farm; val.
exempt; val.3; pre-1770(AI5).

(62) Malone Road : Eo.I85; Rusk family farm; val.7(B); poss
ibly rebuilt, certainly improved & stuccoed, after 1835; 
val.12; not shown on map.

(63) Malone Road : Malone House; in Barnett Park; val.70(A+);
val.I30; almost certainly I8I3-I8I7; see text p.II-12; 
not shown on Map B but see Map E; on site of Moses Hill's 
Plantation castle; see AI6.

(64) Malone Road : site Cloreen Park; Sandybank; nursery;
sandpit; val.II; two-storey(Bf); val.16; lease 1795, 
for 2Iyears (PRO/DOB509/898) but there was probably a 
renewal for a longer term early in nineteenth century.

(65) Malone Road : site at Lennoxvale; Lennoxvale; nursery;
one-storey; val.15(A); val.32; pre-1770 house(A9) reblt 
or improved; long lease 1799; perpetuity 1830 (PRO/BOD 
509/2512).

(66) Malone Road : site at nans Souci; predecessor to bans
Souci House which was built in 1836, being unfinished 
at time of valuation(C45)•

(67) Malone Road : site at Cleaver Avenue; predecessor to
Cherry Hill(C4/); one-storey; val.7(B-); Cherryhill 
val.28.



(68) Malone Road : site at No.104; Willovrbank; one-storey,
val.12(B+); val.18; probably pre-1770(AI3).

(69) Nevforge Lane : Newforge Lodge; val.II(A-); val.22;
built before 1819; lease 1814; assigned 1817; PRO/DI326 
/I5/42.

(70) jNewforge lane : fcewforge House; val.52(A-); val.65;
1796-1806; see text p.19-20; AI9; not shown on Map B 
but on site of earlier house shown on Map A; recently 
demolished.

(71) Stranmillis Hoad : Friar's Bush Road; Botanic Gardens;
opened 1829; see text p.39; curator's house val.18(B); 
later rebuilt, probably 1854—58; now demolished.

(72) Stranmillis Road : Friar's Bush burial ground; front
part including walls and gatehouse datable to 1829, 
rear possibly Elizabethan; see text p.5—A24.

(73) stranmillis Road : site at Pretoria Street; Belleview;
val.I2(B-+); val.18; two-storey; lease 1795 for 2Iyrs.; 
1803 for 6lyrs; 1831 perpetuity;PR0/D0D509/9i2,I447, 

2580.

(74) stranmillis Road : site in Botanic Park; Lagan Cottage;
one-storey; val.4(B+J; pre-1770 house(A23) rebuilt 
1836-1860; val.18.

(75) Stranmillis Road : site at Lockview Road; of the eight
eenth century bleachworks, only part of upper mill dam, 
contributor for a time to Belfast water supply, surviv
ed in 1832; the watercourse, however, was by then inter 
cepting springs directly; see text p.26; A2I; dam now 
ornamental pond in Vice-chancellor's garden.
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(76) stranmillis Road : site at St.Ives Gardens; Sandymount;
later Snovnmount; val.38(A+); val.70; 1770-1808; long 
lease 1805 (PR0/D0D509/I552); perpetuity 1825 (PRO/DOD 
509/2275. Valuer*s quality rating implies rebldg.

(77) stranmillis Road : site at Stranmillis College; val.48
(A—)J predecessor to present stranmillis House; reblt 
185/-58; val.280 (065/; first built 1801; see text p.
15; A2o•

(78j Stranmillis Road : site at former bleachworts; two one 
storey cottages; val.exempt; later rebuilt; Ashgrove 
and Rose Cottage; val.i8 & 13. (070)

(79) Lisburn soad : site at Royal Terrace hos.38-52; cinna
mond's Brewery; val.66(A); lease of building ground 
dated 1832; see text p.38.

(8uj Lisburn Road : Ro.118; val.3(B-f); two storey house in 
a row of eight; val.15; later raised a storey and 
stuccoed.

(81) Lisburn Road : site at Ro.140-142; two-storey house and
forge; val.3(B); val0i2.

(82) Lisburn noad : site at Oadogan Park; Rooney's Row;
six cottages; val.exempt; val.2.

(83) Lisburn Road : site of former Brookvale House at Cadogan
Park; Mossvale cottage; val.4; val.8.

(84) Lisburn Road : site at A'o.12 fcalone Park; ^illowbank
Farm; one storey; val.8(A); val.12.

(85) Lisburn Road : site of former Aos.817-819; Balmoral Cott
age; two storey; val.5(A); later apparently divided into 
two and subsequently rebuilt(C50).
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(86) Lisburn Road : site adjacent to Brookland Street; Brook-
lands; val.33(A); val.82; perpetuity lease 1831; sub
lease 1834.

(87) Lisburn Road : site at No.133; Mount Prospect; one storey;
val.8(A); rebuilt or enlarged 1836-1860; val.36(059).

(88) Lisburn Road : No.II5; Ulsterville; one-storey; val.8(A);
rebuilt or enlarged 1836-1860; val.32(058).
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APPENDIX C
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Sotxth Belfast.I860 : a key to Map C, giving valuations in 
1860-62, for buildings erected 1833-1860; dating is undocu
mented if discussed in the text or clearly derived from maps, 
directories & valuation sources listed in the bibliography, 
original names of houses, terraces, streets,etc. are included 
earlier reference to a property in Appendix B is indicated in 
brackets; Map C is based on the Ordnance Survey six-inch 
revision of 1858-59, with additions to I860 from Valuation 
and Directory sources.
(1) Dublin Roed : Dublin Bridge; Harmony Place.

Nos.7-9; val.8-12; reblt.I860; reblt.again later;(B2).
Nos.17-21; val.8-10; building lease 1840.
Nos.23-29‘, val.9-11; lease 1841; No.23 reblt.1859 out
third storey added later.
nos.31-33; val.II; lease 1846; now demolished.
Dublin Road : Fountain Place; Botanic ierrace.
Nos.47-49*, val.17; lease 1848.
Dublin Road : Victoria Terrace.
Nos.51-63; val.15; 1846-48.
Nos.65-67; val.21-22; 1850.
Nos.69-71; val.21-22; 1850-52; lease 1651.
Dublin Road : Inkerman ierrace.
Nos.73-85; val.25; 1854-56.
Nos.87-89*, val.24; 1856-58.
Dublin Road : site of Ulster Bank.
Magdalene School; Lanyon Gothic; 1853; see Leathern.

Dublin Road : Pakenham Place.
Nos.56-64; val.31-34; 1839-40.
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(2) Gt.Victoria at. : now fro.2 Glengall St.; U.X.A. offices.
uriginally two houses; 1837 val.6o & 54; I860 val.66 & 6b, 
built 1837; see text p.35.

Gt.Victoria St. : Gt.Northern Rly. orig. Ulster Railway, 
opened 1839; terminus completed about 184 ; projecting 
canopy 1898 (Dr.McCutcheon)

Gt.Victoria at. : fros.4/-53; val.25; 1858-60.
Gt.Victoria st. : Victoria Place, 
fros.55-59; val.27; 1846. 
fros.61-69; val.37; 1840-41.
fros.71-75; 1837 val.25-26; I860 val.28-30; 1835-37.
Gt.Victoria st. : Balmoral Terrace, 
fros.69-95; val.37; 1858-60.
Gt.Victoria St. : Kensington Terrace Terrace.
fros.I21-127; val.27; 1858-60.
Gt.Victoria St. : Presbyterian Church; i860.
Gt.Victoria St. : Robinson's; orig. Dublin & Armagh Hotel, 
fros.38-42; val.82; 1846.
Gt.Victoria bt. : Crown Hotel; orig. Ulster Rly. Hotel, 
fro.46; val.50; 1839-40.
Gt.Victoria St. : Hamill Hotel; orig. Downshire Arms.
fros.48-50; val.52; 1856-58.
Gt.Victoria St, : Breadalbane Place.
Site fros.68-72; val.25; 1846.
Gt.Victoria St. : No.88; val.2i; 1854-56 ; No.90; val.19, 
1840-49; Nos.92-94; I837val.l2; I860val.l7; 1832-35.

Gt,Victoria St. : Richmond Terrace. 
los.118-124; val.35; 1856-58. 
fros.126-134; val.28-31; 1858-60.
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(3) Shaftesbury square : originally Botanic Road.
&os.19-23; val.27; 1846-48. 
os.24-29; val.22; val.26-28; 1835-37.

(4) Bradbury Place : Hertford Place.
Nos.45-49; val.18-19; 1858-60.
Bradbury Place : Albion Place; in rear of shops.
No.18; val.36; 1846-48. 
iNOS.20-34; val.33; 1843-46.
Nos.36-42; val.23; val.34; 1835-37.
Nos.44-48; val.17; val.24; 1832-35.
No.50 similar; later demolished for building of Central 
Railway.

(5) Sandy Row : Bedford Terrace.
Nos.189-197; val.IO; 1852; wtoo good for locality"(Valuer's
note in I860).

Sandy Row : Napier Place.
Nos.199-203; val.8; 1846-48.
Sandy Row : Renwick Place.
Nos.190-192; val.14; val.16; 1832-35; "large house-too 
large for locality"(Valuer*s note).
Nos.194-198; val.5; val.7; 1837.
Nos.208-212; val.7; 1838-46.

(6) halone Place : Malone Cottage.
No.l; rebuilt 1837-1860; val.26 (B18).
Nos.7-19; val.IO; 1846-48.

(7) Napier street : Nos.2-10; val.6; 1846-48.
(8) Gaffikin street : Gaffikin's Row.

Nos.20-38; val.3; 1846-48.
(9) Moore's Place : Nos.2-4;&val.lO; 1838-46; lease to Moore

in 1841. No.6; val.4; 1846-48. Nos.8-12;val.4; 1838-46; 
lease to Moore 1841. Not numbered on map, owing to lack 
of space.



(10) Renwick street : Renwick Court.
Kos.I-19; val.3; 1638-46; now demolished; not numbered
on map.

(11) Donegall Road : this portion originally a continuation ol
Donegall Pass; later wesley Place; not numbered on map.
Kos.10-16; val.13; 1854-56.
Site *03.18-20; Methodist Church; 1837-38.
Site ko.26; Bradbury Court; cul-de-sac entry; five 
houses; val.2; 1852-56.

*os.34-36; val.5; val.l6; 1836 building lease.
Ko.38; val.5; val.7; 1836 building lease.

(12) McFarland * s Court : Wesley Dane; cul-de-sac entry.
Six houses; val.2; 1837-50; lease renewal 1842.
Not numbered on map.

(13) Donegall Road : this part originally Blackstaff Loaning,
Blackstaff Lane, later Blackstaff Road.
Site *os.62-76; Weaving Factory Row; val.2-4; 1838-46. 

Donegall Road : original Innis Place, not to be confused 
with present innis Place, which is adjacent to it but of 
later date; five houses; val.3; 1848-53; two on site of 
*azarene Church; *os.I22-I24; No.126 later rebuilt,

(14) Donegall Pass : Albert Place; site bos.18-30.
Nos.1-3; val.22; 1838-40.
Nos.4-6; val.31-34; 1846-48.
*0.7; val.31*, 1856.

(15) Donegall Pass : St.Mary Magdalenej see Leathern.
Church; 1839; later rebuilt.
Asylum; "for erring & penitent females'; 1839-41; on 
site of Hall in rear.

Parsonage; 1843-46; val.31; site of present church.

(91)
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(16) Donegall Pass : Apsley Place.
Nos.56-70; val.26-31; 1846.
Donegall Pass : Cumberland Place.
Site Nos.72-78; val.22; 1843-46.

(17) Donegall Pass : Aughton Terrace.
NOS.I30-I38; val.12; val.17-18; 1837.
Donegall Pass : Nos.140-142; val.17, 1849-50.

Nos.I44-I50; val.24; I860; on site of Garden Cottage(B30).

(18) ormeau Road : Ormeau Terrace.
Nos.45—53; val.22; 1854-56.
Ormeau Street : Nos.7-17; val.6-8; 1854.
Coyle Street : Nos.5-11*, val.5; 1854.

Nos.8-20; val.5; 1854-56.
(19) Ormeau Hoad : Ormeau Place.

*0.83; val.44; 1852-54; now demolished.
Havelock Street : Nos.3-7; val.15; I860.

(20) Ormeau Road : Glenfield Place.
Nos.121-135; val.34-36; 1846-48.

University Street : Glenfield; later Irvine Terrace.
val.23; 1852-54; Nos.I7I-I73.

(21) Ormeau Road : site of gasworks extension.
Original North Cricket Ground; 1859.

(22) Ormeau Road : Nos.34-36; val.42-50; 1841-42.
(23) University Road : Fountainville Terrace.

Nos.7-11; val.40; 1840-42.
(24) University Road : Prospect Terrace.

Nos.33-41; val.40; 1850.
Claremont Street : Claremont Terrace.
Nos.4-12; val.25; 1852-53.

(25) Camden Street : Camden Terrace.
Nos.53-59; val.30; 1849-52.
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University Road : Botanic View Terrace.
Nos.53-59; val.27-30; 1840-43; lease 1840; on site of 
older houses(B42).

Nos.61-65; val.25; 1840-41; lease 1840.
Nos.67-69; val.20; 1852; lease 1851.

Pitzwilliam Street : Fitzwilliam Terrace.
Nos.5-1I & 2-8; val.26-28; 1849-52; lease 1849. 

Nitzwilliam street : No.I; val.27; 1856-58; no earlier 
mention but seems integral to Nos.67-69 University Road 
dated 1851.

Fitzwilliam Sfereet : No.3; val.37; 1858-60; rebuilt. 
University Road : College View; Fitzwilliam Place.
Nos.71-75; val.37; 1846-48; lease 1846.

I26) University Road : Queen*s Sims.
Nos.77-89; val.70; 1858-60; building lease 1858; now
demolished.

(27) University Road : Elmwood Presbyterian Church.
Pounded 1859; opened 1862.

(28) University Road : University Terrace.
Nos.91-95 & Nos.4-6 University Terrace; val.38-40; 
1854-56.

(29) Elmwood Avenue : Elmwood House.
Now demolished; val.107; 1856-58; conveyance 1856; on
site of older house(B43).

(30) Lower Crescent : Nos.I-Ii; val.4i; 1852.
(31) upper Crescent : Corny's Crescent.

Nos,7-16; val.40; 1846.
(32-)- University Road : Club Bar.

Nos.34-36; house & spirit grocery; val.40; 1854 lease 
of building ground.

Mount Charles : No.I; val.25; 1854.



Mount Gharles : i«os.3-l9i val,34; i860.
£4os,2—6J val,25; 1842,
Wos,8-16; val,37; I860,

Uniiersity Road : f<os,38-40; val,26; 1854,
University street : Linden at; Lincluden St. 
jSios.I-3; val.21; 1846-48,
*0.19; val.17; 1856-58; posting establishment. 
University street : Belvoir Terrace.
Nos.2-4; val.19; 1854.
Nos.6-8; val.25; 1856-58.
No.It); val.25; 1858-60.
University Hoad : william's Place.
Nos.42-48; val.22; 1846-48.

(33) university square : Nos.4-30; val.42-49; 1846-53.
Nos.4-17; 1852.
nos.18-25; 1848-49; lease 1848. 
nos.26-27; 1849-51; lea se 1848.
Nos.28-30; 1852-53; lease 1851.

(34j university Road : Queen's College, now University. 
Built 1847-49; opened 1849; Lanyon Gothic.

(35) Botanic Avenue : Assembly's College.
Opened 1853; Lanyon Palladian.

(36) Agincourt Avenue : Alma Cottage; The Plains.
No.146; val.16; 1854-56; later enlarged.

(37) Malone Road : Wellington Park House, now Hotel.
no.21; val.37; 1850-52 but facade added in I864(B49). 
Malone Road : Botanic Inn.

I os.23-27; val.15; 1858-60 but later incorporating 
older house val.7.

(38) Wellington Park : No.4; val.45; 1854-56.
Nos.6-12; val.30; 1854-56.
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House formerly in rear of 10-12; off Park Lane;
val.26; 1854-56. 

aos.14-16; val.46; 1852-53. 
fjos.18-22; val.45; 1854-56.
ao.52; Wellington Pk. Cottage; val.32; 1856-58. 
Wellington Park lerrace : aos.I-3; val.22; 1654-58. 
&OS.9-I5; val.i3; 1858-60.

(39) kalone Hoad : Bertha.
ao.7i; val.81; 1853.
Windsor Avenne : ao.i; val.26; I85b-6u. 
aos.33-35; Tal.77; 1854. wos.49-5i; val./<; 1653.
Lo.28; originally two; Ashleigh & Arlington; vel.69-79,
1856-58.

i«o.46; Ceara; val.134; 1854.
Windsor Ave. isorth : Nos.3-5; val.51-52, 1853.
Nos.8—10; val.56-30; 1856-58.

(40) Ivalone Road : Derryvolgie House.
No.Y3; val.75; 1856-58.
Derryvolgie Avenue : no.i3; Avonmore; val.67; 1859.
No.44; Hampton House; val.57; 1854; earlier house 
rebuilt(B52).

(41) kalone Road : Thornhill.
NO.II7; val.IIO; 1854-56.

(42) Malone Road : Drumglass; now Marlborough Pk.south.
Val.IOO; 1854-56.

(43) Malone Road : original Parish Church of St.John; now
McCracken Memorial Church Hall; consecrated 1842, 
not shown on Map C.

(44) kalone Road : Chlorine Place.
Nos.18—20; val.50; 1858.
No.22; not yet valued; I860.
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^45) kalone rtoad : site at Sans souci Park.
bans Souci House; val.65; 1836; see s66.

(46) kalone Road : Vipont Villa; later uoolavin.
*o.78; val.48; 1856-58 but facade later; now demolished.

(47) kalone Road : Cherry Hill; site of Brackenber House No.6
Cleaver Avenue; val.28; 1836-43(Eb0•

(48) Malone Road : Montpelier; now The Nook.
Jib.100; val.30; 1852-54; lea se 1852.

(49) Balmoral Avenufc : orig. Stockman's Lane; Hampton House.
No.66; val.33; 1855-58; lease 1855.

(50) Balmoral Avenue : Friends’ Burial Ground; 1836-1858,
1837-according to Cassidy.,p.45.

Balmoral Avenue : old Malone National school; orig.
church hall; 1857; demolished; Cassidy p.20 & 50.

Lisburn Road : old Malone Presbyterian Church; founded 
1835; opened 1836; rebuilt 1899*, Cassidy p.15-18 and 
23 & 55.

Lisburn Road : old Malone Manse; site of present church 
halls; val.24; 1837; Cassidy p.46 & 56; Cassidy uses the 
word "acquired", but it must also have been built in the 
same or previous year, since it is missing from the 1836 
Valuation- dated January 1836.

(51) Lisburn Road : Hawthorn Cottage.
Site of garage No.322; val.12; 1836-58; the name now 
applies to a much later house nearby.

(52) Lisburn Road : Hampton Terrace.
Nos.180-182; not yet valued; I860.

(53) Lisburn Hoad : Hibemia Place.
Nos.I48-150; val.16; 1858-60.
Cussick street : Nos.I-Ii; val.4; 1854-58.
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(54) Lisburn Hoad : Royal Terrace.
Kos.38-52; val.53; 1846-48; on site of Cinnamond's
Brewery(B79)•

(55) Lisburn Road : Belfast Union Workhouse, now City Hospital
Opened 1841; now largely demolished; demolition of the 
Gothic administrative block is imminent.

(56) Lisburn Road : Wilmont Terrace.
Fos.53-75; val.33; Nos.77-95; val.24; 1853-54.

(57) Lisburn Road : Institution for the Deaf,Dumb & Blind.
Opened 1845; Lanyon Gothic; now demolished.

(58) Lisburn Road : Ulsterville.
No.115; 1836 val.8; rebuilt or enlarged and raised a 
storey 1836-1860, probably before 1849; stuccoed i860,
I860 val.32.(B88).

(59) Lisburn Road : Mount Prospect.
Site at Mount Prospect Park; I836val.S; rebuilt or en
larged 1836-1860, probably before 1843; i860 val.36.

Lisburn Road : Railway View.
Site at Mount Prospect Park; val.17; 1836-1849.

Lisburn Road : Divis View.
Site at Mount Prospect Park; val.25; 1836-49.

(60) Ashley Avenue : sylvan Cottage.
Site jno.I2; same ground plan; one and a half storey, 
val.28; 1836-52; possibly incorporated into Ko.l2. 

Ashley Avenue : Ashley House.
&O.30; val.24; 1858-60.

(61) Lisburn Road : Scotchmount.
No.159 now the only survivor of ten two-storey cottages 
val.2; 1833-54; situated in a court to the rear. 

Lisburn Road : Scotchmount.
Site Nos.l65-I77; seven houses; val.4-ll; 1833-54.



Tate111 s Avenue : bcotchmount.
Site wos.I-9; five cottages; val.1-3; 1833-54.

(62) Tate^ Avenue : Colin View.
Nos.25-3IJ val.16; 1857-58.
Tate * s Avenue : Colinview lerrace.
Nos.33-39; not yet valued; I860.
Tate * s Avenue : i\o.6i; val. 23; 1858-60.
*o.63; val.18; 1856-57.
Site Nos.65-67; two cottages; val.2; 1854-57.
Site in rear of No.97; dairy farm; val.5; 1858-60.

(63) Lisburn Road : Windsor Terrace.
Nos.237-255; val.22; 1856-57.

(64) Stranmillis Road : Friar’s Bush Road; Mountpleasant nouse,
Summer Hill; val.32; 1854-56.

(65) Stranmillis Road : Stranmillis House.
Now Stranmillis College; val.280; 1857-58; on site of
older house(B77).

(66) Stranmillis Road : Nos.183-187; probably 1857-58; cottages
on Stranmillis estate.

(67) Stranmillis Road : Dunesk.
No.156; val.52; 1854.

(68) Lockview Road : originally Laganvale Road.
jno.47; Lagan Navigation caretaker's house; now industrial;
val.12; 1843-48 probably (Dr.hcCutcheon).
No.49; Lockview House; Lagan Navigation Company house; 
val.14; 1843-48 (Dr.kcCutcheon).

(69) Sharman Road : Laganvale Farm.
Recently demolished; was No.34; val.20; 1836-43.

(70) stranmillis Road : site at Lockview Road.
One storey cottages; Ashgrove & Rose Cottage; val.18 & 13,
1836-1858.(B78).
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south Belfast,1879 : a key to Map D, giving the location of 
some of the more important places referred to in the text of 
Chapter 18; Map D is based on the Marcus ward map of 18/9.

(1) Methodist College.
(2) Wellington Park House.
(3) Tyrone House.
(4) Marlborough Park.
(5) Lennoxvale.
(6) Wanraven.
(7) dotting Hill.
(8) Danesfort.
(9) Beaumont.

(10) Belgravia-Ulsterville.
(11) Tate*s Avenue-Ashley Avenue,
(12) Eglantine Avenue.
(13) Lower Windsor.
(14) Osborne Park.
(15) Malone Park & Balmoral Villas.
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APP2KDIX E
of builds in bouth Belfast, arranged alphabetically 

by streets and preceded by some notes on the accuracy,
methods and difficulties of dating.
Dating after I860 is mainly derived from Valuation sources 
and is relatively precise, the date given being normally 
the year in which the premises were first valued; dating 
limits based on map or directory sources are given in a 
small number of cases where the valuation record is obscure

or has been lost.
Prior to i860 precise dating is possible, using the sourc 
listed in the bibliography, normally only in the following 
cases : when the date is engraved on the building; when 
there is a record of building or rebuilding in valuation 
book or directory; when buildings erected too late for 
inclusion in the directory proper are given among the 
addenda; when a building is first recorded in the later of 
two directories published for the same year(e.g.l852) *, 
when map and directory published for the same year(e.g.I846) 
show discrepancies, provided lhat these are not attributable 
to the known inaccuracy of one of the sources, when a lea 
contains a building covenant.

leases, apart from building leases, are generally of doubtful 
value in dating buildings, since they refer essentially to 
land, in some cases, however, they can be most useful when 
correlated with other sources, the same is true of the i835 

183/ valuers’ quality ratings.
Dating prior to I860 is documented in the text or m Append
ices A,B & C, except when it is clearly derived from map?, 
directories or valuation sources listed in bibliography.
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Reference has already been made in the bibliography to the 
unreliability of a few maps and most directories, and aat 
ing based on these sources is therefore offered with some 
reservations, but perhaps the greatest difficulty has been 
caused by the renumbering or renaming of houses, terraces 
ttnfl streets. It is generally necessary to work backwards 
chronologically, using tenants* names rather than their 
addresses, although this procedure is sometimes further 
bedevilled by the remarkably rapid turnover in tenancies
during the nineteenth century.

At this point it seems only fair to mention sources which
have not been used or have not proved useful. The former 
include newspapers, because life is short, and the archives 
of builders & architects, which are perhaps better left to 
the architectural historian who may follow the writer into 
South Belfast. Plans submitted to Belfast Corporation and 
preserved in the City Hall only go back to 1861 and there
fore relate to a period adequately covered by the Valuation 
records, although they too might be of great value to the 
specialist mentioned above. The Ordnance Survey Memoirs 
which are such an invaluable source for neighbouring areas 
of South Antrim do not cover the Parish of shankhill, i*1 
which South Belfast was situated. Finally, a few enquiries 
concerning the period prior to i860, addressed to the 
Registry of Deeds in Dublin, produced negative results and 
elicited the information that registration was not at that 
time compulsory.
Abbot Street
1-41:1877 *, 43-59:1878 ; 2-24:1878.



Abercom Street
1-11:1864.
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Adelaide Avenue
1-3:1905 ; 5-7:1906 ; 9-13:1907 ; i5-4i:l9io ; 2:1895 ; 
4-8:1896 ; 10-42:1910 ; 50-52:I90I ; Adelaide & Windsor 
Halt on railway opened 1897.
Adelaide Park
1-7:1893 ; 9-11:1892 ; 13:1901 ; I5-I7:i89i ; I9:i892 ;
21:1894 ; 23:1901 ; 31-33:1905 ; 35:1894 ; 37:1896 ; 
39-41:1898 ; 43:1897 ; 45-47:1893 ; 49-51: 1894 ; 53-55:1895 
2:1891 ; 4:1894 ; 6:i892 ; 8-io:i894 ; I2:i893 ; i4:i89i ; 
16:1893 ; 18:1891 ; 20-22:1892 ; 24-26:1897 ; 28:1895 ; 
30:1891 ; 32-34:1893 ; 36-40:1899 J 42:1900.

Agincourt Avenue
1-27:1883 ; 29-37:1884 ; 39-47:1894 ; 49-53:1893 ; 55-73: 
1896 ; 75-83: 1897 ; 93-97:1895 ; 99-105:1894 ; 107-129:1895 
135-137:1917 J 139-141:1910 ; I43-I49-.I906 ; 26-70:1900 ; 
72-82:1899 ; 84-100:1900 ; 120-134:1895 ; 136:1879 ; 138-144 
Agincourt ferrace:I874 ; 146 Alma Cottage:1854-56 ; 148-150 
River terrace:1868 ; Botanic Primary School:1939 on site of 
Lome Cottage: 1870.
Agincourt street
1-21:1883 ; 23-27:1897 ; 2-22:1883 ; 24-28:1896.

Artana street 
I-2I and 2-20:1905.

Ashley Avenue
3-11:1892 ; 13:1894 ; 15-27:1890 ; 29-31:1876 ; 33-35:1873 ; 
37-39 originally one house: 1873 41-47 Alexandra Terrace:
1863 ; 49:1864 ; 53-55:1871 ; 57:1868 ; 59-61:1878 ; 63-89: 
1932 ; 4-6:1868 ; 12-14:1868 with &o.I2 on exact site of 
Sylvan Cottage:1836-1852 ; 16:1900 ; 18:1893 ; 22-24:1871 ;
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26-28:1870 ; 30 Ashley House:1858-60 ; 44-46:1929 ; 48-58: 
1938-40 ; 60-122:1932.

Ashley Drive 
1-43 & 2-60:1932-34.
Auburn street
1:1871 ; 3-7:1874 ; 9:i877 ; 11:1879 ; 13:1880 ; 17-33:1879; 
35-49:1878 ; 2-6:1868 ; 8-28:1869 ; 30-40:1870 ; 42-48:1869. 

Bagot Street
1-27:1876 ; 2-10:1879 ; 12-24:1877.

Balfour Avenue
1- 45:1891 ; 47-63:1892 ; 79-89:1903 ; 95:1899 ; 2-66:1891 ; 
68-70:1893 ; 74-112:1896 ; 114-146:1895.

Balmoral Avenue originally Stockman's Lane.
Old Malone National School:1857 now demolished ; Friends' 
Burial Ground:1837 ; Kalone Primary School:1895 ; 8-54: 
1926-27 ; 58-62:1897 ; 64:1891 ; 66 Hampton House:1855-58 ; 
68-70:1891 ; 78:1891 ; 80-82:1894 J 84-86:1895 ; 88:1893 ; 
90:1906 ; 92-96:1891 ; 98-100:1892 ; 102-108:1896 ; 110-116: 
1894 ; 118-120:1892 ; 1-61:1926-28 ; 63:1936 ; 67:Cottages: 
1832-58 ; 69 Rose Lodge:pre-I832 nrudwalled,raised a storey 
1835-60,probably about 1648.; 71-73:1932 ; 75-77:1928 ; 
79-91:1923-25.

Balmoral Drive & Balmoral Gardens 
All 1926-27.

Bawnmore Road
15-19:1931 ; 21-27:1925 ; 29-31:1908 ; 33:1911 ; 37:1916 ; 
39:1925 ; 4I:I915 ; 43:1925 ; 45:1915 ; 47:1925 ; 49:1914 ; 
51-53:1921 ; 55-57:1924 ; 59:1910 ; 61:1917 ; 63-65:1923 ; 
67-69:1939 ; 75:1935 ; Bawnmore Hall originally Balmoral 
Hall-Kalone & Balmoral Unionist Club Brill Hall:1914 ;
2- 8:1907 ; 10-12:1908 ; 14-26:1909 ; 28-30:1907 ; 32-34:1905
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36-38:1904 ; 40-42:1906 ; 44-46:1907 J 48-50:1906 ; 52-62:
1901 ; 64:1926 ; 66-68:1925 *, 70:1914 ; 74-76:1908.

Beech street
1- 59 & 2-10:1870 ; 12-20:1872 J 22—32:1883 ; 34-58:1870 ;
60-62:1880.

jceechlands
7-11:1939 ; 15:1925 ; 17:1923 ; 19:1929 ; 21-27:1940 ;
2- 4:1894 ; 6:1909 ; 8:1925 ; 10:1940.

Belgravia Avenue
I-1I oc 2-22:1881 ; 13-23 & 24-30:1928.

■belmore Street
1-11 & 29-35 & 2-14:1876 ; 13-27 & 16-36:1877.

Belvedere Park
1-35 oc 2-24:1930-32.

Bladon Brive
1:1937 ; 3:1911 ; 5:i9io ; 7:1908 ; 9:1925 ; n:i92i.

Blondin street
1-11:1869 J 2-10:1865.

Botanic Avenue
The Ordnance Survey seems to have anticipated renumbering 
which has not yet taken place, and the 25,,Map numbers are 
given in brackets. 1-5(1-3) Oxford Buildings:1868 now 
demolished ; 7-11(5-7):1866 ; Kinghan Mission, originally 
Presbyterian Secession Church:I879 ; 15-17^9) originally 
Manse: 1876 ; 19-23(Il-lla): 1873 ; 47-49(21-23): 1897 *, 
51-57(25-31): 1900 *, 59-61(33-35) *. 1887-90 ; 63-69137-43): 
1881 ; 71-77(45-51): 1879 ; 79-83(53-55) *.1892-94 ; 85^57): 
1884-87 ; 87-91(59-63):1880 ; 93-99165-71):1865 ; 101(75) 
1883 ; 103-105(77-79):1876 ; 107-111(81-85) Lansdowne 
ierrace:i86f ; 2-4:1866, now demolished ; 6-16:1866 ; 
18-22:1868 ; 24-34:18/6 ; 36-40: 1668 ; Reformed Presbyte 
ian Church-Oovenanters'Church:1876 ; 44:1871 ; 46-56:1865
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58-60:1868 ; 62-68:1867 ; 70-84:1866 ; 86-88:1896 ; 90:1890; 
92-94:1871 ; 96-98:1889 ; 100:1878-79 ; Assembly's College: 
opened 1853 ; bouth wing:1868 ; Chapel:opened 1881 ; the 
President’s House about the same time-evidence not quite 
clear.

Bradbury Place
Kos.I-21 & 33 & 41-43 were built on site of older houses 
predating 1832. I:1895 ; 3-5:1897 with rustic facade added 
later ; 7-9:1897 ; 11-21:1899 ; 23:1900 ; 25-31:1819-1832 ; 
33:1893 ; 37-39:1819-32 ; 41-43:1891 *, 45-49 Hertford Place 
1858-60 ; 51 Tollhouse for Lisburn Road Turnpike:about 1820 
but now demolished ; 57-63 Crescent Buildings:1887.

Mos.6-14 were built on site of older houses known as kalone 
Turnpike and built 1814-1819. 6:1918 ; 8-14:1864 ; 16-46
one storey shops:1904 ; to the rear of these is Albion 
Place ; 16:1868 ; 18:1846-48 ; 20-34(four) *.1843-46 ; 36-42 
(three):1835-37 ; 44-48 and originally another which was 
demolished in 1866 for building of Central Railway:1832-35;
48-58 Bradbury Buildings:1934 on site of three original 
houses of Albion Place:pre-I832, demolished for Central 
Railway.
Bristow Park 
Pre-war houses:1933-39.
Brookland street
1-25:1893 ; 27-47:1894 ; 49:1896 ; 4-26:1927 *, 28-46:1899. 

Broomhill Park
1-21 & 35 & 4 & 8-14 & 22-24:1926-28 ; 6 & 18 & 20:1930-34; 
23 & 27 & 2:1936-39 ;

Broomhill Park Central 
1:1939 J 3 & 2-4 & 8:1926-27 ; 6:1930.

Cadogan Park
15-21:1932-36 ; 2-10:1939 ; 12-16:1927 ; 18:1924 *, 20-22:



1928 ; 22A:1940 ; 24:1909 ; 26-28:1903 ; 30-32:1905 ; 34: 
1904 ; 36:1925 ; 40-42:1922 ; 44:1934 ; 46 Rushmere:1870. 
Cadogan dtreet
Entirely 1899.
Cairo street 
Entirely 1891.
Camboume Park
1-29 & 4-22:1934-38.

Camden Street
1-3:1892 ; 5-9:1894 *, 11-15:1895 ; 17-19:1897 ; 21:1903 ;
23-29:1899 J 31-33:1900 ; 35:1899 ; 37:1903 ; 39-41:1897 ; 
43-45:1905 ; 47:1926 J 51:1886 ; 53-59 Camden Terrace: 
1849-52 *, 10-12:1865 *, 14-18:1901 *, 20-36:1881.

Cameron atreet
i:i88i ; 3:1876 ; 5-13:1875 ; 15-17:1874 ; 19:1866 ; 21-23: 
1921-23 ; 25-29:1903 ; 2:1876 ; 4:1897 ; 6-10:1876. 
Canterbury street
1-9 & 26-32:1896 ; 2-24:1891.

Capstone Street
5-7:1902 ; 9-15:1900 *, 2-16:1897.

Carmel Street
1-65:1894 *, 67:1900 ; 69-87:1901 ; 89-97:1902 ; 2-46:1893 ; 
48-64:1896 ; 66-96:1900.

Chadwick Street
lb:1868 with 22 Meadowbank btreet, originally Ulster Villas,
3-21:1910 ; 23-81:1912 *, 2-18:1897 ; 20-80:1900.

Chambers Street
1-3:1868 ; 5-7:1876 ; 9-11:1875 ; 13-21:1874 ; 2 & 8-14:
1867 ; 4-6:1868 ; 16:1875 ; 18:1892.

Charleville Avenue
1-9:1897 ; 11-23:1894 ; 2-14:1905 ; 16-28:1904.
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Cherryhill
2&8:I940.

Chlorine OardeRs
1:1895 ; 3:1893 ; 5:1894 ; 7-13:1896 ; 15-19:1897 ; 2i:I899; 
23-25:1921 ; 27-29:1922 ; 31-33:1940 ; 4-6:1927 8:1925
12-14:1924 ; 16:1927 demolished ; 18:1927 ; 20 The Cottage: 
1915 demolished.

Claremont Street
3- 25:1869 ; 27-39:1874 ; 41-43:1879 *, 4-12 Claremont Terrace: 
1852-53 ; 14-20:1865 *, 22-24:1864.

Cleaver Avenue
2-4 & 12-16:1939-40 ; 6-10 Brackenber House:1890 on site of 
Cherry Hill:1836-43 which was itself on site of earlier 
small house.

Cleaver Gardens
4- 6:1938.

Cleaver Park
1-9 & 4-24 & 30-38:1938-40.

Cloreen Park
All 1940.

Colenso Parade
1-9:1907 ; Ii-2i:i908 ; 23-29:1911 ; 3i-45:i9io.

College Gardens
1-6:1871 ; 7-18:1877 ; 19-22:1881 ; 23-26:1882 ; 27-32:1883; 
33 originally manse:1879 ; 34 gatehouse:1879 ; McArthur Hall:
1890.

College Green
College Green House originally Culfeightrim House: 1871 but 
rebuilt 1882 ; 2-4:1870 ; 6-8:1866 ; 10-12:1876 ; 14-18:1878; 
20-22:1876 ; 24-26:1871.
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College Park
1-2:1879 ; 3:1865 ; 4-5:1865 demolished; Hope House:18fi. 

College Park Avenue
Originally continuation of Rugby Avenue; 41-57:192^-24 , 
59-63:1894 ; 18:1925 ; 20-24:1914 ; 26-40:1907 ; 42-48:1905; 
Congregational Church: 1895.
College Park 2ast
1-3 & 5-6 & 8:1869 *, 4:1863 ; 7:1863 demolished.
Collingwood Avenue
All 1899.

Conduit street
I- 39:1886 ; 2-6:1887 ; 8-32:1880.
Cooke Place
Shaftesbury House:I894 ; 2-20:1935.

Cooke street
II- 21:1877 ; 23-43:1878 ; 45-49:1877 J 51-63:1879 *, 4-10: 
1870 J 12-14 & 24:1890 ; 26-54:1877 ; 56-62:1879 *, 66:1881.

Coyle * s Place
2:1890 ; 2A Rose Cottage:1862 ; 7-9:1876 ; 15-37:1873.

Covle street
1-3:1861 ; 5-11:1854 ; 8-20:1854-56.

Cranmore Avenue
1:1916 ; 3:1906 ; 5-9:1907 ; 11:1909 ; 13-15:1911 ; 17-19: 
1912 ; 21-23:1911 ; 25-27:1910 29-31:1907 ; 33-35:1897 ;
37:1939.; 2:1907 ; 4-6:1911 ; 8-io:i897 ; 12:1906 ; i4-i8: 

1912 ; 20:1909 ; 22:1912 ; 24:i9io ; 26:1911 ; 28-32:1912 ; 

34:1916 ; 36:1908 ; 38:1939.
Cranmore Gardens
3-9:1914 ; 11-15:1918 ; 17:1917 ; 19:1915 ; 21:1912 ; 23: 
I909 ; 25-29:1897 ; 31-33:1908 ; 35-39:1906 ; 41:1905 ; 
43-59:1937-38; 2-6:1904 ; 8-12:1905 ; 14:1906 ; 16:1912 ;



18:1909 ; 20:1908 ; 22:1907 ; 24-26:1906 ; 28:1909 ; 30:i908;
32-44:1938-39.

Granmore Park
I:1913 ; 3-5:1897 ; 7:1914 ; 9:1913 ; 11:1912 ; 13:1910 ; 
15-17:1897 ; 19-21:1896 ; 23:1912 ; 25:1913 ; 27-33:1896 ; 
35-45:1937-39 ) Inchmarlo originally Mount Handal, Musgrave's 
Avenue:1881; 53-59:1934 J 10-18:1939-40.

Crescent Gardens
2-4:1898 ; 5-6:1897.

Cromwell Road
7-9:1899 ; 11-35:1877 ; 37 Cromwell House: 1871 *, 41-53:1872 , 
55:1897 ; 59:1896 ; 6-10:1888 ; 12-14:1879 ; 16-24:1878 ; 
26-28:1884 ; 30-34:1887 ; Catholic Apostolic Church!i885 , 
38-48:1896 ; 50-60 Cromwell Terrace:1869-70 ; 62-/0:1896 , 
72-80:1902 ; 82-84:1897 J 86-92:1895 *, 94-96:1900 i 98-100: 
1897 ; 102-108:1895.
Curzon street
All 1899.

Cussick street
i-ri:1854-58 ; 13-17:1864 ; 19-53:I88i ; 4:i87i ; 6-16:1865 ; 
18-50:1881.

Damascus Street
1- 43 & 2-18:1892 ; 20-42:1891 *, 45-67 & 46-66:1899. 

peramore Drive
2- 8:1900 ; 10:1904 ; 12:1905 ; 14:1904 ; I6-I8:I900 ; 20-22: 
1901 *, 24:1900 ; 26:1932 ; 28-30:1925 ; 32:1951 ; 34-36:1959, 
38-40:1926-27 ; 1-3:1903 ; 5:1900 ; 7:1903 ; 9:1905 ; U:i9ii, 
13:1901 ; 15-17:1900 ; 19-21:1903 ; 23:1915 ; 25-31:1926-27 ,
33-35:1933.

Peramore Park
1-3:1901 ; 5-7:1898 ; 9-15:1903 ; 19:1900 ; 21-23:1903 ;
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25:1906 ; 27:I9u9 ; 29-5i:1937 ; 33:1921 ; 35-37:1924 ;
39:1927 ; 41:1931 ; 43:1935 ; 45:1930 ; 2-4:1900 ; 6-8:1898;
10-12:1899 ; 14:1897 ; 16 & 22 & 26 & 30:1904 ; 18:1903 ;
24:1908 ; 32:19X6.

Peramore Park South
i:1905 ; 3:1909 ; 5:i9ii ; 7:i9i4 ; 2-4:1898 ; 6:1906 ;
8-10 oc 16:1904 ; 12-14:1905.

Derryvolgie Avenue
1-11:1879 ; from this point onwards the Ordnance Survey has 
rationalized the numbering, and 25"map numbers are given in 
brackets ; 13—15(13) Avonmore:1859 j 21-29(15-19}:18ft) J 
31-35(21):1881 ; 37(23):1879 ; 39-45(25):1884 ; 4/(27):I879; 
2:1884 ; 4:1882 ; 6-10:18/9 ; 14:1881 ; 16-18:1871 ; 20:1885; 
22:1894 ; 24-26:1900 ; 28-30:1870 ; 32:1921 *, 34:1923 ;
St.Bride's school:1903 ; st.Brigid's Church:1891 ; 40 ihe 
Presbytery:1889 ; 42:1935 ; 44 Hampton House:1854 incorpor
ating older house.
Donegall Pass
1:1866 demolished ; 3-11 originally Police Barrack;1866 now 
demolished ; 13:1867 demolished J 15-17:1895 J 19—21:1887 \ 
23-29:1868 ; 31-45 Clonmel lerrace:1867 ; 47added:i87i ; 
here was Rose Lodge:pre-1832, demolished 1868 J 49-53:l>osnett4 

Place:pre-I832 ; 57-59:1886 ; 61-63 originally Montgomery 
national school: 1882 ; 65-67:1891 71 originally Dancing
Academy:1680 ; 73-75:1871 ; 77-81:1876 ; 83-89:1873 ; 91-93:
1868 ; 95-97:1876 ; McQuiston Primary ochool originally
1869 rebuilt ; 101-123 Stamford lerrace:1869 ; 131-155: 
1871 ; 137-143:1868 ; 145-157:1893 on site of sawmill:1874 ; 
Hall originally school:1893 ; Donegall Pass Presbyterian 
Church-3ist Congre^ition: 1872 ; 163-165:1673 J 167-169:1869,
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6-12:1935 on site of large house predating 1832 ; 18 Police 
Station originally Hostel:1908 on site of Kos.I-3 Albert 
Place:1838-40 ; remainder of Albert Place stood until 1938;
4-6:1846-48 ; 7:1856 ; 38-46 Elizabeth lerrace:1887-90 ; 
48-52:1887-90 ; St.Mary Magdalene Church rebuilt 1900 on 
site of original church 1839 and parsonage 1843-46 ; Hall in 
rear:1923 on site of Magdalene Asylum "for reception of err
ing and repentant females": founded 1839, completed 1841 ; 
56-70 Apsley Place:1846 ; 72-78: commercial premises on site 
of Cumberland Place(4):1843-46 ; 80-94 Dalriada lerrace:1868; 
96-108 Napoleon Terrace originally Ingram Place:pre-l832 and 
probably 1823-32 ; 1I0-II6:probably 1823-32 ; II8-I28: comm
ercial premises on site of six houses probably 1823-32 ;
I30-138 Aughton Terrace:1837 ; 140-142:1849-50 ; 144-150:
I860 on site of Garden Cottage-Donegall Tea Gardens-pre-1832; 

Donegall Road
The portion from Shaftesbury square to sandy Row was origin
ally an extension of Donegall Pass and was later known as 
Wesley Place; 2-4:1895 on site of earlier premises pre-1832; 
6-8:1925 ; 10-16:1854-56 ; 18-20:1882 on site of wethodist 
Church:1837-38 ; the shops in front of the terrace were 
added in the nineteen-twenties ; in the entry here stood 
wesley Court: four small houses pre-1832 and occupied until 
1900 ; 22-30:1931 on site of three houses pre-1832 ; at the 
gateway-io.26-was another cul-de-sac entry called Bradbury 
Court:fire small houses 1852-56 and occupied until 1929 i 
32:pre-1832 but rebuilt 1874 and now demolished ; here is 
McParland•'s court, formerly Wesley Lane: cul-de-sac entry 
with six small houses 1837-50 and two still occupied ;
34-38:1836 ; 40-42 one-storey shops:1904; the portion from
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bandy Row onwards was originally called Blackstaff Loaning, 
Blackstaff Lane and later Blackstaff Road ; 46-52:1883 ;
54:1878-80 ; 62-108:1879-partly on site of Weaving factory 
Row:1838-46 ; 110:1882 ; 112:1877 ; 114-120:1863-65 ; Church 
of the fiazarene originally National school:1873 on site of 
two houses part of original Innis Place:1848—53 ; 122-124 
part of Innis Place:I848-53 ; 126 part of Innis Place:1848- 
53 but rebuilt 1885 ; 128-136:1865.

Bonnybrook Street
7-19:1898 ; 21-71:1897 ; 73-91:1899 ; 93)101:1910 ; 103-125: 
1929 J commercial premises originally Kational school:1901 ,
4-10:1902 ; 12-40:1899 ; 42-72:1897 ; 74-92:1899 J 94-104: 
1900 ; 106-116:1914 ; II8-I28:I9I7 ; 130-140:1918 ; 142-146: 
1936.

Dorchester Park 
Pre-war houses 1937-40.
Dromara street
All 1905.

Dublin Road
3-5:1864 on site of three houses pre-I8I4 ; locality first 
described as Dublin Bridge-referring to bridge over Black
staff; the premises became in 1873 the Dublin Bridge Hotel 
and Tavern ; 7-9:1903 on site of earlier houses I8I4-I9 
first rebuilt in I860 ; Dublin Bridge, later Harmony Place; 
II:1877 & 13-15:1870 on site of three houses I8I4-I8I9 J 
17-21:1840 ; 23:1841 but rebuilt 1859 with storey added 
later; 25-29:1841 ; 31-33:1846 now demolished ; 35-39:1872 
on site of earlier houses I8I4-I8I9 ; Dublin Bridge, later 
Harmony Place, later Fountain Place, later Botanic Terrace; 
41-45:1814-1819 ; Dublin Bridge,Fountain Place,Botanic Tee; 
47-49:1848 ; Fountain Place, Botanic Terrace ; 51-63 Vict
oria Terrace:1846-48 ; 65-67 Victoria Terrace:1850 ; 69-71



Victoria Terrace:1851 ; 73-85 Inkerman Terrace:1854-56 ; 
87-89 Inkermait Terrace: 1856—58 J Bank on site of shops 
1832 on site of Magdalene school 1853 ; 2-4:1900 ; 6-12:
1897 ; 14 Marcus Ward's: 1873 ; 16-28 Bankmore Buildings: 
1890-92 rebuilt I90I-on ground of Bankmore House:probably 
I8I2-I8I4 ; 30-42:1895-96 ; 44:1887-90 ; 46-54 Pakenham 
Place:1822-1832, probably 1829-32 ; 56-64 Pakenham Place: 
1839-40 ; Reformed Presbyterian Church:1890 ; 74-76:1867, 
originally one of the earlier locations of the school that 
is now called Victoria College and which was previously in 
Wellington Place(I859) and later Howard Street ; 78-86:1862. 
Dudley street 
i:i909 ; 2-4:1900.

Dunluce Avenue originally Dunluce street.
1-23:1869 ; 25-27:1870 ; 29-31:1876 ; 33:1886 ; 35-37:1897; 
43-45:1897 ; 47-53:1925 ; 61-89:1900 ; 91-97:1924 ; 103-197: 
1899 ; 199-215:1900 ; 2-12:1879 ; 14-16:1899 ; 18-20:1900 ; 
22-60:1925 ; 76-124:1900 ; 126-164:1901 ; 166-176:1924. 

Eblana street
1- 7:1869 ; 9-15:1870 ; 17-23:1682 ; 2-8:1875 ; 10-16:1876 ; 
18-40:1896.

Edinburgh street
3-7:1907 ; 9-45:1899 J 47-57:1897 ; 59-65:1896 ; 67-89:1897; 
91-105:1899 *, 107-127:1900 ; Windsor Recreation Club: 1904;
2- 32:1900 ; 34:1901 ; 36:1902 ; 38-48:1903 ; 50-58:1901 ; 
Ulsterville Primary school:1914 on site of Ulsterville orig. 
Windsor Kational school:I900 ; 00-64:1905 ; 66-94:1911 > 
96-100:1927.

Eglantine Avenue
St.Thomas’s Rectory:1871 ; St.Thomas’s Church:1870 J I-I3: 
1895 J 15-21:1894 ; 23-27:1896 ; 29-31:1895 ; 33-47:1896 ;
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49-65:1899 ; 67-71:1895 ; 73-75:1896 ; 77-79:1900 ; 81-83: 
1899 ; 85-89:1897 ; 91-99:1896 ; 101:1895 103-113:1887-90;
4-12 Belgrave Teri*ace: 1876 ; 14-22:1876 ; 24-28:1877 J 
30-32:1895 ; 34-36:1893 *, 38-44:1891 ; 46-54:1890 J 56-60: 
1894 ; 62-64:1895 ; 66-68:1893 ; 70-76:1891 ; 78-80:1893 ; 
82-84:1894 ; 86-88:1895 ; 90-92:1896 ; 98-106:1894 ; I08-II8: 
1892 ; 120-122:1887-90 ; 124-126:1880-84 ; 128:1887-90 ; 
130:1884.

Sglantlne Gardens 
1-13:1897 ; 15-23:1899 ; 2-6:1900.

Eglantine Place
1-3:1898 ; 5:1897 ; 2-4:1902 ; 6:1896.

Eileen Gardens
1-3:1901 ; 5-7:1900 ; 2:1905 ; 4-6:1904.

Elaine street
3:1937 ; 5-9:1925 ; 11-13:1907 ; 15-37:1905 *, 39-43:1912 ; 
45-49:1913 ; 2-6:1901 ; 8:1908 ; IO-46:I9II.

EIm street
la-3a:1887 ; 1-5:1869 ; 7-35:1870 ; 2-4:1874 ; 6-10:1892 ; 
12:1869 ; 14:1873 ; 16-18:1875 ; 20:1871 ; 22-24:1870 ; 
26:1869 ; 28:1872 ; 30-34:1882 ; 36-60:1869.

Elmwood Avenue
Elmwood House:1856-58 on site of earlier house 1770—I79I» 
probably I788-I79I; now demolished ; faculty of Agriculture: 
1927 ; All Souls* fion-subscribing Presbyterian Church-second 
congregation from Rosemary street:1896 ; 7 part of Elmwood 
Terrace: 1865 ; 2-4:1880 ; 6:1879 J 8-10:1877 *, 12-14:1869 ;
16-18:1868 ; 20:1869 J 22-26:1880 J 28-38:1880 J 40-46:1885 ; 
48-54:1886.

Essex Street
1-9 & 21-27 dc 37-41:1875 ; 29-35:1876 ; 2&30-38:1876;
4-28 & 40-48:1875 ; 50:1877 J 52:1879 *, 54:1887.
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Ethel Street
1:1890 ; 3-11:1896 ; 13-17:1897 ; 19-39:1909 ; 4I-6I:1928 ; 
10-12:1928 ; 14-24:1895 26-36:1896 ; 38-54:1897 J 56-60:
1899 ; 62:1928.

Ettrick Street 
1-5 & 2-6:1876 ; 7-13:1878.

Pane street
1-15:1931 ; Primary bchool:I929 ; 2-10 & 22-96:1936 ; 12-20 
Railway Cottages:1914.

Faraham Street
1-39 & 2-34:1890 ; 41-75 ec 36-82:1891.

Perndale Place
Six steps down from Lisburn Road J 2—10 & 28—30:189/ * Aio.30 
demolished ; 16-26:1893.

Perndale street
Originally just Perndale ; 1-5:1881 ; 7-13:18// » 15-31:18/8 
33-37:1879 ; 39-43:1881 ; 10-14:1893 ; 16-18:1894.

Pitzroy Avenue
I:1885 ; 3-13;Crown lerrace:1871 ; 15-19:1886 ; 23:1895 ;
25-33
81-85
1869
1868
1888
76-86

1896 ; 37-39:1888 ; 41-47:1889 J 49:1895 ; 69-79:1877 
1869 ; 87 Pitzroy House: 1884 ; 89-95:1891 97-103:
105-129 Pitzroy Place:1867 ; 2-6 ioodburn Terrace:

28-34:
Club:1909 ; 72-74:1874 ;

8:1883 ; 10:1886 ; 12-18:1887 ; 20-26:1888 ;
36-42:1889 ; 44-62:1910

1871 ; 88-98 Sandhurst Crescent:1879 ; 100-102:1884 
104-106:1885 ; 108-116:1890 ; 118-132:1880 ; 134-136:187/ 
138-140:1876.

Pitzwilliam otreet
I:probably 1852 but possibly not until 1856-58 ; 3:1858-60 
but now rebuilt ; 5-11 Pitzwilliam Terrace:1849-52, prob. 
1849 *, 15-1}: 1886 ; 21-23:1926 ; 29-33:1889 ; 35-53:1888 ;
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55-59:1887 ; 61-67:1894 ; 69-71:1895 ; 75-75:1897 2-8
Fitzvilliam Terrace: 1849-52, probably 1849 ; 14-20:1880 *, 
22-58:1879 ; 60-64:1878 ; 66-68:1892 ; 70:1871. 

gountainyille Avenue
1- 7:1873 ; 9-11:1884 ; Comnercial premises originally 
Fountainrille i^ational School: 1884 ; 2-10:1878 ; Methodist
Church Hall:1868-72.
Gaffikin Street
2- 18:1863 ; 20-38 Gaffikin's Row:1846-48 ; 40-44:1869 J 
Belfast Corporation Transport premises:ISM J 3-5:1888 ,
7-19:1881 ; 21-55:1872 J 57-71:1879 ; 73:1882.

Geneva Gardens
All 1929-30.

Gosford Place
2-14:1876 ; 16:1879.

Gosford street
I-I9:1875 J 21-23 & 2-30:1876.

Great iNorthem street
1:1930 ; 3-7:1937 ; 41-57:1931 ; 59-63:1936 ; 89-145:1930; 
City Mission Hall:1921 ; 151-169:1892 ; 171-199:1894 J 
201-231:1907 ; 233-249:1908 ; 4-14:1930 ; 32-50:1931.

Great Victoria Street
I now incorporated into 2 Glengsll Street:1837 ; Great North
ern Railway originally Ulster Railway opened 1839 ; terminus 
completed about 1840 ; projecting canopy added 1898 ; 19-25 
originally Picture Theatre:1915 ; 27-45:1902 ; 47-53:1858-60, 
55-59 Victoria Place:1846 ; 61-69 Victoria Place:1840-41 J 
71-75 Victoria Place:1835-37 ; 77-85 Victoria Place:1822-30 
probably 1829-30 ; 87 toellwood House:1822-32, probably 1829- 
32 *, 89-95 Balmoral Terrace: 1858-60 ; 97-101:1863 ; I03-IH 
Prince Arthur Terrace:1868 ; 113 originally synagogue:1871 ;
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115:1872 ; 117-119:1865 ; I2I-I27 Kensington Terrace:1858- 
60 ; Gt.Victoria Street Presbyterian Church;I860-22nd Con
gregation; 2-12:1905 on site of shops 1879-81 ; 18-50 orig. 
British Workman's Public House:1881 ; 52—54:1868 ; 56.
58-42 orig. Dublin & Araagh Hotel:1846 ; 44:1875 ; 46 orig. 
Ulster Railway Hotel 1859-40 *, 48-50 orig. Downshire Arms: 
1856-58 ; 52:1875 ; 54-58:1872 ; 60:1875 *, 64:1867 ; 64b: 
1895-96 ; 66 Baptist Church:1865-64 ; 68-72:1904 on site of 
Breadalbane Place(5)*.1846 ; 74-76:1892-94 ; 78:1894 ; 80:
1864 ; 82-86:1867 88:1854-56 ; 90:1840-49 *, 92-94:1852-55;
96-100 Belvidere Place:1825-51 J 102-106:1865 ; 108:1880-85; 
no: 1867 ; II2-II4: established 1890-92 but front dated 1900; 
116 Ophthalmic Hospital:1867 ; II8-I24 Richmond Terrace:1856- 
58 ; 126-154 Richmond Terrace:1858-60.

Greenriew Park
All pre-war houses 1958-59; 1-5 & 2-10.

Harberton Avenue
I-I7 & 2-14:1928-50 ; 19-21 & 16-18:1951.

Harberton Drive
1-17:1928-50 ; 19-29:1951-55 *, 2-24:1950-55.
Harberton Park
1-25:1928-50 ; 27-51:1956-57 ; 57 & 125-127:1959 ; 2-52 & 
44-60:1950-54 ; 54-42:1956-57 ; 110-120:1958-40.

Harleston street
1-29:1952 ; 2-16:1900 ; 18-40:1950-52.

Harrow Street
1-5*. 1891 ; 5-n:i892 ; 2-12:1877. 

w^tfield Street
1-5 & 56-82:1895 ; 7-17:1891 ; 19-85 & 2-54:1892.
Havelock Place
Hall originally Havelock Cottage:1862.
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Havelock otreet
UTV Building: Front 1896; rear 1871 ; 3—i860 ; 9-iX*i866

2-6:1873 *, 8:1896.
Holyrood 
1-3 & 2-4:1876.
Hugh street
1-31:1894 J 2-24:1897 J 26-32:1895.
India Street
la: 1889 ; 1-21:1879 ; 23:1870 J 25-31:1869 2-4:1899 ,
6-22:1894.

Innis Place
5-13:1862.

Ireton street
1-23:1895 ; 2-4:1899 J 6-24:1894. 

ivanhoe Street
All 1877.

Jerusalem street
1-35:1893 ; 37-51:1896 ; 53-77 & 50-74:1899 ; 2-48:1892. 

Kinallen fcitreet
All 1905. 

laganvale Street
I-I9 & 2-20:1900 *, 21-43:1901 ; 22-40:l932.

Lake street
13-49 & 2-14:1874 ; 51-59:1877 J 16-24:1875.

Lancefield Road
1-11:1900 ; 13-15:1908 ; 17-23:1909 ; 31-33 & 39-41:1921 
43-45:1928 ; 26-42:1925-30 ; 44-46:1908 ; 48:1909. 

Landseer Street
1-3:1914 ; 5-9:1908 ; II-43:X909 ; 2a:1926 ; 2-12:1901 ; 

14-24:1905 ; 26-32:1903.
Tarkstone Street
I-Ii:X899 ; 2-12:1897.
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lATinia btreet
1-39:1869 ; 41-63:1877 ; 2-6:1870 10-24:1869 ; 26-56: iSH,

60-62:1878.
Lawrence street
1-9:1875 ; 11-23:1878-79 ; 25-27:1880 ; 29-33:1883 ; 2-4:
1897 ; 6-12:1869 J 14-18:1870 J 20-36 St.Lawrence Terrace:
1871 ;38:1899.

Lennoxrale
1:1926 ; 3:1930 ; 5-9:1875 ; 2-8:1890 ; io:i875 ; 12:18/6 ; 
14:1935 ; 16:1876.

Lucerne Parade 
1-39 & 2-32:1928-30.

Lockview Road originally Laganvale Road.
Ia:I926 J here stood Ashgrove and Rose Cottage:1836-58 at 
site of eighteenth century bleachworks ; 13-19:1926 ; 21 
Mission Hall:1925 ; 23-41:1932 ; 43-43a:1896-98 ; 45:1930;
47 originally Lagan ivavigation caretaker's house: probably 
1843-48 ; 49 Lockview House-Lagan fravig^tion Company: prob. 
1843-48 ; Laganvale brickworks & vulcanite works:1896 ; 
Killeam & Avoca-company houses: 1900 ; beyond was site of 
Holly ward's cottage, long demolished but of some historic 
interest: probably late eighteenth century ; 2a:1905 , 
old factory building to rear of modern premises at stran- 
millis Embankment:1904.
Lisburn Road
3-17:1891 ; j.9-37:1890 ; 39-49 Cranbrook Terrace: 1879 ; 
Belfast (inion Workhouse, now City Hospital: opened 1841, 
now largely demolished; demolition of Gothic administrative 
block imminent ; 53-95 Wilmont Terrace:1853-54 ; Institution 
for the Deaf,Dumb andBlind: opened 1845, now demolished ,
115 Ulsterville:pre-1832 but rebuilt or enlarged and raised



a storey 1836-60, probably before 1849; stuccoed in i860 ; 
return added 1871 ; 117 Ulsterrille Terrace:1868 ; 119-12/ 
BelgraTia:1879 ; 129-31:1881 ; here was site of Mount Pros
pect: pre-1832 but rebuilt or enlarged and raised a storey 
1836-60, probably before 1843 ; behind, where Mt.Prospect 
Park now is, stood Railway View and Diris View:1836-49 J 
Ulsterrille Presbyterian Church:1923- the congregation(51st) 
haring mored from Lome Street(q.r.) ; I4I-I47 Scotchmount 
Terrace:1869 ; 149-155 oylran Terrace:I870 ; 157:1891 ;
159 situated in a court to the rear-sole surviror of ten 
acotchmount cottages:1833-54 ; scotchmount also included 
seren houses on site of ifos.165-177 and fire on site of iios. 
1-9 late's Arenue ; 165-169:1906 ; 171-175:1899 ; 177:1892 
but rebuilt ; 179-189:1900 but partly rebuilt ; 191-195:1908, 
197-205:1928-30 ; 207-217:1899 ; 237-255 Windsor Terrace: 
1856-57 ; 35i:i9IX ; 369-583:1926 ; 385:1899 J 387-395 Chad
wick Terrace:1897 ; 397-399 Ulster Terrace:1865 \ 401-405 
caster Terrace:1866 ; 407-411:1885 ; 413-415 balisbury Tee: 
1870 ; 417-4X9 Salisbury Terrace:1875 ; 421-423:1890 ; 
425-427:1883 ; 429-435 Thomasrille Terrace:1870 ; 437:188C 
but rebuilt ; 439:1897 *, 463-469:1895 *, 471:1957 ; 475-481: 
1936 ; 491:1900 ; 493:1901 ; Irish Erangelical Church:1929 
but rebuilt ; 497-505 Mentmore:I905 ; St.Kicholas'Parish 
Church:1901 ; 509:1909 ; 511:1926 ; Windsor Bakery:1900 on 
site of Brooklands: pre-1832, probably 1831-32 ; 519-525 
yemdale Terrace: 1881 ; 527-531 Craigfernie Terrace: 1889 
533-^35:1892 ; 537:1893 ; 539-547:1892 ; 549:1899 *, 55i:
1879 J 553:1895 ; 555:1896 *, 557-563:1896 ; 565-567:1900 ; 
569-577:1894 ; 579-585 Cranmore Terrace:1891 ; 587-595:1897; 
597-599:1913 *, 601-605:1926 ; 615-641 Cranmore Crescent: 1901;
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643;1926 ; 645-657:1929 ; 661-667 Wellington Terrace:1901 ; 
669-679:1900 ; 681-691:1932 ; 701 Gadshill:1887 ; 703-705 
originally Erin Villa:1892 ; 7II-7I3 Hoseaount Villas:1893; 
715 Prince Willia* Villa:1894 ; 717:1907 ; 719 Ben Eden 
Villa:1897-98 ; 721-727:1930 on site of earlier dyevorks, 
now rebuilt ; 729a-729 originally Baluoral Laundry:1880 ; 
731-733 Anchor Villas:1884 ; 735-737 Acorn Villas:1885 ;
739 Annawille:1884 ; 741 ATondale:I9l2 ; 743-745 Maymount 
Villas:1884 ; 747-749 Brookland villas:1888 ; 75x-753 
Albert Villas:1884 ; 755:1925 ; 757-775 Myrtle Terrace:1895; 
777-781:1900 ; 783-785:1905 ; 787:1884 and 789:1879 Brompton 
Cottages ; 791-795 Kensington Villas:1879 J 799 Chester 
Cottage:1879 ; 801-803 Chelsea Cottage:1879 ; 805 Cadzow 
Cottage:1884 ; 807-809 Park View Cottages:1879 J 8Il:Ben 
Eden Cottage:1878 ; 813 Ben fieris Cottage:1880 ; 815:1933 ; 
817-819 Balmoral Cottages:1863 on site of earlier house pre- 
1832 which had been subdivided into two before 1862; 819 was 
demolished recently and 817 in 1938 ; 821-827 Avonmore Tee: 
1872 ; 829-831 Balmoral Villas:1862 ; 833 Avonmore Lodge: 
1886 ; 835-837:1912 ; 2-12 Dunluce Terrace:1869 ; 14 orig.
Manse:1880 ; Gt.Victoria at. Church Halls:1932 on site of 
aandy Row, later Fountainville Presbyterian Chusch-32nd 
Congregation:opened 1873 ; aamaritan Hospital:1874 with 
extension 1928 ; 26-36 Stanley Terrace:1879 ; 38-52 Royal 
Terrace:1846-48 ; 54-56:1891 ; 58-66:1895 ; 68-72 Wilmont 
Place:1871 ; 86-88 Elmwood Terrace:1865 J 90-102 Elmwood 
West:1877 ; 112-116:1900 ; 118:pre-1832 but raised a storey 
and stuccoed in 1882 ; 120-122 Carsonville: 1878 ; 124:18^; 
126:1880 *, 128-130:1897 J 136-138:1879 ; St.Thomas^ Hall: 
1870-1872 but now rebuilt ; 140-142 Bruce House:1881 on site 
of pre-1832 house and forge ; 144-146 Hibernia Terrace:1871;



148—150 Hibernia Jt»lace: 1858-60 ; I52-I60;l8f6 ; 180-182 
Hampton Terrace:I860 ; 184-186:1879 J 188-194:1927 
196-202 Windsor Crescent:1877 ; Majestic Cinema:1956 ,
Windsor Presbyterian Church—38th Congregation. 188^ Hall.
1889 ; 224 Manse: 1890 J Telephone exchange: 1935 ; 228 ong.
I Windsor Park:1896 ; Lisburn Road Methodist Church:190/ ,
268 Sheridan Villa:1894 ; 270-274 orig.included with Adel
aide Park:1892 ; here stood Rooney's Row-six cottages pre 
1832 ; here on site behind Fire Station stood Brookrale:
1873 orig.called Ivy Lodge, on site of Mossvale Cottage. 
pre-1832 ; serrice station-I937-occupies site of Hawthorn 
Cottage:1836-58 ; 324:1895 ; 326 orig.a builders'office:
1893 ; 328-332:1893 ; 334-336:1894 ; 338-340:1906 ; 342-346. 
1899 } 350 Gatehouse:1882 on site of earlier house pre-183^, 
352-354:1913 ; 356-358:1914 ; 360 orig.I Cranmore Gardens: 
1915 ; 362:1916 J Bank:1936 ; Regal Cinema:1936 ; 374-382 
Osborne Buildings:1927 J 384-396:1927-1930 J 398-404Renfrew 
Terrace: 1877 *, 406-408 Osborne Cottages: 1877 on site of 
brickworks, now demolished ; 414-428 Osborne Terrace:1868; 
430-436:1897 ; 438:1899 ; 440 orig.2 Myrtlefield Park:1895, 
442-446:1897 ; 448-450:1893 *, Church Hall occupies site of 
old Manse:1837 ; Malone Presbyterian Church-10th Congregation 
ion:founded 1835, opened 1836, rebuilt 1899 ; 478:1928 , 
480-486:1932-33 ; King's Hall:1935.

Lislea Avenue
Originally Reformatory Avenue; 1-11:189/.

Lisburn Avenue
1:1894 ; 3-5:1889 ; 7-9:1891 ; 11-15:1893 ; 17-31:1869 ; 
33-37:1896 ; 39-47:1891 J 49-57:1890 *, 2-14:1894 J 16-18:
1893 J 20-52:1892 ; Hall orig. City Mission:1894 ; 54-6U: 
1892.
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Lome Street
1— 17:1932 ; Ulsterrille Presbyterian Church Hall formerly 
Ulsterrille Presbyterian Church from 1903 ; preriously 
Lower Windsor Primitire Methodist Church (Windsor independ

ent C hurch): 1900 .
Lower Windsor Arenue
Originally Wardlow Arenue; 33-39:1927 J 41-49:1915 *, jko.47 
on site of earlier house:X869 ; 59—61:1912 ; 6}—(( Lower 
Windsor Terrace:1874 ; Gospel Hall:1929 ; 91-99:1926 ;
2- 6:1897 ; 8-x6:I9I7 J 20 Wardlow House:1864 ; 22:1864 ;
24-26:1868 ; wos.20-26 called Broofeland Terrace ; Commercial 

premises formerly St.Nicholas*Hall originally st.Thomas's 
Rational Schools, Clarendon St.:1881 ; 30—36:1926 ; 38-66. 
1930.

Lower Crescent
1-11:1852 ; 12:1878 ; 13:1876 ; X4:I898.

Lucerne Parade
1- 39 & 2-32:1928-30. 

mcclure street
I originally Manse:1873 ; School:1897 J 13-23:18/5 ; 25-4/.
1874 ; 49-93:1875 ; 95-137:1876 ; 139-169:1877 ; 2-6:1868 ;
8-16:1875 ; 18-26:1874 ; 28-46:1875 J 48-56:1876 ; 58-70:
1875 ; 72-88:1876 ; Mission Hall-originally Pitzroy Mission 
Hall:18/8, but possibly raised a storey in 1885 when it 
became a national School ; 90-102:1896 ; I04-I08a:1897.

McFarland * s Court
Formerly Wesley Lane ; cul-de-sac entry with six small houses 

1837-50 ; two still occupied.
Magdala street
1:1870 ; 3-9:1875 ; 11-17:1877 ; 23-29:1885 ; 31-53:1875 ;
2- 14:1869 J 16-18:1868 ; 20-22:1870 ; 24-30:1869 ; 32-46:
1875
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Malone Arenue
jJTos*2-I8 originally known as Lennoxrale street ; iios,33-111 
and j5ios,62-114 first known as Bishop street ; 1-19:1893 ;
21-23:1894 : 25:1897 ; 31:1902 ; 33-45:1900 J 47-63:1899;
65-77:1897 79-81:1899 ; 83-93:1897 J 95-101:1896 ; 103-109:
1899 ; III*. 1900 ; II3-II9:I925 ; 121-135:1926 ; 137:1925
2-8:1881 ; 10-12:1882 J 14-18:1883 ; 20-26:1887 ; 28-30:
1894
1900
1901 
1931

48:1909 ; 50-56:1926 ; 62-72:32:1897 ; 34-46:1926 ;
74-80:1899 ; 82-102:1900 ; 104-114:1899 ; II6-I20: 
122-124:1906 J 126-128:1905 J 130-132:1912 ; Hall: 
Baptist Church:I934; 142-146:1925 ; 148-150:1926,

Malone Court 
I The White Lodge:1925.

Malone Hill Park
1-5 & 6 a 10 & 14:1928-30 ; 7-43 & 2-4 & 8 & 12 & 16-42: 
1931-37.

Malone Park
1-11:1894 ; 13-19:1893 ; 21-25:1894 ; 27:1895 ; 29-31:1891; 
33:1889 ; 35-37:1891 J 39:1894 ; 41:1923 J 43:1921 ; 45-47: 
1927 ; 49:1932 ; 51-53:1903 ; 2:1894 ; 4:1897 ; 6 Killultagh: 
1885 ; 8-10:1897 ; 12 Creswick:1876 on site of Willowbank
Far«: pre-1832 ; 14 Thoralea: 1884 16-18 Woolsey Villas:
1871 
House
1872 
1938

20 Manse: 1871 J 22-24 Bernagh:l880 *, 26 Balmoral 
1885 ; 28 St,Ives:1870 ; 30 Huncote:I890 ; 32 Melville: 
34:1892 ; 36 Malone Park House:1863-65 but rebuilt 
38:1892 : 40:1895 ; 42-46:1897 *, 48; 1928 ; 50:1921 ;

52:1904 ; 54-56:1899 ; GatesLodges Mos.Ia & 58:1871.
Malone Park Central
I Woodville:1870 under Stockman's Lane ; 3:1893 ; 4 Rectory. 
1878 ; 6-8:1899.

Malone Place
I Malone Cottage:1791-1798 but rebuilt 1837-1860 ;



7-19:1846-48 ; 21-29:1862 *, Maternity Hospital: 1925 on site 

of Malone Terrace(4):1863.
Malone Road
Methodist College: opened 1868 J 3-5:Alberta Terrace. 1868 ", 
7_I7;1890 ; 19:1934 J 21 Wellington Park House:1850-52 poss
ibly incorporating earlier house pre—1770; extension, includ 
ing facade:1864 ; 23-27 Botanic Inn:1858-60 but incorporating 
older house(27) J 29:1896 ; 31-55:1883 ; 37-53:1886-87 ; 
55-57:1881 ; 67:1938 J 71 Bertha:1853 ; 73 Derryvolgie. 
1856-58 J 75 Benvue,now Aquinas Hall:1875 ) 77 Bunarnon, 
later Bishop*s House, now Aquinas Hall:1890 ; 79 Pinner.1895, 
83 Tyrone House:1870 J 85 Richmond Lodge:1893 incorporating 
as return old Richmond Farm:pre-1832 on site of pre-1770 »
87 originally 110 Marlborough Park:1891 ; 89-91:1900 ;
93:1894 ; 97:1895 ; 99-115:1899 ; 117 Thornhill:1854-56 ; 
U9_X2i:i940 ; Cranmore, now roofless, formerly Orange Grove. 
pre-1669 with minor alterations; present entrance via Bawn- 
more Road ; Maryville, now derelict:I780-1801 but possibly 
rebuilt early nineteenth century ; to the rear is the old 
Malone schoolhouse ; Bt.John's Parish Church:1894 rebuilt; 
original site was further out; see below ; 143:189/ , here 
stood Myrtlefield: I780-I80I ; 149:1912 ; 151-153:1892 *, 
155:1923 ; Hall, originally St.John's Parish Church:1842 ; 
later National School ; McCracken Memorial Presbyterian 
Church:1934 ; 167-171:1934 ; 173:1929 ; 175:1930 ; 177 
Beechmount:1878, replacing older house which became an 
outbuilding ; 179:1932 ; 183:1933 ; 185 originally Rusk 
family farm:pre-1832 but possibly rebuilt, certainly im
proved and stuccoed after 1835 ; Malone House-demesne now 
Barnett Park: almost certainly I8I3-I8I7 on site of Moses
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Hill's Plantation Fort I606-I6II and successor to an earlier 
eighteenth or possibly seventeenth century house on site of 
present old stables ; Legg family was certainly already in 
the area by 1669 ; 2 Abbotsford:1889 on site of cottages ;
4 Ashestiel: 1891 on site of cottages ; 6-8 Cnoc Alluinlien J 
10-12 Chatsworth: 1877 ; 14-16:1888 ; lfos.18-26 Chlorine 
Place ; 18-20:1858 ; 22: I860 *, 24-26:1871 ; 28 Chlorine Hse. 
once yernleigh:1865 now demolished \ 30 Chlorine Villa.1864 
now demolished ; Eglantine Inn:1898 on site of earlier house 
1832-54 or possibly pre-1832 ; Fishervick Presbyterian 
Church:1901 ; 7th Congregation from Fisherwick Place, 1827 ; 
50 Lansdowne:1892 ; 52-58:1927-29 J 60-62:1900 ; 64:1924 ; 
66-68:1921 ; 76:1877 ; 78 Coolavin, originally Vipont Villa: 
1856-58 but enlarged 1863 and apparently rebuilt 1866 ; now 
demolished ; 80:1897 J 84-88:1939 ; 92-94:1875 J 96 Mont
pelier Cottage:1862 ; 100 Montpelier, now The look:1852-54 ; 
102:1878 ; here was Dunraven:1870, demolished 1937 ; 104-106: 
1940 ; 108:1939 ; II8 totting Hill House:1861 ; 120 Danesfort 
1867 ; originally Clanwilliam ; 122 Beaumont:1862 ; 124:1922; 
126:1926 ; I28-130 Gretton Villas:1877 ; 132 Drummena:1891 ; 
134:1900 ; 136-138:1905 J 140-142:1897 ; 144-146:1900 ;
148 Kectory:1897 J 150-152:1905 J 154 Lisroyan:1896 ; 156 
Old Forge House, formerly £>t.Helen'8:1891 164:1935 J 1^6
Piney Ridge:1921 ; 168-184:1935 ; 186-248:1931 ; 250 Tudor 
Hill:1939 ; 274 Cottage:pre-1832 ; 276 The weir:1917. 
Marlborough Avenue
7-13:1892 ; 15-19:1893 J 21-25:1894 *, 2-6:1893 ; 8-10:1891', 
12:1892.

Marlborough Gardens

(I26J

Entirely 1899.
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Marlborough Park Central
1-5:1897 ; 7-11:1900 ; 15-45:1926 ; 45-47:1900 ; 49-55: 
1928-29 ; 105-107:1901 J 109-111:1910 ; 115-115:1929 J 
125-125:1903 ; 54:1928 ; 56-58:1931 ; 60-78:1925-30 J 
80-82:1907 ; 84-86:1926 ; 90-92:1908 ; 94-96:1905 ; II0-II4: 
1917 ; 116-118:1916 ; I20:I903.

Marlborough Park Cross Avenue 
i:i9i3 ; 3:i9io ; 5:i9i2 ; 7:i9i4 ; 11:1901. 

jyiarlborough i^ark iVorth
1:1899 ; 3-7:1930 ; 9-Il:l928 ; 15 The Cottage:1895-97 ; 
17-31:1927-28 ; 33-35:1891 ; 37:1894 ; 43-45:1899 ; 47-53: 
1900 ; 55-57:1901 ; 59:1904 ; 61:1910 ; 63-65:1921 ; 67:
1917 ; 69-71:1940 ; 73-75:1900 ; 10-12:1931 ; 14-32:1926-30; 
34-42:St.Joseph Terrace; 34-36:1905 J 38-42:1897 J 44-46: 
1890 ; 48 Garfield Villa:1881 ; 50-78:1925-27 J 80:1893 ; 
82-84 Averard & Lindisfame: 1886 ; 86 Ardkeen:l882 J 88-92: 
1940 ; 106 Inch-Marlo:1883 J 108 Roseberry:l89I.

Marlborough Park South
47 Florarille:1880 ; 49-51 Spencer Villas:1880 ; 53 Emma- 
Tille:1879 ; 55 lYanhoe:l886 ; 57:1892 ; 59-61:1900 ; 63-65: 
1908 ; 67-69:1917 ; 71-73:1910 ; 75-77:1906 ; 79-81:1905 ; 
Drumglass: 1654-56 ; 109-115 Thornhill Gardens: 1899 ; U7: 
1895 ; 119 KilMiurs:l878 ; 121:1895 J 123:1894 ; 125:1906 ; 
127:1904 ; 22-24:1894 ; 26 sunnyside:1889 ; 28 Gortin:l88i; 
30-32 CherryYal.ley:l885 ; 36-40:Alexandra Villas ; 36:1886; 
38:1879 ; 40:1891 ; 42-44 Richmond Villas:188o ; 46 Beech- 
wood: 1879 ; 48 Lillington: 1879 J 50:1893 ; 58 Buncrana: 1879', 
60:1901 ; 62-76:1958 ; 80 Marlborough Bark House:1878. 

Maryville Arenue
1-18:1895 ; 21-39:1896 ; 2-4 & Hall & 6-14:1895 ; 16-24:1929.
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jiaryville Park
1- .5:1896 ; 5-7:1898 ; 9:1904 ; ; 13-15:1897 ; 17:
1896 ; 19:1899 ; 21-25:1900 ; 25-35:1925 ; 35-79:1933-39 ;
2- 4:1897 ; 6:1901 ; 8-10:1904 ; 12-16:1896 ; 18:1901 ; 
20-32:1925-26 ; 34-92:1933-35.

Mayfield street 
1-31:1899 J 2-32:1894.

MeadowbanK: Place 
1-63:1929-30 ; 2-62:1914.

Meadowbank: at reel
i-3:1872 ; 5:1873 ; 7:i875 ; 9-ii:i936 ; 13-15:1870 ; 17-19: 
1875 ; 21:1871 ; 23-25:1866 ; 27-33:1876 ; 2-4 iiooden shacks 
originally shops: 1933 J 6-8:1871 J 10-14:1892 ; 16-18:1875 
20:1923 ; 22 with lb Chadwick at. originally Ulster Villas: 
1868.

Melrose street
3- 9:1901 *, 11-13:1897 ; 15-17:1899 ; 19-63:1895 ; 65-99:
1896 ; 101-109:1899 ; 111-135:1900 ; 4:1906 ; 10-38:1900 ; 
40-50:1898 ; 52-56:1896 ; 58-62:1895 ; 64-92:1897 ; 94-104: 
1906 ; 106-114:1907 ; 116:1908 ; 118-132:1911.

Moonstone street
1— 45 & 2-32:1936 ; 47-55 & 38-52:1926 ; 57-67:1900.
Moored Place
2- 4:1838—46-probably 1841-46 ; 6:1846-48 ; 8-12:1838-46-prob. 
1841-46 ; 14-24:1887 ; 26-40:1879.

Momington Street
1—15: industrial premises 1900 on site of houses 1876-77 
17-19:1877 ; 2-22:1876.

Mount Charles
1:1854 ; 3-I9:i86o ; 2-6:1842 ; 8-16:I860 ; 18-24:1869 ; 
26-50:1892-94.



Mount Eden Park
(129)

1-33 & 2-42:1934-37.
Mountpleasant
1-9:1863 J bummer Hill originally Mountpleasant House: 
1854-56 ; 10:1871 J 12-14:1929-30.

Mount Prospect Park
Reached from Lisburn Road by ascending a stone stairway of 
fifteen steps ; 1-47 & 2-56:1937-39 on site of three old 
houses: Mount prospect:pre-1832 but rebuilt or enlarged 
1836-60, probably before 1843 J Railway View & Divis View: 
1836-49.

Mowhan btreet
1-15:1908 ; 17:1904 ; 2-16:1915.

Myrtlefield Park
1-5:1897 ; 7-ii:i9oi ; 13:1895 ; 15:1898 ; 17:1897 ; 19: 
1907 J 21-25:1925 *, 27:1910 ; 29-33:1925 ; 35:1907 ; 37-49 
1924-25 ; 51:1915 J 53:1913 ; 55-57:1901 ; 59:1909 ; 61-63 
1901 ; 65:1912 ; 67:19X6 ; 69-71:1899 ; 73:1926 ; 75 orig. 
145 Malone Road: 1906 on site of Myrtlefield:I780-I80I)
4-6:1895 J 8-10:1896 ; 12-14:1895 ; 16:1897 ; 18:1906 ; 
20:1909 ; 22-38:1921-26 ; 40:1915 ; 42:1906 ; 44:1923 ; 
46:1907 ; 48:1906 ; 52-54:1905 ; 56:1907 ; 58:1908 ; 60: 
1909 ; 62:1919 ; 64-66:1906 ; 68:1903 ; 70:1901. 

rotting Hill
bee below. 

ftapier btreet
3-7:1866 ; 9-15:1865 J 19-37:1869 \ 2-10:1846-48 ; 12-18: 
1864 ; 20-22:1871 ; 24-28:1869 ; 30-32:1872 ; 34-36:1869. 

jjjewforge Lane
17-19:1939 ; 23-27:1935-38 ; 29:1921 ; 2:19X7 ; 4-8;X925 J 
Aewforge Lodge: probably 1814-1819 ; Mewforge House: now



demolished ", 1796-1806 on site of earlier, probably seventeen
th century house ; the food-processing factory is successor 
to an eighteenth century bleachworks, and the site was assoc
iated in the seventeenth century with Belfast's first iron 
works, probably established in the 1630s. 

jinorthbrook Gardens
1-37 & 2-16:1926. 

frorthbrook Street
1—21:1896 ; 23-29:1906 ; 31-41:1936 ; 81-87:1899 ; 89-121:
1900 •, 123-145:1926-30 ; 70-72 & 92:1926 ; 74-90:1900. 

dotting Hill 
12-14:1861 ; 15-19:1870.

Oak otreet
1- 3:1870.

Oban street
2- 10:1869.
Omeau Hoad
45-53 Ormeau Terrace: 1854-56 ; 55-71 Omeau Place:pre-1832 ; 
73—81 Omeau Place:pre—1832 but now deoiolished J 83:1852-54, 
Central Railway:1866 J Methodist Church:1872 ; 87-89 Cooke's 
Terrace:1868 ; 91-97:1879 J 99-107:1876 ; 109:1878 ; III:
1874 ; II3-II9:pre-1832 with iso.II3 datable 1828 ; I2I-I35 
Glenfield Place:1846-48 ; I37-I4I: Liscard Terrace:1870 J 
143:1867 *, 145-147:1886 ; 149-161 Cromac Park Terrace:
1867-68 ; 163:1879 ; 165-169 Cambridge Terrace:l865 ; 171 
originally Gate Lodge:1865 ; 173 Hampton Villa:1865 now 
derelict ; 175-179:1930 ; 181 Gospel Hall:1908 ; 183:1907; 
185-187 Penrose Villa:1883 originally one house on site of 
gate lodge to Cromac Park; here was Cromac park:1791-18x3, 
probably X798—18X3 ; Gas Iforks originally 1823 with Gasfield 
House:1823-32 but long demolished ; later extensions 186f
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took in sites of Moreland's House:I79I-I8I4 J Croiiac House: 
probably about 1818 ; and North of Ireland Cricket Ground: 
1859 ; 20—32:1869 *, 34-36:1841-42 ; 40:1893 ; 42-50:1892 ; 
North Cricket Ground:1866 from original site taken by gas
works extension ; 126-130:1891 J 132-142:1892 ; 144-146:1893; 
148-154:1895 ; 156-158:1894 ; 160-164:1891 J 166-172:1894 
originally two ; 174-180:1900 ; 182-204:1904 J 206-210:1906. 

Omeau street
I Omeau Place:pre-1832 ; 3-5:1892 J 7-17:1854 ; 19-21:1861;
6-8:pre-1832 ; now demolished ; 10-12:1864 ; 14-22:1866 ; 
24-30:1869 ; 32:1873 ; 34-36:1883 on site of Cromac Lodge: 
I783-I79I, probably I786-I79I; in 1875 was divided into four 
flats of similar valuation to surrounding houses; nearby was 
Cromac Cottage:1770-1783, demolished 1872 ; 38-40:1869. 

Osborne Drive
21-27:1928 ; 29-35:1935 ; 37-39 & 45-59 & 99:1939-40 ; 103: 
1931 ; 2-26:1928 ; 28-72:1935-40 ; 74-76 originally Osborne 
Avenue:1926.

Osborne Gardens
45-47:1910 ; 5i:i9II ; 53:1907 ; 2-4:1933 ; 6 fairy Hill:
1901 originally under Cranmore park ; 8:1911 J 10-12:1916 ; 
14-16:1905 ; 32:1912.

Osborne Park
9:1927 J II-I3 Osborne Villas:1874 ; 15 Ardmore:1879 J 25-27 
Hollymount-sunnyside:1873 ; 29-31 Laurelbank-Iveagh: 1873 ; 
33-35:1894 ; 37-43:1896 ; 45-51:1899 ; 53-55:1921 ; 61 Charle 
ville:1898 ; 69 Hazelbank;1879 ; 71:1910 ; 73-75:1907 ; 
77-79:1906 ; 81-83:1901 ; 97-103:1904 ; 105:1901 ; I07-H3: 
1906 ; 115-117:1925 ; St.John's Hall:I923 ; St.John's Church: 
1894 from original site 1842 further out on Malone hoad;
12-14 Hleanor Villas:1879 ; Methodist Church:1894 ; Hali:I897
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18—20 Colvyn Villas: 1890 ; 22-24:189.) ; 32-^6:1925-27 i 
38-40:1891 ; 42-44:1897 J 46-48:1904 ; 50-52:1908 ; 54 
Fairriew:1878 ; 56:1897 ; 58 Acrevilla:I860 ; 60 Osborne 
Park House:1869 ; 7u-72:I900 ; 74:1925 J 86:1907 J 88:1915; 
90:1913 ; 92:1906.

Outraa otreet
1-9:1875 ; 11-15:1870 ; 17-21:1875 ; 23-37:1879 ; 39-43:
1875 ; 45-49:1875 now demolished ; 2-6:1871 ; 8-34:1874 ; 
36-50:1875.

Palestine street
1-39 & 2-36:1893 J 41-57 & 38-56:1897 ; 59-87:1900 ; 58-84: 
1899.

Penge Gardens 
I-II & 2-12:1930-31.

Penrose street
1-25:1892 ; 2-18:1895 ; 20-30:1885.

Peveril Street
1-5 & 15-23 & 10-50:1876 ; 7-13 & 2-8:1875 J 25-33:1877.

Pine Street
I-Ia:1875 ; 3-13:1874 ; 15—21:1871 J 23-27:1870-71 ; 29-75 
originally Rosewood street even numbers:1871—7^ ; 2—4:1870; 
6-8:1869 J 10-28:1868 ; 30-32:1876 ; 32B-32G:1891 ; 34-74 
originally Rosewood btreet odd numbers:1871 ; 76:1873. 

Posnett btreet
1- 7:1874 ; 9-15:X87o ; I5a-2l:I872 ; 23-35:1873 ; 37-39:1870;
2- 6:1869 ; 8-10:1871 ; 16-20:1887 ; 22-30:1886 ; 32-50:1873; 
52-56 Freaerick Terrace:1869 ; 58—62:1866 ; 64:1869

Powerscourt street
I-I5 & 23-35 & 16-32:1876 ; 17-21:1878 ; 4-i4 « 34-4o:I875. 

Pretoria street

(1^2)

3-13:1927 ; 15-55:1910 ; 8-16:1925-26 ; 18-58:1909.
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1897 ; 81-83:1899 *, 85-87:1900 ; 89:1902 ; 91-93:1898 
95-99:1896 ; 2-8:1894 ; 10-42:1895 *, 44-78:1894 ; 80:1897 , 
Church Hall orig.bchool:1894.

Huptbv Parade
1-5:1899 ; 7-11:1901 ; 13:1902 ; I5-I7:i903 ; 2-8:1921 ;
XO:1927.

Rugby Road
I:1890 originally Caledonia Street ; 3-5:1894 originally 
Caledonia street ; 7-9:1868 Caledonia Terrace ; II-I7: 
1926-27 *, 19-27:1871 *, 29-49:1868 ; 51-53:1870 ; 55-65:1899; 
16-18:1870 orig. Caledonia street ; 40-54:1924-25 *, 56-58. 
1871 *, 60-64 Rugby Terrace: 1864 *, 66-76:1895 78-84.1894.

Rugby otreet
1-7:1869-70 ; 9:1927 ; 2-4:1869.

Rutland street
1-59 & 2-40:1890 *, 61-73 & 42-64:1891 J 66-74:1892.

St.Alban*s Gardens
1-49:1899 ; 2-50:1897; on site of oandymount property, 
Sandymount or snowmount:1770—1608, probably 1805-1808, but 
probably rebuilt or inproyed before 1836, possibly i825-J>6. 

at.fyes Gardens
I-21:1896 ; 23-31:1897 2-48:1899; also on sandymount

property; see above.
Sandhurst Drive
1-5:1912 ; 7-33:1911 i 35-41:1908 ; 43 orig. 48 stranmilHs 
Street: 1901-03 *, 45-49:1925 ; 51-55:1909 *, 57-65:1913 , 
67-73:1914 ; 75-87:1928 ; 2-12:1908 ; 14-34:1909 ; 36-46. 

1930 ; 76-98:1931.
Sandhurst Gardens
Originally Sandhurst ; 1-39 & 2-46:1900 ; 41-75 oc 48-76. 

1901.
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Sandhurst Road
I Granville House: 1875 ; 3:1884; originally, with 81 i?itz- 
roy Avenue, one large house called Granville Gardens ,
2-8:1876.

Sandymount street
1-21:1897 ; 23-29:1896 ; 31-45:1897 ; 2-54:1899 J 56-74: 
1897 ; built on oandymcunt property; for details see above
under st,Alban*s Gardens.
Sandy Row
Also known in early directories as Malone Road Lower; the 
portion from Bradbury Place to Doneg^ll Road was called 
Renvick Place ; 175 originally Bethel Mission to Deaf.Pumb 
and Blind:1878 ; 179:1884 J I83-I87:pre-I770 but rebuilt 
1837-60 ; 189-197 Bedford Terrace:1852 ; "too good for the 
locality"(I860 Valuer) ; 199-203 Kapier Place:1846-48; 
190-192:1832-35; "large house-too large for locality"V I860 
Valuer) ; 194-198:1837 ; 200-204:pre-1832 ; sandy Row 
Orange Hall:1868 but rebuilt 1910 ; 208-2X2:1838-46 now 
demolished ; 2X4:1862 demolished ; 216-218:1862 ;
220 Crescent Buildings:1887. 

sans Souci Park
On site of sans souci House:1836 replacing older house ;
1— 7 & 9-29:1926-28 ; IngLedene & Heathcote: 1901 ; Colli*1®* 
1922 ; 31-33:1900 ; 35-37:1901 ; 41:1905 ; 43-45:1903 » 
2:1928 ; 4:1926 ; 6-8:1901 ; I0-I2:I9II ; Gymnasium: 1925 *, 
14-24:1926 ; 26:1911 J 28:1907 *, 34-36:1905 ; 38-40:1904 , 

42-46:1924-25.
Shaftesbury Avenue
2- 4:1893 ; 6-8:1896 ; 10-12:1893 ; 14-24:1892 ; 26:1894 , 
28-40:1892 ; 42-48:1893 ; 50-56:1891 ; 58-64:1892.
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Shaftesbury bquare
Originally Botanic Road ; 2-II ohaftesbury Buildings. 1884 >
12-13 Oxford Buildings:1868 rebuilt recently ; 14 originally 
Bio.I Wesley Place:pre-1832, probably 1829-32 ; 15-17:1822-32, 
probably 1829-32 ; 19-23:1846-48 ; 24-29:1835-3^ J 31-53.1863 
34 originally Manse:1863 ; Gt.Victoria St. Presbyterian
Church:i860. 
sharian Road
1-3:1935 ; 5-29:1927 ; 2:1921 I 4-32:1926-27 ; LagBnrale 
Farm: 1836-43 ; recently denolished; was Vo.34.
Shrevsbury Drire 
l-II & 2-10:1935-38.

Shrewsbury Gardens 
I—21 & 2-20:1934-37.

Shrewsbury park
1-13:1930-34 *, 2-8:1929-30 ; 10-18:1934-37. 

silTergrore otreet
1-29:1869 ; 31-41^1870 J 43-55:1871 J 57-59:1883 ; 2-10.
1870 ; 12-20:1871 ; 22-30:1874 *, 32-54:1871 ; 56:1874. 
oouthTiew Cottages
All 1867. 
oouthriew otreet
I prospect lodge: 1873 ; 2-I0:Crecy Terrace ; 2-4:1875 *, 
6:1878 ; 8-10:1876.

Spruce Street
1-19,1870 ; 21-43:1873 J 45-63:1874 ; 2-10:1871 ; 12-18.
1872 ; 20:1878 ; 20a: 1883 ; 22-64:1872.
Strandview Street
1-25:1904 ; 2-6:1925 ; 8-12:1908 ; 14-38:1928.
Strangford Arenue
1-13:1931-33 ; I5-2I:1938-39 ; 16-22:1937.
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Straranxllis Gardens
Originally Strarunillis Park ; 1-25:1895 ; 27-61.1925-26 , 
2-6:1895 ; 8-18:1892 ; 20-28:1895 ; 50-52:1895 ; 34-58.
1897 J 40-58:1925 ; 66-70:1900 ; 72:1913 ; 74-76:I9i6 , 
78-80:1924. 
ptranmlllis Park
i:1897 ; 3:1900 ; 5-7:1905 ; 9-11:1906 ; i3-i5:i9o7 ; 
17-51:1925 *, 2a: 1899 4-20:1896 ; 22-54:1925.

otraimilllis Road
Formerly Friar's Bush Road ; 3:I88x ; 5-1:16(7 > 9-11.1881, 
11a:1915 ; 13-15:1688 ; 17:1895 ; 19:1897 ; 21-23:1881 ;
25-31:1873 ; 53-37:1874 ; the Marcus kard Map of 1879 shows 
all the above, but was clearly anticipating later develop
ment or generalizing in an uncharacteristic manner *, 125 
Eisleben House:1879 on site of cottages-now demolished , 
127-133:1897 ; 135-147:1907 *, here was oandymount; for de
tails see under ot.Alban's Gardens J 151-165.1699 , 
165-169:1907 ; 171-173:1930 ; 175-181:1929 ; at.Bartholo
mew's Parish Church:1930 from original church, now Hall, 
at Mo.36 otranmillis Road: 1913 ; Riddel Bail:i9.i5 , 
Htranmiilis College:Entrance Block 1929 J Stranmillis House 
1857-58 on site of earlier house 1801 i estate originally 
leased to Moses Hill, who built a Plantation fort there in 
1611 ; 183-187: probably estate cottages of 165f-58 ,
Ulster Museum: founded i924, opened 1929 i Friar's Bush 
Burial Ground: rear portion possibly Elizabethan ; thought 
to be Freerstone(Friarstown) on map of 15/0 *, probable site 
Chapel of Kilpatrick in early seventeenth century , scene 
of open-air masses in Penal times; front portion with wall 
and gatehouse: 1829 ; 8-10:1926 *, 12-22:1895 ; 24-54:1899 ,



here was Belleyiew:pre-1832 J 36 bt.Bartholomew & nail, 
originally Church:1913 ; 38-44:1899 J 46-52:1895 ; 54-64.
1899 ; 66-70 originally Mission Hall, later school, now 
commercial:1898 ; 72-90:1903 J 92-102:1901 J 104-122:1894, 
124-128:1893 *, 130-134:1896 ; 146-152:1932 ; 156 uunesk:
1854 ; 182-184:1929 J 186:1933 ; bchool:1904 ; 190:1904 , 
192:1917 J 194-198:1930-35 J 256-296:1921-25 *, 298-302:1955; 
304—322:1924-27 *, 324:1913 ; 326-356:1921-23 ; 372-376:1872 
now demolished ; 378:1934 J 380-384:192^-50.
Stranmillis btreet
la & 3-13:1904 ; I & 2-36:1901 J 40-46:1903. 
ourrey btreet1-7 Abingdon Terrace:1870 J 9-33:1893 J 35-59:1895 ,41-4^ 
1897 J 49-57:1896 *, 59-69:1910 ; 2-4:1894 ; 6-16:1895 ; 
18-34:1894 ; 36-46:1696 ; 48-70:1900.

Tate«s ATenue
Originally Colin View ; 3-9:1894 on site of five scotchmount 
cottages 1833-54 ; 11-23:1889 ; 25-31 Colin View:1857-58 ; 
33-39 Colinview Terrace:l860 ; 41:1862 ; 45:1876 , 45-49. 
Kathleen Terrace:f876-77 ; 51-59:1691 J 61.1858-60 ; 63. 
1856-57 *, 65-67:1870 on site of two cottages 1854-57 , 
71-77:1888 ; 79-83:1886 ; 85-93:1885 > 95:1894 ; 97 in rear, 
originally dairy farm 1858-60 99:1894 , 101-10 7.1868 ,
109:1894 *, III: 1870 ; 113:1868 ; 115-119:1869 ; I2I-I29.
1870 ; 131-155:1895 J 137-141:1893 *, 145-45:1892 ; 6-14.
1899 ; 16-22:1900 ; 24-50:1904 J 32-34:1920 ; 36-40:1955 , 
46-48:1929 ; 50-60:1922-24 J 62-70:1899 ; 72-124:1896 , 
126-128:1897.
Llsterville Avenue
3-5:1868 ; 7-17:1873 J 19-23:1876 ; 25-27:1877 ; 29-31.
1871 *, 33-35:1900 ; 37-41:1913 ; 43-47:189 7 J 49:1927 ,
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51-53:1934 ; 55:1927 ; 61-69:1901 ; 71-89:1928-30 J I05-UI- 
I9II ; 113-179:1925 ; 2-12 Belgravia; 2-4:1879 *, 6-12:1882 , 
here again the Marcus *ard *ap of 1879 has anticipated the 
completion of the terrace ; 14-20:1933 J 40-42:1876 J 44-46: 
1863-64 ; 48;1893 J 50-52:1903 J 54-56:1904 J 58-60:1926-2/; 
62-64:1931 ; 80-142:1925-30 ; 144-154:1931-32.

(1391

[/Isterville Drive
3-7:1933 J 2-12:1928.

Ulsterville Gardens
1-29:1899 ; 31-45:1900 ; 47-75:1903 ; 77-95:1904 
1905 ; 2-14:1900 ; 16-78:1924.

Ulsterville Place
I-II:1899.

97-ioi:

University Avenue5-5;I90l ; 7-9:1904 ; 11-25:1903-1905 ; 65-71:1896 ; 73-75: 
1897 ; 77-79:1896 ; 81-143:1897 ; Christian bcience Church: 
1924 ; 8-10:1925 ; All saints* Hall:1926 ; 26-28:1896 , 
30-36:1897 ; 38-42:1699 ; 44:1897 ; 46-50:1900 ; 52-54.1905, 
56-62:1699 ; 64-70:1903 *, 72-74:1904 J 76:1905 J 78-80:1901; 
82-90:1908 ; 92-94:1909*; 96-98:1910 ; 100:1913 , 102.1908 
104-108:1900 *, 110-132:1897.

University RoadMoravian Church: 1886 ; 1:1866 J 3 i/ountainville House :l8oo 
originally Chaplin street ; 7-II Fountainville ierrace. 
1840-42 ; 13 Fountainville Cottage:pre-1770, possibly as 
early as 1737, enlarged 1837-60, now demolished ; here, on 
site of Methodist Church and Crescent lerrace, stood Turn 
pike Row, consisting in 1637 of twelve cottages o.nd a pu 
lie house: pre-1832 ; turnpike established 1//0-I//7 » 
Methodist Church:1865 ; 23 Manse:1866 ; 25-51 Crescent 
Terrace: 1868 ; 33-41 Prospect Terrace: 1850 *, 43-51 Cinna



inondJs Buildings: pre-1632 but possibly in that year, 
ence from I860 Taluer's note that attics were not origi* > 
but no date given ; 53-65 Botanic View xerrace , 53-59.1 
43 on site of three old houses, one of which, prooabiy nose 
Cottage, was almost certainly pre-1770 ; 61-69:x84o-4i , 
67-69:1852 ; 71-75 I’itzwilliam Place, originally ooilege 
View:1846-48 ; 77-89 Queen's Elms:1858-60 now demolished , 
Elmwood Presbyterian Church: founded 1859, opened 1862 ; 
Hall:1866 ; for original Manse see University lerrace ; 
91-95 part of University Terrace:1854-56 ; Victoria College 
1873 from Dublin Road (1867), Howard Street and originally 
Wellington Place (1859) ; Crescent Presbyterian Church: 
opened 1887 ; 4th Congregation from Berry otreet (I^82) 
Linenhall Street ^1839) » 26-30:16^0 J 32.186^ , 34 36«
1654 ; 38-40:1854 ; 42-48 william's place: 1646-48 *, here, 
on site of Sfos.I-3 University Square, stood three old 
houses pre-1770 but possibly rebuilt before 16^7 *, on a 
site at corner of University front lawn were six houses, 
datable 1791-1832; Claremont Cottage and two others were 
demolished before 1849; Belvidere Cottage, later sotanic 
Cottage, and two others survived until x877 ; Queen's 
University, originally College: opened 1649 i original 
portion of Library:1866 ; original portion of Union:1896, 
Botanic Gardens:1829 ; original curator's house rebuilt 
probably 1854-56, now demolished ; gate lodge;1676 now
demolished.
University Square
1-3:1871 on site of three old houses pre-1770 but possibly 
rebuilt before i837 ; 4-17:1852 ; 18-25:x848-49 ; 26-27: 
1849-51 ; 28-30:1852-53.
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rmiTersity btreet
Originally Linden btreet or Lincluden Street , 4fc,
5-7:1868 ; 9-15:1865 ; 17:1861 ; 19:1856-58 J 21-29:1866 ; 
53:1867 J 35-37:1868 ; 39-45:1869 ; 47-49:1865 ; 51:1867 , 
53-55:1866 ; 57:1876 ; 59-61:1877 ; 63:1883 J beyond Botanic 
Avenue originally Fitzroy Avenue ; 65-75 Princess Gardens. 
1878—79 J Fitzroy Presbyterian Church: opened 18M , 6th 
Congregation from Alfred Place (I82IJ and Alfred Street 
(1837) ; Hall: 1861 ; 81-83:1865 J 85-87:1871 81-87 iitz-
roy Terrace ; 95-107:1895 ; 109-117:1897 ; 119-121:1895 i
123-137 somerset Terrace:1875-76 ; I39-I43a:1909 , 145-157 
Brook Crescent:1879-80 J 163:1880 ; 165 Albert View:1871 » 
169:1886 ; I7I-I75 Irvine Terrace, originally Glenfield, 
off Ormeau Road: 1852-54 ; 2-10: Belvoir Terrace ; 2-4:
1854 ; 6-8:1856-58 ; 10:1858-60 J 12-14:1869 16:1871 ,
18-24:1872 ; 28-42:1867 J 44:1889 J 46-58 Holbom Terrace: 
1880-81 ; 60-74 Fitzroy Crescent: 1866 ; ^6-84: Avoca j.err 
ace ; 76-78:1866 ; 80-84:1868 ; 86-92:Livingstone Terrace ; 
86-88:1871 ; 90-92:1876 ; 94-96 Marlborough Terrace:1871 ; 
100:1880 ; All saints* Parish Church:1899 replacing iron 
Church of 1887 J 104:1890 J Commercial premises:1892 ;
All Saints* school:l89I » 110-150:1897 ; 132-144:1901.

Upper Crescent
Originally The Crescent or Corry*s Crescent ; 2 Crescent 
House:1869 ; 4-5:1879 J 6:1869 J 7-16 The Crescent:1846. 
Vernon street
1-7:1887 ; 9-11:1881 ; 13-21:1880 ; 23-29 Iona Terrace.
1880 ; 51-43:1877 ; 45-55:1870-72 ; 57-79:1876 ; 83-109: 
1871 ; 111-125:1872 ; 127-141:1873 ; 143-179:1874 ; 
181-187:1873 ; 2-10:1885 ; 12:1880-83 ; 16-18:1869 ;
22-22a:1870-71 ; 24:1874 ; 26-28:1870-72 ; 30-46:18/4 ,
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50-54:1873 ; 56-58:1875 J 60-80*. 1874 *, 90-98 originally 
Havelock View:1874.

Virginia btreet1-5:1869 ; 7-13:1873 ; 15-17:1868 J 19-33:1869 ; 35-37.18?I, 
39-43:1891 ; 2-4:1870 *, 6-46:1868. 

ialnut Place
3- 11:1868 ; 13-19 & 2-22:1870. 

walnut btreet
1:1868 ; 3-5:1874 *, 7-35:1871 ; 2:1871 ; 4-8:1870 ; 10-16:

1869 ; 18-32:1870. 
wansbeck otreet
1-25:1899 *, 27-29:1932 ; Hall: 1927 *, 2-26:1899.

Wellesley Avenue1-3:1877 ; 9-19:1878 ; 21-35:1879 ; 37-43:1892 J 49-67:1901; 
69-71:1897 ; 73-95:1896 ; 97-109:1895 ; 111-113.1896 , 
115-119:1692 ; 121-123:1885 J 125-129:1884 ; 2-4.1890 ,
6-16:1877 ; Hall: 1893 ; I6B:I693 ; 18-24:18^8 *, 26-32.1898 , 
34-66:1926 ; 88:1905 J 90-92:1899 94-100:189/ , 102-104.

1895 ; 106-110:1897.
Wellington Park
i:i890 ; 3-5:1880 ; 7:1879 ; 9:1894 ; n:i895 ; ua ong. 
part of II ; 13:1877 ; 15:1878 ; 17:1869 ; 19-21:1889 , 
23:1877 ; 27:1891 ; 29-33:1889 ; 35-3r:I860 ; 39.1889 ,
41 *. 1880 ; 43:1894 ; 45:1910 ; 47-61:1926 ; /9-91.1897 ,
4- 12:1854-56 ; 14-16:1852-53 J 18-22:1854-56 ; 24:1863 , 
26:1865 ; 28-30:1866 J 32-34:1875 ; 36:1878 *, 38-40:1879 , 
42:1879 ; 44:1887 J 46:1896 J 48-50:1903 ; 52 Wellington 
Park Cottage:1856-58 ; 54-78:1879.
Wellington Park Avenue
1-19:1897 ; 2-8:1894 ; 10-16:1895 ; 18-20:1885.
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Wellington Park Terrace
1-3:1854-58 ; 5-7:1868 ; 9-15:1858-60 ; 17-21:1869. 
Westminster street 
1-7:1896 ; 4-24:1894.

Willesden Park
1-19:1930 ; 21-27:1932 ; 2-22:1930 ; 24:1933.

Windsor ATenue
Originally just Windsor ; 1:1858-60 ; 3-5:1860-62 ; 9-H** 
1863 ; 13-15:1871 ; 17:1870 J 19:1871 ; 21:1872 ; 23-25: 
1875 ; 27-29:1867 J 31 Kensington:1879 added to Eelgrave 
Cottage:1862 ; 33-55:1854 ; 45-47:1865 J to the rear of 
these were built about the same time two more vllxa^ tha 
were later demolished ; 49-51:1853 2-10:192/ , 12-14.
1897 ; 20:1881 ; 26:I860 ; 28 Ashleigh, originally two 
with Arlington: 1856-58 ; 46 Ceara:I854 ; 50:l8t>3.
Windsor ATenue florth
1:1863 ; 3-5:1853 ; 2-6:1935 ; 8-10:1856-58.
Windsor .UriYe
1-3:1927 ; 5-49 & 2-54:1930.
Windsor Park
1:1896 ; 3-5:1897 ; 7-9:1899 ; ii-J3:1875 ; 15:186/ ; I/-19. 
1880 ; 21:1890 ; 23:1883 ; 25-27:I860 ; 29:1885 , 31.1876 , 
33:1873 ; 2-6:1877 J 8-10:1896 ; 12:1887 ; 14:1880 ; 16. 
1928 ; 18-20:1888 ; 22-28:1890 ; 30-32:1893 J 34:1894 > 
36-38:1890 ; 42-44:1874.

Windsor Road
3-17:1931 ; 19-77:1899 ; 4-22:1897 24-62:1898.

wolseley street
1-5:1896 ; 7-15:1891 ; 17-27:1892 ; 2-10: Milton Terrace ,
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2-4:1871 ; 6-10:1876 ; 12-14:1871 ; 16-18:1875 ; 20-22 
1877 ; 24-30:1875 ; 32-34:1868 ; 36-46 Melrose Terrace 
1867.

Zetland street
I-I9 & 4-12:1876 ; 14-24:1877.
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SOUTH BELFAST
1920 Solid black : surviving or recently-demolished

buildings which were erected before 1920 or

during that year.
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SOUTH BELFAST
1940 solid black : surviving or recently-demolished

buildings which were erected before 1940 or

during that year.
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